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ABSTRACT 

DifluorophosphinO, germyl and silyl monothioacetate 

and difluorophosphino monoselenoacetate have been studied 

by nmr, infra-red and mass spectra to investigate the 

preferred bonding site of the -PF 21  -SiN 3  and -GeN 3  groups. 

Also the gas phase structures of CH 3COSGeH 3  and 

CH 3CSOSiH 3  have been determined by electron diffraction, 

in particular noting the short non-bonded Ge/Si...  

(M = 0 or S) distances, which are less than the sum of the 

Van der Waals' radii for Si and S or Ge and 0. The final 

refined structures confirmed the vibrational and nmr data, 

indicating the CH 3COSGeN 3  to be entirely S-bonded, and 

C}I 3CSOSiH 3  entirely 0-bonded. 

Finally a full study of the gas phase structures of 

CH 3 SiH 2PS (Ps = CN, NCO, NCS) and (CH 3 ) 2 SiHPs (Ps = NCO, 

NCS) has been carried out to find the influence of the 

methyl groups on the molecular structures, when compared 

to those of SiH 3NCO, SiH 3NCS and SiH3CN. Additionally 

vibrational spectra of these compounds in the gas, liquid 

and solid phases have been recorded and are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRON DIFFRACTION 

1.1 Historical Background 

Gaseous electron diffraction was first introduced as a 

structural technique by Mark & Wied 
1  in 1930 following 

preliminary work by Rutherford 2 , Debye 3 ' 4 , Davisson and 

Germer 5 , and Thomson 6 ' 7 , involving verification of De 

Brogue's hypothesis that a moving electron should have 

wavelike properties and that the wavelength should be 

related to the momentum by the expression 

x = h/p 	11] 	 X = wavelength 

p = momentum of particle 

h = Planck's constant 

A - major improvement in the technique, suggested by 

Finbak9  and introduced by Debye10 , involved modifying the 

image produced on the photographic plate by attenuating 

the wider scattered electrdns using a heart shaped metal 

disc known now as the sector. 

However, electron diffraction has vastly increased 

its power and usefulness with the development and spread 

of high speed electronic computing facilities. Now that 

electron diffraction has become less laborious, the chemist 

is able to test bonding and steric theories on a larger 

group of compounds and spend less time on menial tasks. 

Also, advances in the calculation of amplitudes of 

vibration and shrinkage corrections have contributed to 
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greater accuracy being possible in subsequent electron 

diffraction studies. 

Hence the purpose of the work described in this thesis 

was to carry out a number of structural studies, using 

electron diffraction, on silicon and germanium compounds 

and also to collect appropriate infra-red, Raman, and 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopic data which in 

all cases confirm the atomic arrangements but do not 

provide any geometric parameters. 

4.' 

1.2 Theory 

When a beam of electromagnetic radiation encounters a 

material object a substantial portion of the beam may be 

reflected and a further part will be scattered through a 

wide range of angles from the incident direction. The 

scattering pattern arising from a gas is based on Young's 

classic double slit experiment in which he showed that 

when two parallel slits are placed in the path of a beam of 

electromagnetic radiation, regions of high and low intensity 

are produced, corresponding with constructive and 

destructive interference. The separation of the slits (d) 

the wavelength of the radiation (X) and the scattering angle 

at an intensity maximum (a) can be related by the equation: 

d sin a = nA 
	

[21 

where n is an integer. 
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As an atom readily acts as a scattering point, a 

diatomic molecule will also be expected to produce a 

scattering pattern similar to the pattern from the slits. 

Hence if the wavelength of the radiation is known, and the 

angle 0 obtained from the pattern, one can find the 

separation of the atoms: i.e. the band length. 

A beam of electrons is the ideal form of radiation in 

structure determination because, firstly, the wavelength 

of the electrons gives the optimum number of rings on the 

photographic plate for common nozzle to plate distances 

and, secondly, the cross-section for diffraction of 

electrons is far greater than that for electromagnetic 

radiation, and as the total number of molecules in the 

gas phase is small compared to a solid,use of an electron 

beam allows one to get a satisfactory pattern in a 

reasonable time. 

The resultant pattern is a combination of four 

scattering types. These are the coherent atomic scattering, 

the inelastic atomic scattering, extraneous scattering 

and finally the molecular scattering. The inelastic 

collisions do not lead to observable interference effects, 

but they do contribute to the overall scattered beam 

intensity. The inelastic scattering arises when an 

electron interacts with an atom and raises it to an 

excited electronic state. Generally, this constitutes a 

negligible effect on the overall pattern and atoms are all 

assumed to be in their ground state. 
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The extraneous Scattering is due to multiple 

collisions, reflections from the chamber walls and 

collisions with residual gases. The multiple collisions 

are minimised by running the experiment at low sample 

pressures, maintaining as good a vacuum as possible, and 

keeping the area of interaction small. The exposure time 

should be determined such that the intensity of the plates 

is just sufficient. The atomic scattering is a monotonic 

rapidly declining function and can be computed and 

subtracted from the overall intensity function. This 

then leaves the molecular intensity component with the 

extraneous and inelastic scattering. 

For a rigid system of atoms considered to be 

independent scattering centres, the intensity of electrons 

scattered elastically is 

0 	m 	 sin (r. 5) 
f.(s)f(s) 	23. 	 [31 

j 	rs a-1 j-1 	 ij . 

4irsino/ 2  
where 5 = 	 [ 4] 

X 

in which f is the scattering factor for atom i, a is the 

scattering angle, r 	 is the distance between atoms i and
ij 

j, and R is the distance from point of scattering to the 

plate. 

If it is assumed that the inelastically scattered 

intensity is completely coherent, then the total 

intensity is given by 
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'TOT = I r1i 	
+ tb(s) 	 [5) 

where Ib(s)  is the background and contains the non-

structure sensitive part of components inelastic, 

extraneous and atomic scattering. The structure dependent 

part 	may be written for atoms i and j: 

I(S) = constantf 1  (s) 2  + 	H 1i If J icos 
1 

sin(s.r. .) 
(n—n.). 	s.r 

1•1: [6) 
1 	j 	 . 

J  

assuming the molecule is rigid. Thus the molecular 

intensity curve will be superimposed on the smoothly 

varying background curve. Since atomic scattering 

amplitudes may be computed with reasonable confidence, the 

only unknown to reproduce the experimental diffraction 

intensities would be the set of internuclear distances 

r... f(s) is the scattering factor of an atom at point s, 

(n - n) is the phase shift on scattering from atom pair ij 

at point S. 

However, when the experimental and theoretical 

intensity curves are compared using the rigid model the 

fit is inadequate, and allowance must be made for molecular 

vibrations. 

If the rigid model molecular intensity curve equation 

is transposed by Fourier Transform to the radial distri-

bution curve a set of single lines at all the values of r. 
1J 

would be found. By vibrating the bonds, they will have 
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harmonic oscillations which have periods several orders 

of magnitude greater than the interaction time, and each 

electron will see a single length although these lengths 

will vary. The nature of the statistical distribution 

over all possible molecular configurations is available 

from quantum mechanics 	Hence for any pair of atoms i 

and j there will be a probability function P(r)  for the 

expected values between r and r ij and the term (sin(r.$)/ 

r. 1J  .$) will vary and must be determined. 

Now 

I m  (s) =const.Y If i l If 	i 

	

j jcos(n-n 	
ij j jfP(r) 

sin(r..$)kr 	
(I 

r 
1J
. . 

1 
with 	

=u. exp 
	

2u2.. 

where uij  is the root mean square of amplitude of 

vibration, and r.. now denotes the mean distance between 

atoms i and j. At this stage the Fourier Transformed radial 

distribution curve would give a series of Gaussian 

distribution curves (with some overlap if the distances are 

close) , where u. is equal to the width of the curve at 

half height. Expanding the probability term and only using 

the first term of the integrals gives: 

sin(r,  ...s) 
Im(s) = const 	$.l Cos {n.-n.) 	

1J 	exp 
1 	j 	 1 j 	I. .s 

(_s 2u2) 

2 	 [81 
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The last consideration to be included is the anharmonicity 

of the vibration ai which is related to the constant a in 

the motse potential and to the mean amplitude. To a first 

approximation the intensity curve is now represented by: 

I(S) = const I If i l IfI cos(n 1 -n 

3 	 2 	

)- 

2 
-. 	sln(r. s-a. .s ) 	-s .u. 

U 	UJ 	exp 	z 	
[ g] 

1D 

The anharmonicity is assumed to be equal to au 4 ! 6  and is 

set equal to 200 pm for bonded distances and zero for non-

bonded distances. The anharmonicity accounts for the 

asymmetry of peaks in the radial distribution curve. See 

Figure 1.1. 

r 

curve with 	anharmonicity 

curve without anharmonicity 

Figure 1.1: Peak in radial distribution curve 
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1.3 Structure Determination 

The molecular structure is determined by comparing 

the experimental intensity curves or radial distribution 

curves with the appropriate theoretical curves as produced 

by the equations above. From equation [71 the molecular 

scattering contribution can be simplified as: 

sin (r. .$) 

= 	A...(s) 	
P..(r)dt 	[10] 

which for a diatomic and using Fourier Transform theory 

can be converted to  

P. .(r)  (r) 	sI (s) 
= 	A(5) sin(r...$)as 	 [11] 

or 	 = f I(s)sin(r..$)ds 	 [121 

At this stage an artificial damping function is included in 

the-  integrals to reduce the effect of a finite upper limit 

in the integration. The lack of data below s 	 will change
min 

the zero line of the curve. Thus 

5 max 	 - 
P(r) 

= I 	I(s) exp(-ks 2 ) sin(rs)ö-s 	 [13] 
r 

5min 

In practice theoretical data OQt added from 0 to s mm 

to correct the baseline of the radial distribution curve. 

The integration is performed by summation and consequently 

the interval As must be constant across the entire range of 

data. Also, As must be quite small relative to 27r/r. In 



the experiments described in this thesis the s range is from 

20 to 360 nfl 1 , with a minimum As of 2 nm 1 . The 

damping factor included in the intensity equation, before 

performing the Fourier inversion, provides strong 

discrimination against data of higher s values because they 

are either unavailable or unreliable. 

Clearly, for polyatomic molecules the equations will 

be more complex, with more interatomic distances, and the 

p..(r)/r.. of each atom will be weighted proportionally to 

the products of their atomic numbers. Also, since the r ij  

is calculated from the centre of gravity of a peak in the 

P(r)/r curve, the apparent average distances will be less 

than the true average 	i.e. in P(r) because the lower 

- end of the curve is weighted relative to the upper end. 

This distance is reduced by u 2/r (where u is amplitude of 

vibration). One effect of the damping function is to 

raise the apparent vibrational amplitudes in the radial 

distribution curve from u 	 to (u2 + 2k)½, but this
ii  

does not affect the structural analysis. 

The structural analysis begins with assumed bond 

distances, angles and amplitudes of vibration for the 

predicted structure. With the more complicated structures 

estimates of the distance from the centre of peaks in the 

experimental radial distribution curve is inadequate because 

of the overlapping peaks corresponding to nearly equal 

distances. Then previous knowledge of the bond lengths 

from related structures can help solve the structure. The 

second stage is to try refining the parameters to obtain 
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optimum correlation between the experimental and 

theoretical curves. The programs used in this work 

refined the parameters to give the best fit to the molecular 

intensity curves. At any stage of the refinement the 

intensity curves and radial distribution curves could be 

plotted out and these included a difference curve 

between experimental and theoretical curves. The background 

could be subtracted by drawing a smooth curve through 

the difference curve and subtracting this from the total 

intensity plots. Once the baseline is equal (or almost 

equal) to the difference curve the intensity curves are 

fixed and all subsequent refinements are done on these 

curves. More recently Blair 
12  has developed a program, 

based on spline functions, designed to subtract the 

background automatically. The program is not only fast and 

easy to use but is accurate and will not add a background 

that has a frequency of oscillation for s of more than 

100 pm. Thus refined structures should not be altered 

by the background subtraction. 

In most cases it is not possible to refine all the 

bond lengths and amplitudes of vibration as independent 

parameters. Based on an assumed molecular model, where 

the atomic coordinates are defined by the bond distances 

and angles, the dependent distances may be calculated 

from the independent distances and angles. Having done 

that,the structure found will be the r  structure which 

does not take into account vibrational corrections or 

shrinkage factors. These are discussed below. 
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Early electron diffraction studies were done by 

comparing experimental and theoretical intensities or 

radial distribution curves calculated from a limited 

number of molecular models. The theoretical curves were 

in general assumed to be a superposition of Gaussian 

peaks according to the equation below. 

	

Theoretical function = const. I n. . i  
zz. 13 	L14 

ij 	ij 	j r. 

Now the method of refinement is that of least squares 

refinement, in which the sum of the squares of the 

differences between experimental and theoretical curves 

is minimised. Since not all the data regions are equally 

reliable a suitable weighting procedure must be used which 

in fact gives less weight to the lowest s values and 

highest s values for each data set. Also there is an 

additional factor in the weighting procedures with the 

correlation of errors at neighbouring data points. 

This is particularly significant when the data relates, 

to a continuous function. The number of data points (n) 

should be chosen so that essentially no new information is 

gained by increasing the number. Thereafter the standard 

deviations will be roughly proportional to n so that 

it would seem that increasing n reduced the standard 

deviation to small values, which is not correct. For 

small intervals between the intensity points, the data 

points become too close to remain as completely independent 

measurements. The first electron diffraction study which 
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included a correlation factor in the least squares 

refinements was carried out by Murato and Morino 13,14 

The sum to be minimised in the least squares refinements 

can be expressed by 

N 
W.U. 
	 (15] 

j =1 

where w is the weight attached to point j, u the 

difference between experimental and theoretical intensities 

at point j, and N is the number of points measured. 

In this work the weighting points s l  and s 2'  for 

the centre and edge of the photographic plates, were chosen 

by inspection. Then the weight applied to any points 

outside these limits was reduced as data was thought to be 

less reliable in these regions. HoWever equation [15] 

does not make any allowance for the correlation between 

adjacent points and the edge of data plates and this can 

be done by using an off-diagonal weight matrix, w. 

We actually seek to minimise the expression 	- 

U' W U 
	

116] 

where w is the square weighted matrix and u is the column 

matrix of differences between experimental and theoretical 

values. 

The diagonal elements of the weighting matrix were 

therefore: 
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here s 	<5<5 w 1. = (5 i.. - s  min
W 	mm 1 	 ml 

W..=1 
11 

where s <s,<s 112 

w ii = (s max-  s i )/(smax 
-s  2 ) where 	

1 max 

and the off-diagonal elements were introduced to the 

weight matrix as follows: 

where ij±l 
U 

w. = 0.5(w iJ, .+w.
J  .J 
 )/(p/h)R where i = j+l 

The correlation parameter (p/h)t at the nozzle to plate 

distance R was calculated by the method of, Murato and 

Morino 
13  and is a measure of how smooth the molecular 

intensity curve is. Thus if the curve is a smooth curve 

with a constant frequency the correlation will be near 

0.5 value; a curve which fluctuates unevenly will have a 

low correlation. It has been shown 
14 that a simple 

diagonal matrix is inadequate because the observations of 

the intensity or radial distribution curves must be 

regarded as indirect. Despite the importance of the off-

diagonal points in the weighting matrix, the elemeni need 

only be included for adjacent points since the degree of 

correlation, between points falls off rapidly with 

separation. 

Finally, a measure of the closeness of fit between the 

theoretical and experimental curves is given by the R-factor 
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which is calculated at the end of each refinement stage. 

The RD values are simply a measure of the difference 

represented by 

(Iexpt_Itheory) 	= 	 [17] RD = 
	Iexpt 	 i2 

and do not include any account of correlation between 

adjacent points. In matrix form this can be expressed as 

	

- D' W D 	 [18] RD 	I , W I 

where W is the weight matrix containing only the diagonal 

elements. D is the intensity difference. 

The RG
value is defined using the weighting matrix 

including the off-diagonal weighting elements. Thus 

- 13' WD ½ 
- I' W I 

[19] 

where D is again the observed value minus the value 

calculated from the estimates of the parameters but VU is 

now the full weighting matrix, and I is the vector of 

intensities. The R value is a better estimate of the 

fit, although both values are quoted in the electron 

diffraction analysis chapters later. 
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1.4 Apparatus for Electron Diffraction Experiments 

In this section the basic requirements of the electron 

diffraction experiments are given, with some additional 

information on the way the experiment is carried out on 

the apparatus installed at Edinburgh. 

A stable electron beam is produced from an electron 

gun assembly and passed via a series of focussing magnetic 

lenses through an evacuated chamber to interact with a 

fine stream of sample vapour, from a nozzle, passed at 

right angles across the electron beam. The subsequent 

scattered pattern is then recorded on a photographic plate, 

positioned perpendicular to the undiffracted beam. It 

is important that a hard vacuum is maintained for two 

reasons. Firstly, air molecules will cause extraneous 

scattering and secondly.. all the compounds studied in the 

project are extremely reactive with air and water vapour. 

Some electron diffraction workers 15 now use a mass 

spectrometer which records the mass spectrum of the sample 

actually at the time of the diffraction experiment. This 

gives an indication of the purity of the sample. 

It is necessary to know the wavelength of the electron 

bean and the nozzle to photographic plate distance. The 

area of interaction should be as small as possible and the 

volume the electron beam travels through should be a 

minimum to reduce scattering of the electron beam by more 

than one molecule and to ensure the scattering is from as 

near as possible to a single point. To achieve these 

requirements the experiment is carried out as follows. 
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1.5 The Electron Beam 

A thin tungsten wire has a sufficient current passed 

through it to raise the temperature and boil off the 

electrons. 

To obtain a higher temperature and thus provide a 

larger proportion of beam electrons, the filament is 

pinched in the centre to create regions of extra high 

resistance and provide a point source. See Figure 1.2. 

Cf 

Figure 1.2: Tungsten filament 

The electrons from the filament then enter the poten-

tial gradient and will be accelerated towards the anode 

using a voltage of between 40-45 IcY. The anode will have 

a hole in it, to allow the electrons to pass through. 

The potential difference accelerating the electrons 

is related to the wavelength by the following equations. 

Since the wavelength (A) and momentum (p) are related by 

Planck's constant, and since equation [ U relates potential 

difference (V) to the momentum of a particle, the wavelength 

can be related to the accelerating voltage by equation: 
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x = h/p De Brogue's hypothesis 	 [1] 

ye = p 2/2m 	 E201 

•.•= 	
h 	 [21] 

(2meV) 

However this expression assumes the electrons are travelling 

at near the speed of light and the more accurate 

representation is from the relativistically correction 

expression 
16 where 

½ 150 	 [221 
V(V+9.834x30 7 ) 

and V is the voltage specified in volts and X  in R. 

At a voltage of around 43 kV the wavelength of the 

electron beam is found to be between about 5-6 pm which is 

ideal for structure determination as the bond lengths and 

non-bonded distances will be between 10 and 100 times the 

beam wavelength. 

The focussing and collimating of the beam is done by a 

series of small apertures and magnetic lenses, and the beam 

can be checked by observing the size of spot it makes on 

a small fluorescent screen behind the photographic plate. 

Once the spot is focussed the sample can be allowed to pass 

through the nozzle into the evacuated chamber. 

The vacuum is maintained by three oil diffusion pumps, 

backed by a mechanical oil pump. Before any experiment is 

started the chamber is pumped out overnight. The operating 



vacuum is 10 - 6 mm Hg. 

1.6 The Gas Sample 

Despite the necessity of keeping the vapour jet to a 

small diameter, the electrons must interact with a 

sufficient number of molecules to give a reasonable 

scattering pattern. The sample is injected into the 

chamber through a narrow metal nozzle positioned just 

below the electron beam. 

The apparatus at Edinburgh has the facility to run 

the experiment at two nozzle to plate distances; one about 

285 inn, one at 128 mm. The pressure and exposure time are 

calculated according to the tines found suitable for 

compounds of similar volatility and molecular weight. All 

the compounds discussed in this thesis were run at room 

temperature as they are all of relatively low volatility. 

Thus the only variation possible is the exposure time. To 

reduce any build-up of gas pressure in the chamber, a cold 

trap cooled by liquid nitrogen is placed opposite the 

nozzle the other side of the electron beam. 

For compounds that are particularly involatile, e.g. 

GeH 3NCS, with vapour pressures at room temperature less 

than 1 mm Hg a heated nozzle would be an advantage. 

However the option is not available on the Edinburgh 

apparatus. If the vapour pressure of the sample at room 

temperature is 	>20 mmHg, an appropriate pressure is 
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maintained by using solvent slush baths, and by control of 

the needle value between the nozzle and ampoule. 

1.7 Detection of scattered beam 

The apparatus in these experiments recorded the 

scattering pattern on Kodak Electron Image plates. Certain 

investigations have looked into possible counting 

18 
techniques 

17, as is commonly employed in the field of 

X-ray crystallography. However the counting technique 

would be inadequate for this kind of work, because in 

most cases the total time involved in collecting the data 

may be several hours. While a single crystal is usually 

stable, for a gas sample you would need a much larger 

supply of sample than present techniques need, and it would 

be difficult to maintain stable operating conditions. 

The flow of vapour may not be constant and the sample 

may not condense immediately on the cold finger after 

leaving the nozzle.To obtain reasonable resolution on the 

plates a relatively small grain size emulsion must be used, 

the relationship between the density of developed emulsion 

to the time integrated beam intensity must be linear over as 

wide a range as possible. 

A major problem in the early development of electron 

diffraction as a structural technique was that no 

photographic plate was available that would record the 

scattered beam over a suitable range because the intensity 

of the beam falls off as the fourth power of the scattering 
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angle. Thus either the narrow angle data was too dark, 

but wider angle pattern visible, or no outer pattern was 

observed if the inner pattern was measurable. This was 

solved by placing a rotating metal sector between the 

scattered beam and the photographic plate. The sector is 

usually a heart shaped plate with an angular opening that 

widens as the third or fourth power of the scattering 

angle and evens out the scattered electron intensity so 

that over substantially the whole photographic plate 

there is an accurately measurable relationship between 

the density of the developed emulsion and the intensity 

of the scattered electrons. See Figure 1.3. 

Figure 1.3: The sector 

The centre of rotation of the sector should coincide 

with the centre of the diffraction pattern and the rotation 

speed should be large enough that it is immaterial whether 

the sector has completed an integral number of oscillations 

during the exposure or not. Clearly the shape of the sector 

must be known so that an allowance can be made for the true 
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scattering pattern. Having the correct equation is 

essential and it is believed that certain problems with 

the intensity curves giving spurious undulations can to 

some extent be attributed to the incorrect sector 

equation. 	 - 

The acceptable range of scattering angles obtainable 

with any electron diffraction apparatus is limited by how 

close to the centre of the sector a narrow gap can be cut 

and then how well calibrated the inner region is. Clearly 

the wider the inner spacing is the wider the outer region 

must be. For these experiments, the intensity range that 

was reasonable to Use was between s values 40-360 nm 1 . 

To obtain an expansion of the inner region long distance 

plates were run, giving the scattering pattern from 20 

to 140 nmH 1  while the short distance contains useful data 

for 60 to 360 run- 
l.  See Figure 1.4 

no 
36mm. 

Figure 1.4: 
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The tracing of the plates and conversion to electron 

density at particular s values is done at the SERC 

Daresbury Laboratory using a Joyce-Loebl Microdensitometer 

6. This is a computer controlled double-beam microdensi-

tometer with x and y drives which has been programmed to 

trace the circular electron diffraction patterns to maximum 

advantage. The input to the computer consists of the 

coordinates of the centre of the pattern, the electron 

wavelength and camera distance used, and the required s 

intervals for the intensity data. The radii of rings 

are chosen to give intensities at integral multiples of As. 

The optical density is then measured five times at each of 

1000 points equally spaced round each ring. As each 

density is measured with an uncertainty of ±0.002, after 

5000 readings the mean density is accurate to better than 

±0.0001 D. After every five rings have been scanned, the 

density of a fixed region of the plate is checked so 

that any small correction for drift may be made. Also 

a fixed block of the exposed plate is checked for any 

drift. At the end of the run, a ring outside the pattern 

is scanned to give the optical density of unexposed plate. 

The final output consists simply of the average optical 

densities for the rings. The scanning technique also has 

the advantage that any flaws on the plate can be ignored by 

specifying the appropriate angular sector. The earlier 

tracing technique employed at Edinburgh involved finding 

the centre of the pattern and then spinning the plate and 

measuring the pattern radially from that position. This 
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meant that flaws were included and averaged over the whole 

pattern. Thus in many cases it was necessary to 

interpolate between data points traced, while the new 

tracing technique only scans the regions from which 

intensities are required and makes interpolations 

unnecessary. Also, this helps to reduce correlation 

between adjacent observations. 

Data produced from the Daresbury microdensitometer 

re\ good, and the difference between intensities for 

several scans of one plate are of an order of magnitude 

less than differences between intensities fiom several 

plates of the same compound. 

1.8 Sample Purity 

The purity of the sample is very important, 

particularly as the likely hydrolysis products will have 

similar volatilities to the compound under study. In 

some cases allowance can be made for a percentage of 

impurity by including the known bond lengths and angles 

in the molecular model. This is then included in the 

fitting of the experimental and theoretical intensity and 

radial distribution curves. However the results are never 

as good as for a pure sample with the refineable parameters 

having larger esds. 
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1.9 The Diffraction Experiment 

The sample is stored in a glass ampoule which can be 

attached by a ground glass joint to the entry to the 

nozzle. Once the electron beam is focussed the sector is 

set spinning by a small mechanical motor and the pressure 

of the sample raised to the required value. When the 

pressure is steady the eféctron beam shutter is pushed aside 

leaving the sample exposed to the beam. The exposure 

time is calculated according to the pressure attainable 

and the expected scattering power of the atoms. During 

the exposure a digital measure of the voltage is recorded 

and can be used to compare the relative voltage during the 

run of each plate. Three plates are run at each 

distance (128 and 285 mm) and on the same settings plates 

of benzene are run. The analysis of the benzene plates 

(of known structure) is used to find the plate to nozzle 

distance and the electron beam wavelengths for each plate. 

1.10 voltage and Wavelength Calculation 

To analyse the benzene plates (two at long distance 

and two at short distance), it is initially assumed that 

the first plate will have the same wavelength as the last 

plate of the previous run. The other plates' wavelengths 

are then scaled by using the digital voltage reading. These 

are not actual readings but can be used as relative values. 

The high voltage V is calculated from the wavelength using 

equation [23]. 
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After analysis of the benzene plates a value of 

r(C-C) should be obtained which will not necessarily be 

very close to the true value of 139.7 pm. A new 

wavelength for the first benzene plate is now calculated 

from the initial A value, using the new r(C-C) distance 

to scale by: 

139.7 

= r(C-C) 
	 [24] 

This new wavelength has a corresponding digital voltage 

and this is now used to find. 	- 

the wavelength for each of the sample plates, as was done 

above with equation [22]. 

At the same time the nozzle to plate distances are 

calculated by scaling the input distances for benzene, 

with the r(C.-C) bond lengths obtained by refining with one 

data set at a time. 

1. 11 'Data-Reduction and Refinement 

All the calculations were carried out using an ICL 2972 

computer at the Edinburgh Regional Computing Centre. The 

data reduction program was a version of an established 

program 19 , modified to handle data direct from Daresbury. 

25 

[23] 
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The least-squares refinement program is a new version of 

an established program 20 which uses an off-diagonal 

weight matrix to allow for correlation between data 

points. 

Using this program it is possible in principle to 

refine all independent parameters, amplitudes of vibration 

and scale factors. In fact, usually not all the parameters 

were refineable and these were fixed at values found in 

related compounds. Groups of amplitudes of vibration 	- 

could be refined as single parameters where the values 

within the groups were held at fixed ratios to one another. 

Also the program contains plotting routines to record 

the intensity and radial distribution curves, with the 

difference curves between theoretical and experimental 

functions. In all the calculations the complex scattering 

factors of Schafer et al were used 21 . 

Most of the problems that occur in the analysis of 

the diffraction patterns are discussed in the respective 

chapters as the problems arise. In all the compounds 

studied there are overlapping peaks in the P(r)/r curves 

for similar distances and also problems of fixing the 

positions of the hydrogen atoms whenever the molecule has 

many heavier atoms which are much better scatterers. The 

area of the peaks is governed by the multiplicity of the 

distance (n1) and the atomic numbers of the atom (z 1 ) pair. 

The area is proportional to 
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n. . z.z. 
3J 	1- J 	 1251 
r. 

U 

where r.. is the distance between atoms i and j. 

The extent of the random errors in the-parameters—is 

measured in the least squares refinements of the data, 

but when quoting estimates of the reliability, the estimated 

standard deviations have been increased to allow for any 

systematic errors. All the final distances quoted are r  

which corresponds to the centre of the peaks in the P(r)/r 

curves. The r  structure does not take into account the 

vibrational motions that occur at the temperature of the 

experiments. In particular, no account is taken of the 

shrinkage effects for large amplitude low frequency 

bending motions. Since the electron diffraction experiment 

measures the average distance between atoms, the apparent 

structure of a linear group XYZ with a large amplitude 

bending motion will be bent because for a substantial time 

the distance between X and; Z will be less than the sum of 

the bond distances XY and YZ. 

-z 
Y'— z 	 dxz = r1  + r 2  when linear 

r 1 	r2  

It is possible to construct molecular models which 

take into account these vibrational motions and these 

show that the molecule should not be considered as a rigid 

structure. However in this work only the apparent angles 

were calculated from the average structures and they 

are discussed as such. 



1.12 Characteristics of silicon, germanium and phosphorus 

that affect the structure of their compounds 

The range of compounds studied in this thesis includes 

some methyl silyl pseudohalides (CH3)nSH3_nPSl [where 

n = 1,2, ps = NCO, NCS and CNI, silyl and germyl mono-

thioacetates,and difluorophosphine monothio and mono-

selenoacetates. 	The electron diffraction study of 

difluorophosphine monothioacetates was not attempted, but 

the infra-red, Raman, and nuclear magnetic resonance data 

show how the PF 2  group is bonded. 

The interest in the geometry of atoms and groups 

around silicon and germanium atoms stems in part from the 

availability of vacant d. orbitals on silicon and germanium. 

Phosphorus also has a vacant d orbital although its effect 

is less pronounced, than for silicon. 

In contrast to carbon, silicon and germanium do not 

readily form pit multiple bonds, but there is considerable 

evidence that in certain bonds to silicon, notably from 

oxygen and nitrogen, there is some double-bond character 

involving d orbital overlap; referred to as (p-d)7 bonding. 

Early evidence for this was that (SiH 3 ) 3N 22  differs from 

(CH 3 ) 3N 	in being planar rather than pyramidal and in 

being a very weak Lewis base. These observations can be 

explained by supposing that nitrogen forms (p-djii bonds 

to silicon atoms. In the planar state of (SiH 3 ) 3N the 

non-bonding electrons of nitrogen would occupy the 

orbital if we assume that the Si-N bonds are formed using 
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the sp X py trigonal hydrid orbitals of nitrogen. Silicon 

has empty 3d orbitals which are of low enough energy to 

be able to interact appreciably with the nitrogen 2p 

orbital. See Figure 1.5 

 Siz~~O 
+ _ 

0 
empty 3d 
	

filled 
	 overlap 

orbital 
	orbital 

P by the 
lone pair 

Figure 1.5: 

The overlap should add additional bond strength, with 

a resulting shorter bond than predicted from the sum of 

the covalent radii. Also the delocalisation of the 

nitrogen lone pair allows the SiN 3  skeleton to adopt a 

planar configuration, whereas C has no vacant orbital, no 

delocalisation can occur and (CH  3 ) 3N is pyramidal. 

Germanium also has a vacant d orbital, the 4d orbital, but 

this is a higher energy than the nitrogen 2p orbital 

and so interaction is less. However a number of germanium 

compounds do have relatively wide angles at N suggesting 

some overlap of orbitals is possible. For example 

trigermylainine is essentially planar with a simple valence 

force field calculation 2
4  based on the assignment of bands at 

850 and 370 cm-  1  as e and a1  skeletal stretching modes of a 
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C 3v skeleton led to an angle at nitrogen of 116(2) ° , and 

analysis of the gas phase electron diffraction data gave 

an angle of 120 025 

Similar wide angles are found in Si-0 compounds; for 

example (SiH 3 ) 2 0 is a much weaker base than (CH 3 ) 20 and has 

an apparent angle at 0 of about 144 026 , while the carbon 

equivalent is tetrahedral at 0. If allowance is made for 

the large amplitude bending motion at 0, the SiOSi angle 

is almost 1800 ...The related ether (GeH 3 ) 2027  is found 

to have a narrower angle of 125.60 but this is still wider 

than the tetrahedral angle 

of the Si-C and Ge-C bonds. 

Also there is a shortening 

The structural anomalies of silicon found in the 

amine and ether compounds have also been investigated for 

SiH 3  NCO, . SiH 3NCS and SiH 3NCSe. Again wide angles at 

nitrogen are found in the electron diffraction studies 28,29 

(with no allowance for shrinkage) , and near linear 

configurations by microwave 30 and vibrational studies 31,32 

for the gas phase. Interestingly, the crystal structure 

of SiH 3  NCO 33  gives an SiNC angle of 159 °  with fairly 

strong Si.. .N and Si.. .0 non bonded intermolecular inter- 

actions. 

Despite the evidence for the structural characteristics 

of silicon being due to (p-dJ ii bonding there are three other 

explanations. Oberhammer and Boggs 34 have carried out a 

series of ab initio calculations for (SiH 3 ) 2 0 and have 

found that their calculated and the recently published 
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experimental 35 geometric parameters are in very good 

agreement; in particular the short Si-0 bond 

distance and the wide SiOSi angle. The calculations were 

done without attaching much importance to the d orbitals, 

and instead making the character of the Si-0 bonds more 

ionic than would be estimated from the electronegativities, 

resulting in electronic repulsions between the strongly 

positive silicon atoms. 

Secondly, Glidewell 36  has calculated the geometries 

of a number of silicon pseudohalides using a model designed 

to test the molecular geometry based upon the second-order 

Jahn-Teller effect. This is more fully explained in 

Chapter 5. Again wide angles at the nitrogen adjacent to 

silicon are found for all silicon isocyanate, isothio-

cyanates and azides. In contrast the methyl compounds 

had angles of 130-134 °  for isocyanates, and 150-155°  for 

isothiocyañates. It was found that substituted silicon 

pseudohalides with C 5  symmetry could be bent up to 

170.5°  (e.g. SiH 2C1NCO). 

Lastly, there is an approach using the idea of hard 

sphere radii by Bartell 37 in which one considers the thermally 

averaged non bonded distances of the atoms either side of 

the central atom, and this has been successfully applied 

to silyl pseudohalides by Glidewell and Robiëtté 38 . 

The bonding of silicon to second row elements (3p) 

is more as would be predicted with a much smaller 

shortening of Si-M bond lengths CM = S,P) and narrower 
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angles of atoms adjacent to silicon. For example 

(SiH 3 ) 3P 39  is pyramidal and (SiH 3 ) 2 S 40  has an angle at 

Sof 97.4 ° , this is very close to the angle atSiri(CH 3 ) 2 S 41  

(98.90 ). Also the Si-S distance is very close to that 

predicted from C 2H 6 42 1  CH 3 SiH 3 43  and (CH 3 ) 2 5 41 . Thus it 

seems that (p-d)lr bonding is of little importance in the 

bonding of silicon and 3p atoms possibly because the 

d-p orbital, overlap is small. 

Phosphorus, as a group V element, has three unpaired 

electrons in the outer 3p orbitals which are available for 

bonding, and hence phosphorus can be formally trivalent or 

pentavalent.. The promotional energy of 3p-3d is small 

enough to allow the vacant d orbitals to participate in 

bonding. This is in contrast to nitrogen where the 

2p.3d energy is too large for effective ci bonding to take 

place. Generally (p-p)n bonds are unknown, while (d-p)7 

bonding is moderately strong, but less significant 

than for silicon. The most important factor for 

phosphorus is that valence expansion is possible. 

The interest in the structure of the esters is to see 

how the difluorophosphine, silyl or germyl groups are 

bonded, and also to investigate any short non-bonded 

distances M ... O or M ... S (where M = P,Si,Ge). In earlier 

work SiH 300CCH 3 44  was found to have short Si. . .0 distances, 

not short enough to be considered as a bonded distance, 

but shorter than the sun of the Van der Waals' radii for 

the two atoms. 
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All the structure determination has been done by 

electron diffraction, and the compounds have been studied 

in the gas phase. This is the ideal phase to observe 

single molecules since intermolecular interactions should 

be negligible. The geometric parameters are complemented 

with infra-red, Raman and nuclear magnetic resonance data 

to confirm the atomic arrangement.. Also the vibrational 

spectra obtained for gas, liquid and solid phases give an 

insight into intermolecular. interactions resulting in 

shifts and enhanced intensity of the bands. 
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains descriptions of the various 

experimental techniques used in the course of this work. 

The first part describes the method of handling the 

samples, and the second part explains how the infra-red, 

Raman, and nuclear magnetic resonance experiments were 

run and instruments used. The last section deals with the 

preparation and purification of samples. 

2.2 Vacuum Techniques 

All components under study are volatile liquids or 

gases at room temperature and most are reactive with both 

air and water vapour. Hence the use of a vacuum line is 

essential and its employment is now widespread in many 

branches of chemistry. 

The compounds that lend themselves to vacuum line 

work are those with sufficient vapour, pressure at room 

temperature (>5 mmHg) but very small pressures at liquid 

nitrogen temperature (77 K) . Moreover the apparatus is 

particularly suitable for working with small quantities 

of material, often fractions of a mmol, that are needed 

for spectroscopic studies. 

The vacuum system used consisted of two trap sections, 
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used for storage of samples and for trap-to-trap vacuum 

distillation during purification. Also there were a 

number of ground glass 'take-off' points each with a tap 

which allowed the removal and addition of compounds to 

the system. All the taps on the vacuum line were 

greaseless 'sovirel' taps, which were extremely easy to 

clean and allowed the cleaning of traps individually. All 

the glass joints were sealed using Apiezon 'L' grease, 

and any ground glass taps sealed by 'N' grease. 

The pumping system was a mercury diffusion pump 

backed by a rotary oil pump. This easily gave pressures 

down to 10- 4 mm Hg. To monitor the pressure and hence 

measure the quantities of sample in the vacuum line a 

glass spiral gauge with a mirror and small lamp was used. 

This acted as a 'mull instrument' by the introduction of 

air pressure to the other side of the spiral gauge 

through the 'back section'. The total volume of the 

apparatus permitted up to 12 ,mmol of sample to be 

expanded, without having a pressure greater than one 

atmosphere. 

The vacuum line facilitates a number of special 

techniques. Gas phase infra-red spectra are easily 

obtained by attaching a 10 cm cell with KBr orCI end 

plates, and vapour pressure measurements are obtained by 

freezing the sample into the spiral section 'cold finger' 

and reading the spiral deflection at a given temperature. 

Using a molecular weight bulb of known volume, measure-

ment of pressure and weight of gas in the bulb give the 



sample's molecular weight. 

All the samples were stored at liquid nitrogen 

temperatures using Dewar flasks, and the different 

temperatures required for fractional distillation were 

obtained by mixing various organic solvents with liquid 

nitrogen or solid carbon dioxide.For example, toluene 

and nitrogen give a temperature of 177 K; acetone and 

carbon dioxide a temperature of 195 K. 

For certain preparations an inert atmosphere can be 

introduced into the system by attaching an external 

cylinder. The solid phase infra-red spectra were run in 

a 10 cm cell with CsI plates, which also had aCsI plate 

inside, opposite a drawn glass nozzle. The inner plate 

could be cooled with liquid nitrogen and samples sprayed 

onto the plate via the nozzle. The final recorded spectrum 

was run after annealing the sample until no further band 

changes were found. The spectrophotometer employed was a 

Perkin - Elmer 577 grating one, over the range 200.4000 cm- 1. 

Band positions were found by expanding the bands and using 

the wavemarker positions calibrated from standard spectra. 

The accuracy of the positions depends on the sharpness 

of bands. 

The Raman spectra were run on a Cary 83 spectrometer 

from about 100.4000 cm- 1. The instrument has no expansion 

facility and band positions are only accurate to ±4-8  cm 1 . 

The laser is produced by 488 ma argon excitation. The 

liquid phase spectra were run by condensing samples into 
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S inn glass tubes and sealing off to a length of about 

S cm. The depth of sample was usually about 0.5 cm. 

This tube could then be positioned in the laser beam. The 

solid phase spectra were obtained by spraying samples 

onto a brass plate contained within an evacuated vessel, 

and cooled by liquid nitrogen. Again annealing was 

attempted until the bands sharpened appreciably. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were run on 

either a Bruker WH360 ( 1!i, 13 C, 29  Si, 31P) or Varian 

XL-100 ( 19F) or Varian HA-100 ( 1HY spectrometer. The nmr 

tubes were 5 mm in diameter and the solvent chosen for 

its availability, melting point and position of signal 

in the nmr spectrum. About 2.5 cm depth of solvent was 

used and the amount of sample was between 0.2-0.3 mmol. 

Thus the maximum concentration was about 0.75 M. 

All the mass spectra were obtained from an AEI 

MS 902 machine. 

2.3 Preparation of Samples 

Below are the preparations carried out in the course 

of this work. Many are standard reactions and in such 

cases a reference is given to the original work. More 

details are given for any new compounds prepared. 

In all the preparations below, purification was 

achieved by separation of the compounds of different 

volatilities by low temperature fractional distillation 



through one of the trap systems. The temperature of the 

slush baths used are only included for new preparations 

and are not given for the standard preparations. 

2.3.1 BromodifluorophOsphine:Was prepared by condensing 

HEr and PF 2NMe 2  in the ratio 2:1 into a 39. bulb and 

leaving at room temperature for ten minutes 45 . 

PF 2NMe 2  + 2HBr + PF 2Br + NH2Me2+Br 

2.3.2 Tributyl tin monothioacetate was prepared by 

mixing 10 rnmol of (Bu3Sn) 20  with 20 mmol of CH 3COSH in 

40 ml of toluene and shaking for one minute. The water 

was then boiled off and toluene removed with a hot water 

bath and rotary evaporator. The resulting yellow-orange 

liquid was dried by pumping for 2 hours on the vacuum 

line. 

(Bu 3 Sn) 20 + 2CH 3COSH • 2Eu3SnSOCCH 3  + H 2  0 

2.3.3 DifluorophosPhino monothioacetate was prepared by 

condensing PF 2Er into dried Bu 3SnSOCCH 3  and warming to 

room temperature for one minute. The volatile products 

were removed by pumping through a 77 K trap for 2 hours and 

PF 2 SOCCH3  was found to pass 238 K but stopped in 209 K.. 

The yield was 62%. 

PF 23r + Eu 3 SnSOCCH 3 	PF2SOCCH 3  + Bu3SnBr 
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2.3.4- Silyl monothioacetate was prepared by condensing 

SiFl 3Br into Bu 3SnSOCCH 3  and pumping out the volatile 

products. This is differentc'(9 Drake's method 30 . The 

product SiH 3SOCCH 3  was found to pass 258 K but stop 

in 209 K. Yield was up to 65%. 

S1H 3Br + Bu 3SnSOCCH 3  •-SiHS0CCH 3  + Bu3SnBr 

2.3.5 Germyl monothioacetate - as for silyl monothio-

acetate but using GeH 3C1. Yield up to 70% and again 

not as originally prepared by Drake 46 . 

GeH 3C1 + Bu3SnSOCCH 3  - GeH 3SOCCH 3  + Bu3SnC1 

2.3.6 Germyl acetate was prepared by condensing GeH 3C1 

on to solid Bu 3SnOOCCH 3 , and removing by pumping. The 

product GeH 300CCH 3  was involatile at 227 K, and found in 

a yield of 70%. This is a modification of the method 

used by Srivastava and Onyszchuk 47 . 

GeH 3C1 + Bu3SnOOCCH 3  + GeH 300CCH 3  + Bu 3SnCl 

2.3.7 Silyl bromide was prepared by a modification to 

the method of Fritz and Kummer 
48 . 50 inmol of phenyl 

silane and 100 mmol }lBr were co-condensed into a 250 ml 

ampoule fitted with a sovirel tap and immersed in a 

195 K bath overnight. Silyl bromide stops in 153 K, 

but passed 195 K. 

PhSiH 3  + HBr -* PhE + SiH3Br 
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2.3.8 Silyl chloride was prepared by passing a stream 

of silyl bromide through an excess of HgCl 2 
 49 

2SiH 3Br + HgC12 -* 2SiH 3C1 + HgBr 2  

2.3.9 Ammonia was obtained from a cylinder and dried 

by storing over sodium metal at 195 K. 

2.3.10 Trisilylamine was prepared by the reaction of 

ammonia being sprayed into silyl chloride 
so using a 

2 bulb apparatus. 

3SiH 3C1 + 4NH 3 	N(SiH 3 ) 3  + 3NH 4C1 

2.3.11 Hydrogen selenide was obtained by the reaction of 

aluminium selenide and dilute sulphuric acid 51 

The volatile products were passed through a 177 K 

trap to stop any water but pass H 2Se. 

Al 2 Se 3  +2H30 -* 3H 2Se + [2A10J 

2.3.12 Ammonium silaneselenol is prepared by co-condensing 

trisilylamine and H 2Se in an ampoule at room temperature 

for 48 hours 52 . Sufficient material should be used to 

give a pressure of 2-4 atmospheres,with an excess of 

H 2Se present. 

(SiH 3 ) 3N + 2H 2Se 	(SiH 3 ) 2 Se + SiH3Se.NH4+ 

The volatile products were removed from the ampoule, 
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leaving white solid NH4SeSiH 3  on the walls of the flask. 

2.3.13 Lithium silylselenol can be obtained by reaction 

of the disilyl selenide obtained in 1.3.12 with MeLi 53 . 

(SiH 3 ) 2 Se + LiMe 	MeSiH3  + LiSeSiH 3  

The volatile products were pumped away leaving LiSeSiH 3  

in the ampoule as a white solid. 

2.3.14 Silyl monoselenoacetate was prepared by condensing 

dry degassed acetyl chloride onto NH 4SeSiH 3 52 ' 53 . 

As the mixture is warmed to room temperature a yellow 

liquid forms which contains the SiH 3SeOCCH 3 . 

NH 4 SeSiH 3  + cH 3COC1 ± SiH 3SeOCCH 3  + NH4C1 

Alternatively the same product can be obtained by the 

reaction of the lithium silyl selenol and acetyl 

chloride 53 

LiSeSiH 3  + CH 3COC1 	SiH3SeOCCH 3  + Lid 

2.3.15 Difluorophosphine monoselenoacetate was first 

obtained in an nmr tube by the equimolar reaction of 

PF 2Br with SiH 3SeOCCH 3 . The products, all observed in 

the 31P nmr spectrum, were initially only PF 2SeOCCH 31  

but thisrapidly decomposed to PF 31 PF 2 SeSiH 3 , (PF 2 ) 20 1  

(PF 2 ) 2 Se and HPF 2O. See chapter 3 for a further 

discussion of this reaction. 
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PF 2Br + SiH 3SeOCCH 3  .PF2SeOCCH 3  + S1H 3Br 

2.3.16 Germane was prepared by the reduction of a 

basic solution of germanium dioxide with KI 4  in 

acetic acid 54 . 

Ge0 2  + KOFI + KBH 	GeH 4  + etc 

2.3.17 Germyl chloride was prepared by chlorination of 

germane using stannic chloride 55 . 

GeH 4  + SrC1,4  + GeFI 3C1 + HC1 + SnC]2  

A slight excess of germane must be present to avoid 

dichlorogermane forming. 

2.3.18 Germyl cyanide was prepared by condensing germyl 

chloride in 1-2 mmol portions onto dry silver cyanide in 

an ampoule 56 

AgCN + GeH3C1 - GeH 3CN + AgCl 

2.3.19 Germyl isothiocyanate was prepared by the reaction 

of germyl chloride on silver isothiocyanate 57 . 

AgNCS + GeH 3C1 + GeH 3NCS + AgCl 

2.3.20 Silyl isocyanate was prepared by the reaction of 

silyl bromide with silver isocyanate 58 . 

AgNCO + SiH 3Br -.- SiH 3NCO + AgEr 
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2.3.21 Methyl silane was prepared by the reduction of 

trichioromethyl silane with LiA1H 4  in the analogous 

reaction for the preparation of silane 59 . 

MeSiCl 3  + LiA1H 4  -t• MeSiH3  [+LiH+ AlCl 3j 

2.3.22 Methyl silyl chloride was obtained by the 

chlorination of methyl silane with stannic chloride 60 

MeSiH 3  + SnCl 4 	MeSiH2C1 + SnCl + HCl 

2.3.23 Tris monomethyl silyl amine was prepared by 

streaming ammonia into a slight excess of methyl silyl 

chloride, and leaving overnight at room temperature 61 . 

Some (MeSiH 2 ) 2NH was usually formed but need not be 

removed as it acts in all subsequent reactions, just 

as the tris amine. 

3MeSiH 2Cl + 4 NH  - (MeSiH 2 ) 3N + 3NH 4C1 

2.3.24 Methyl silyl bromide was obtained by reacting 

HBr with (MeSiH 2 ) 3N, and leaving at room temperature 

for 30 minutes. 

(MeSiH 2 ) 3N + 4HBr ± 3MeSiH 2Br + NH 4Br 

Methyl silyl iodide can be obtained in the same way 

using HI instead of HBr. 
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2.3.25 Isocyanic acid was obtained by subliming 

(HNCO) 4  at reduced pressure on the vacuum line. 

(4FINCO) 4  ± 4HNCO 

2.3.26 Silver cyanide was precipitated by mixing 

solutions of silver nitrate and potassium cyanide. 

After filtering the white solid was washed with waterS 

and then portions of ethanol followed by "blue" label 

ether. To fullfthe salt, it was placed in an 

ampoule and pumped out overnight. To reduce decomposi-

tion of the silver cyanide by sunlight, the salt was 

stored in a dark cupboard or surrounded by metal foil. 

It was found that washing with acetone severely reduced 

the subsequent yield of the methyl silyl cyanide. 

2.3.27 Silver isocyanate and isothiocyanate.were prepared 

in the same way as silver cyanide but starting with 

potassium isocyanate or potassium isothiocyanate. 

2.3.28 Methyl sily isocyanate was prepared in two ways. 

(i) The most successful route was by the reaction between 

tris(raethylsilyl)amine and HNCO using a two-bulb 

apparatus streaming the HNCO into the amine. After two 

hours at room temperature the reaction was complete with 

all the amine reacted. Fractionation through a trap at 

195 K stopped most of the methyl silyl isocyanate, and 

passed HNCO. However complete separation was difficult 
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And the final portion of HNCO was removed by the 

addition of small amounts of tin(methylsilyl)amine 

and leaving the reactants for 1½ hours. Yield was 90%. 

(MeSiH 2 ) 3N + 4HNCQ - 3MeSiH 2NCO + NH 4NCO 

(ii) The reactions between AgNCO and MeSiH 2Br or 

MeSiH 2 I all gave a mixture of mono and big isocyanate 

with much H 2  formed, deduced from the quantity of 

involatile product formed. The his product was 

identified from the infra-red spectrum and the high 

molecular weight value calculated. Separation of 

MeSiH 2NC0 and MeSiH(NCO) 2  by fractional distillation 

proved difficult and was never complete. The character-

istic band in the infra-red, assigned to MeSiH(NCO) 2  

was the Sill deformation at 880 cm- 
1,  while the Sill 2  

modes observed in that region should occur at 960 and 

910 cm 1 . 

MeSiH 2Br + AgNCO -.- MeSiH 2NCO + AgBr 

2.3.29 Methyl silyl isothiocyanate was prepared by the 

reaction of methyl silyl bromide and silver isothio-

cyanate. A three-fold excess of AgNCS was placed in an 

ampoule and dried overnight by pumping. Portions of 

MeSiH 2Br were condensed in 1.5 nmiol at a time, warmed 

to room temperature and then the volatile products were 

removed by pumping through a trap cooled to 77 K. 
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Fractionation through 209 K trap, passed MeSiH 3  and 

(MeSiH 2 ) 20 and stopped MeSiH 2NCS. The final yield was 

80%. 

2.3.30 Methyl silyl cyanide was first prepared by 

Emeleus, Onyszchuk and Kuchen by condensing MeSiU 2 I onto 

dry AgCN62  but the yield can be vastly improved if 

MeSiH 2Br is used. Less HCN is formed and the yield 

was up to 70%. 

MeSiH 2Br + AgCN + MeSiH 2CN + AgBr 

2.3.31 Dimethyl silyl chloride was obtained commercially 

and before using was degassed thoroughly, and passed 

through a 177 K slush bath to remove any Ed. 

2.3.32 Bis(dimethylsilyl)amine was prepared by 

streaming ammonia into dimethyl silyl chloride 
63  and 

leaving at room temperature overnight. Fractionation 

at 227 K passed unreacted Me 2SiHC1 but stopped the amine 

3NH 3  + 2Me 2 SiHd1 	(Me 2SiH) 2NH + 2NH 4C1 

2.3.33 Dimethyl silyl isocyaflate was prepared by streaming 

a slight excess of HNCO into bis(dimethylsilyl)amine 

using a 2-bulb apparatus. To achieve a greater dispersion 

of the relatively involatile amine it was necessary to 

tip the reaction bulb around and spread the amine over a 

larger surface area. The reaction was only complete after 
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3-4 hours. Again separation of the Me 2SiHNCO and 

HNCO was difficult by fractionation and so the excess 

HNCO was removed by the addition of small portions of 

(Me 2 SiH) 2NH. The eventual yield was 80%. 

(Me 2 SiH) 2NH + 3HNCO + 2Me 2SiHNCO + NH 4NCO 

2.3.34 Dimethyl silyl isothiocyanate was prepared by 

condensing Me 2SiHC1 onto dry AgNCS and leaving at room 

temperature for 2½ hours. When the volatile products 

were pumped out and passed through a trap at 227 K, 

unreacted Me 2SiHC1 passed and Me 2SiHNCS stopped. 

The yield was about 65%. 

Me 2SiHC1 + AgNCS Me 2SiHNCS + AgC1 

2.3.35 Dimethyl silyl cyanide was first prepared by 

Dung 64  from the reaction of Me 2SiHC1 and AgCN in ether. 

The mixture was stirred for 36 hours and then fractionated. 

This gave a yield of 48%. However the reaction of 

Me 2SiHBr and dry AgCN gave almost complete conversion to 

the desired product and with a reaction time of 1-2 

minutes. 

Me 2SiHBr + AgCN - Me 2SiHCN + AgBr. 

2.3.36 Dimethyl silyl bromide can be obtained by the 

reaction of (Me 2SiH 2 )NH and HBr using a 2-bulb apparatus. 
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with a reaction time of 2-3 hours. Fractionation through 

a trap held at 195 K stopped the Me 2SiHBr but passed 

the excess HEr. 

(Me 2 SiH) 2NH + 3HBr -.- 2Me 2SiHSr + NH 4Br 

2.4 Physical Properties of the New Compounds Prepared 

This section contains data for colour and physical 

appearance, vapour pressure, exact mass measurement 

from mass spectrum where possible, and calculated 

molecular weight of the compounds previously 

uncharacterised. A full discussion of the infra-red 

spectra is given in later chapters for each compound. 

2.4.1 Difluorophosphino monothioacetate: This is a 

yellow liquid, white when frozen, with a vapour 

pressure of 39 mmHg at 273.K.The molecular weight was 

142.8 9 (cf. theoretical value of 143.9, and from the 

mass spectrum the parent ion was 143.961310 (error of 

2 ppm). 

2.4. 2 Difluorophosphinc mono selenoacetate: Very little 

information is available for this compound due to its 

instability. It appeared to be a reddish-yellow 

compound fairly involatile (a vapour pressure at 273 K 

<20 mmHg) , and decomposed readily to leave selenium 

deposited on the glassware. 
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2.4.3 Monomethyl silyl isocyanate: A white compound 

observed to form long spindle-like crystals on the 

inside of the traps. These are likely to be due to 

formation of SiNCO chains between adjacent molecules. 

The vapour pressure at 273 K was 87 mmHg and the parent 

ion in the mass spectrum was at 872which excludes 

possible structures such as MeSiH(NCO) 2 , but no exact 

mass measurement was made. 

2.4.4 Monomethyl silyl isothiocyanate: This was also 

found to give long crystals; some up to 6 inn long, but 

had a much lower vapour pressure of 18 mmHg at 291 K. 

As a liquid and solid there was a faint yellow colour. 

2.4.5 Dimethyl silyl isocyanate: This had a vapour 

pressure of 40 mmHg at 289 K and showed signs of some 

intermolecular interactions but the crystals were less 

well defined. 

2.4.6 Dimethyl silyl isothiocyanate: This was the least 

volatile sample prepared and moved very slowly around 

the vacuum line. The measured vapour pressure was 

7.7 mmHg at 289 K. 

Accuracy of Results: For the more volatile compounds, 

molecular weight calculations were reasonably accurate 

because a greater amount of sample could be expanded into 

the bulb and so give a greater weight difference. Also 

since the pressure is accurate to ±2 mmHg, the temperature 

to ±0.5  K and zeroing the spiral to ± 1.5 mmHg, a small 

vapour pressure will be lost in the errors. 
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CHAPTER 3: DIFLUOROPHOSPHINO, SILYL AND GERNYL ESTERS 

3.1 Introduction 

Over the last few years some work has been done on 

a number of germyl and silyl acetates and monothio- 

acetates. The interest in these studies has been to find 

out more about the bonding between the oxygen or sulphur 

atoms of the acetates and the silicon or germanium atoms. 

Drake 46 and co-workers found that germyl and trimethyl 

germyl monothioacetates were entirely in the 

form with germanium bonded to sulphur in contrast to the 

silyl and trimethylsilyl monothioacetates which were 

bonded through the oxygen in the thiono form. 

These investigations were carried out using infra-

red, Raman and nmr techniques. More recently the 

structures of CH 3COOSiH 3 44  and HCOOSiH 3 65  have been 

studied in the gas and solid phases and it was found that 

there is a very short non-bonded distance between the 

silicon atom and oxygen of the carbonyl group; for 

example in CHCOOSiH 3  the sum of the van der Waals' 

radii of Si and 0 is 350 pm, while the interatomic 

distance is 283.2 pm and 279.5 pm in the solid and gas 

phases respectively. 

Hence it was decided that a further study of esters 

would be attempted, involving the monothioacetate and 

monoselenoacetate with silyl, difluorophosphino and germyl 

groups. The formation of these esters would be followed to 
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see if the short non-bonded distances of Si and Ge to S 

or 0 found in acetates and formates are found in mono-

thioacetates. 

When Drake studied the germyl and silyl thioacetates 

he found that a single isomer was formed in each case 

and he could see no evidence for exchange of bonding 

site. In this work the formation of the esters at low 

temperatures has been studied using nmr spectroscopy. 

This technique was used to look at the reaction of 

PF 2Br and bis(trimethylSilyl)acetPJ &: 6 , by a  

observing the shift of the signal in the 31 p spectrum as PF 2  

shifted from 0 to N bonding. The steps in the rearrange-

ment are shown below: 

_ 	/05 iMe 3  

CR3 —

___ 

c 
N—SiMe 3  

U 

/ 
CH —c 3 

PF 2  

II lb  

o SiMe 
PF2Br 	 / 	3 

N—PF2 	+SiMe3Br 

0—PF 

CH ____ 	2 +SiNe3Br 
RT 	3 

N—PF 2  

lila 

Structure (II) is formed with equimolar quantities of 

PF 2Br and (I) .With excess PF 2Br the product is (lila) 

which when left at room temperature for half an hour 
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rearranges to (lub). The mar spectrum indicated that 

there was about three times as much of (Iuib) as (lila) 

at equilibrium. 

At room temperature there is rapid exchange of the 

trimethylsilyl groups of structure (I) between the 0 and 

N sites, while at low temperatures the exchange is slow 

enough on the 1 H mar timescale for two separate 

resonances to be observed. However with the products II, 

lila and Ilib, no exchange of bonding site of the -PF 2  

group from N to 0 was observed. 

N 

3.2 Difluorophosphino monothioacetate 

3.2.1 Infra-red and Raman spectroscopy: 

The first infra-red spectrum of observed CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

was run after a number of fractionations to remove PF 2Br 

and PP 3 . This showed a strong band in the carbonyl 

stretching region; seven bands between 1450 and 800 cm- 1 

and a number of weaker bands below 600 cm- 
1.  The presence 

of the carbonyl band is indicative of the phosphorus 

being bonded through the sulphur but does not exclude 

there being some isomer of phosphorus bonded to the 

oxygen. Further ir spectra were run using new freshly 

prepared CH 3C(OS)PF 2 , and these spectra show very weak 

carbonyl bends which over 30-40 minutes at room temperature 

increased in intensity. This suggests the -PP 2  group is 

initially bonded to the oxygen but exchanges site to give 
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some sulphur bonded species. See section 3.2.2 dealing 

with the exchange of bonding site followed by 31P nmr. 

The assignment of the infra-red bands was done by 

comparison with other difluorophosphino compounds, 

thioacetic acid, and silyl and gerinyl monothioacetate. 

The bands at 1442 and 1377 cm- 1  are characteristic of 

methyl deformations in all the esters, and those at 869 

and 846 are the P-F asymmetric and symmetric stretches. 

The thioacetate skeletal modes are at 1131, 1004, 

925 cm- 1  (pCH 3 ) and 977 cm- 1 (v(C-C)). These all appear 

in silyl esters and thioacetic acid. In the infra-red 

there are two strong bands between 1200-1300 cm- 1 

which in the Raman appear as one strong band at 1265 cm -

and one weak band at 1210 cm- 1.  By comparison with silyl 

and trimethylsilyl thioacetate 30 , which are both 0 

bonded species, the C-0 stretch is found to be strong 

in the Raman spectrum but weaker in the infra-red and 

hence assigned to .1265 cm- 
1,  leaving the C=S stretch 

assigned to the band at 1210 cm 1 . Above 600 cm 1 , 

there are two bands unassigned. The band at 620 cm- 1 

appears to vary in intensity with the carbonyl band and 

is very strong in the liquid Raman spectra. A likely 

assignment is to the C-S stretch which is only present 

when conversion to S-PF 2  bonded species takes place, 

and this compares favourably with the position of the 

C-S band of thioacetic acid at 626 cm', also of medium 

intensity in the infra-red but very strong in the Raman. 

46 Additionally, the germyl thioacetates 	(which are 5- 
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bonded) have C-S stretches at 625 and 637 cm- 
1.  Finally, 

the P-O stretch is assigned to the band at 692 cm- 1. 

This is a relatively intense band in the Raman spectrum, 

is present in CH 3COOPF 2  (although slightly higher at 

770 cm 1 ) and is in (PF 2 ) 20 67  at 682 cm's . 

Assignment below 600 cm- 1 cannot be conclusive, 

although the bands at 461 and 370 cm 1  seem to be 

characteristic of the deformation and wagging modes of 

the -PF 2  group. 

The solid phase infra-red spectra show a number of 

significant changes. The carbonyl bands now split to 

give bands at 1745 and 1680 cm- 
1  which are believed to be 

due to different conformations of the S-bonded species 

being frozen out. These could either be 2 conformers by 

a twist around the C-S bend (I) or by 2 conformers by a 

twist atkound the S-P band (II). 

__ / 
I 	CH_ T— 

___ I OR CH - 	3_ C 
 \ 
'S 

P-F 

F 

0 
1 

II CH3_C\K;F 

OFF 
• 	 I', 
OR Cli—C 
- 

With the data available it is not possible to say which 

set of conformers is present. However, in CH3COOSiH3 44  and 

CH 3C(OS)SiH 3 68  only the cis conformers are found in the 
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solid phase so assuming the same applies to the more 

bulky -PF 2  groups, c:onformers II are more likely to 

be present. Also this would be consistent with a 

relatively strong p ... 0 intramolecular interaction being 

present which would have to be broken in conformer I. 

The bands at 461 and 370 cm -  1  previously assigned 

to PF 2  deformations •modes each split, which must be either due 

to two conformers freezing out or could be a crystal 

packing effect with molecules in different sites. Lastly 

the strong band at 855 cm -  1  assigned to the P-F stretch 

in the gas phase is found to shift in the solid phase to 

810 cm- 1 . This shift of 30-40 cm-  1  is found for many PF 2  

67 	 69 compounds including (PF 2 ) 20 	and (PF 2 ) 2 3 

All these assignments are listed in Table 3.1, for 

the gas and solid phase infra-red, and liquid phase Raman 

spectra and the spectra are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2 

and 3.3. 

The conversion from entirely 0-bonded thioacetate to 

some S-bonded species can be followed by infra-red 

spectroscopy. A portion of freshly prepared sample was 

expanded into a gas cell and a spectrum run immediately. 

Already on the first spectrum a weak band at 1750 CM  - 1 

could be seen, and this could be observed increasing in 

intensity over 2 hours, while the gas cell was held at room 

temperature. Table 3.2 below gives the relative intensity 

of the band with respect to the methyl deformation band at 

1370 cm- 

 1.  The C-S stretch was found to increase in 

intensity with the carbonyl band, but no ~ other significant 
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Table 3.1: Observed frequencies and assignments of 
CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

1 1 Raman 1 Ir gas/cm Ir solid/cm (liquid)/cm Assignment 

3036 vw 9(C-H) 	asym. 

2982 vw 2940 m 'j ,  (C-H) 	sym 

1747 s 1745 m 1720 broad w v (C=0) 

1680 s V (C=O) 

1442 w 1427 m 1435 w 6CH 3  asym 

1377 m 1364 m 1375 m 6CH 3 	sym 

1314 w 5CH 3 	sym 

1271 s 1256 5 1265 vs v (C-0) 

1207 s 1213 s 1210 w v.(C=S) 

1131 5 1143 5 1140 w pCH 3  

1004 5 997 S 1005 in pCH 3  

977 s 951 s v(C-C) 

925 w 908 w pCH 3  

•892 w PF 3  [impurity] 

869 vs 849 vs(br) 860 broad .s v(P-F) 	asym 

848 vs v (P-F) 	sym 

815 s 810 vs. 810 in CF! 3  mode 

784 w 749 w 745 vw (combination?) 

692 m 693 m 702 vvs (P-Q) 

620 in 638 m 635 vs v(C-S) 

513 w 519 w 530 w 

511w 510s 

480 w 

461 in 466)m (460 sI skeletal 
457)m [455 shoulder ml modes 	(see 

430 w text) 

395w 400w 

380 w 360 w 
370 m (355 m 315 in 

270 

w = weak, s = strong, m = medium, v = very 
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Figure 3.1: Infra-red spectrum of an equilibrium sample of CH 3C(OS)PF 2  in the gas phase 
(25 mmHg pressure) 
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Figure 3.2: Infra-red spectrum of CH 3C(OS)PF2  in the solid phase, after 

previously being allowed to reach equilibrium between 0 and 

S bonded isomers in the gas phase 
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changes were found. 

Table 3.2: Table of ratio of intensities of (C=0) band 
to 5CH 3  

Time at room 	 Intens ity  	 Ratio 
temperature/ 
minutes 	 v'(C=O) 	ÔCH3 	v(C=0) 	6CH 

0 0.192 0.885 0.22 :1 

3.5 0.231 0.847 0.273 :1 

8 0.211 0.758 0.279 :1 

30 0.292 0.754 0.388 :1 

40 0.293 0.477 0.61 :1 

120 0.297 0.585 0.51 :1 

18 hrs @ 10°C 0.241 0.223 1.08 :1 

Warmed to 20°C 1.44 0.693 2.0 :1 

alntens ity  c 109I/10  

3.2.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

The formation of CI-1 3C(OS)PF 2  has been studied by 

following two different reactions using 
31P nmr. It was 

found that a fresh sample made from tributyl tin monothio-

acetate gave an 0-bonded species that slowly converted to 

some S-bonded, while the formation from CH 3C(OS)SiH 3  gave 

an exclusively S-bonded species first which then converted 

to mostly 0-bonded. 
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CH 3C(OS)SnBU3  + PF2Br -* CH 3CSOPF 2 	 ti] 

CH 3CSOSiH 3 	PF2Br 	CH3COSPF 2 	 [21 

The sample from reaction 1 was run at 193 K initially 

and only one triplet was observed at 114.5 ppm ( 1 JPF = 1343 Hz), 

which was assigned to the CH 3CSOPF2  species, by comparison 

with (PF 2 ) 20 67 . No change in the spectrum was found 

until the tube reached 243 K, when a second triplet at 

211.5 ppm ( 1J. = 1269 Hz) appeared. The tube was then 

left to equilibrate at this temperature and the integrals 

of the triplets recorded. Further spectra were run from 

243 to 308 K in steps of 10 K in order to watch the increase 

of the second isomer. The chemical shift of the second 

triplet is close to that of (PF 2 ) 2 S 54  and is assigned to 

CH 3COSPF 2 . Table 3.3 gives the positions of the triplets 

at the various temperatures and the relative integral 

values 

Table 3.3: Relative intensities of 0 and S bonded 
CH 3C(S0)PF 2  formed from CH 3COSSnBu3  + PF 2Br 

Chemical Shift 	 Ratio 
ppm 

Temp/I\ 	OPF 2 	SPF2 	OPF 2  : SPF 2  

193 114.5 n.o. : 	1 

243 115.1 211.5 19.0 : 	1 

253 115.2 211.7 11.9 1 

263 115.3 212.0 6.3 : 	1 

263* 115.7 213.7 5.4 : 	1 

273 115.4 212.3 5.4 : 	1 

283 115.5 212.6 4.8 : 	1 

293 115.6 212.8 4.5 : 	1 

308 115.8 213.9 4.3 : 	1 
*left overnight at this temperature 
n.o. not observed 
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The tube was held at 263 K overnight to see if 

equilibrium was being reached in the course of the 

experiment. As the table shows, there was no change in 

the relative proportions of the 0 and S bonded species 

after 10 hours. The compound appears to be fairly stable 

although when left overnight at room temperature some 

decomposition to PF 3  and (PF 2 ) 2 0 was evident. 

The reaction between PF 2Br and CH 3CSOSiH 3  

(equation [21) gave a product at 193 K showing a single 

triplet at 209.9 pm 	= 1269 Hz) in the 31 P nmr
PF 

spectrum which is assigned to the S-bonded species. On 

warming to 213 K no exchange of site of -PF 2  group was 

observed but more PF 2IBr was consumed. However at 228 K 

a second triplet appeared at 114.9 ppm 	= 1342 Hz),PF  

which is assigned to the 0-bonded species. No more PF 2Br 

was consumed because the ratio of PF 2Br to CH 3COSPF 2  at 

213 K was the same as the ratio of PF 2Br to the sum of 

CH 3COSPF 2  and CH 3 CSOPF 2  at 228 K. 

As this reaction was warmed to room temperature the 

exchange of the -PF 2  site continued until the final 

equilibrium position was the same as for the sample 

prepared from the CH 3COSSnBu 3  derivative. Both tubes 

were left overnight at 263 K and the ratio of 0-bonded 

to S-bonded species was about the same. 

The assignment of the 31P nmr is relatively straight-

forward as the chemical shift of the signal is very 

characteristic of the atom adjacent to the PF 2  group. 



Figure 3.5a: CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

spectrum of fresh sample at 193 K 
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Figure 3..5b: CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

31 	r spectrum 
warmed to 243 K. 
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Figure 3.5c: 
	CH3C (OS) PF 2  

31P nnir spectrum of fresh sample warmed to 283 K. 
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Figure 3.5d: CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

31 P rimr spectrum of fresh sample warmed to 298 K 
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Figure 3.5e: CH3C(OS)PF 2  

31P mar spectrum of 
warmed to 308 K 

* PF2Br 
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Table 3.4 shows how the chemical shifts of PF 2  

bonded to 0, N and S vary for a number of compounds. 

Table 3.4: chemical shiftsof some PF 2  derivatives 

Compound 	 6P/ppm 	1 j pF 	
Ref 

(PF 2 ) 20 110.7 1355 This work 

cH 3cSOPF 2  115.6 1343 This work 

cH 3c(NPF 2 )OPF 2  121.4 1340 50 

(PF 2 ) 2 S 219.4 1303 54 

cH 3COSPF 2  212.9 1269 This work 

PF 2NH 2  148.0 1200 55 

(PF 2 ) 2NH 144.4 1253 56 

CH 3C(OPF 2 )NPF 2  148.5 1269 50 

3.2.3 Mechanism of the exchange of bonding site: 

The mar data show that the PF 2Br binds initially to 

the vacant atom on the thioacetate derivative. Hence in 

the reaction with the Bu 3Sn derivative, which is S-bonded, 

the PF 2  bonds to the vacant 0 atom, while with CH 3cSOSiH 3  

which is 0-bonded, the product is initially S-bonded. 

Despite the different initial product the final 

equilibrium mixture of 0- and S-bonded species at room 

temperature is the same, with a four-fold excess of 0-

bonded isomer. 
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For example, 

0— SiN 
/ 	3 

CH -c 3 

0—PF 
/ 	2 

CR —C 

0-----SkH 

 PF 2Br—CH3—C. 

1 	[3] 

0 
4___ 	4

- 	CR —C
. 	+ SiR Br 

3 	 3 
S—PF 2  

There is no evidence for rapid exchange of sites by 

the PF 2  group at room temperature, which could be slowed 

down at low temperatures. This is unlike the exchange 

in bis(trimethylsilyl)acet 	 where the Me 

group moved from 0 to N sites. Also, one cannot be 

certain how the PF 2  exchanges its site once either the 

0 or S bonded species is formed. The initial formation 

is likely to proceed via a six membered ring as drawn 

above with subsequent loss of SiH 3Br or Bu3SnBr. In all 

other silyl and germyl esters studied by electron 

diffraction or x-ray crystallography short non-bonded 

distances between C=0 or C=S and the silyl or germyl group 

have been found, i.e. CH 3COOSiH 3 44 , HCOOSiH 3 65 , CR 3COSSiH 3  

(this work), CH 3COSGeH 3  (this work), and thus if similar 

short distances for P.. .S or P ... 0 are present, 

exchange would be easier. 

An electron diffraction study of CH 3C(OS)PF 2  would 

be difficult because there are many distances which are 

close together and it would be difficult to allow for the 

two isomers present at room temperature as well as allowing 
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for all the PF 2  conformations. A solid phase structure 

by x-ray crystallography might be easier since below 

230 K both 0- and S-bonded species have been observed 

on their own. 

3.2.4 Thermodynamics of the exchange process: 

31 
The integrals of the respective triplets in the 

nmr spectra of the CH 3C(OS)PF 2  isomers were measured at 

each temperature at which a spectrum had been run. Hence 

the ratio of 0- to S-bonded isomers can give the 

equilibrium constant. According to the Van½ Hoff 

equation [5]: 

tnY 	R 
	 [5] 

where K is the equilibrium constant, T the temperature in 

K and R a constant. Therefore a plot of InK vs 	gives a 

straight line of slope -tdi/R allowing the calculation of 

H for the reaction. 

CH 3COSSnBu 3  + PF 2Br .- CH  CSOPF 2  initially, 

then CH3CSOPF2 	 -.- CH 3COSPF 2  

[0] 	 [S] 

See Table 3.5. 

- [5] 
K 	

[0] 
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Table 3.5: Exchange of 0- to S-bonded 

T/K xlo K lnK 

243 4.12 0.0525 -2.95 

253 3.95 0.0845 -2.47 

263 3.80 0.158 -1.84 

273 3.66 0.185 -1.69 

283 3.53 0.206 -1.58 

293 3.41 0.223 -1.50 

308 3.25. 0.231 -1.46 

These values are plotted on Figure 3.5. Note that the 

data points all lie on a straight line except the two at 

the lowest temperatures. This suggests that equilibrium 

had not been reached, for these points only. The slope 

found by least squares excluding the two lowest tempera-

ture points is -613.5. ThusAFi = 5.1 kJiicl 1  and 

-1 -1 AS = 4.6 Jmol K - These values indicate that exchange 

of 0 to S bonding sites is relatively easy and does not 

require a high energy intake. 

The value of AN for this exchange indicates that heat 

must be put in to push equilibrium to the right hand side 

of the equation, i.e. leading to formation of PF 2O(S)CCH 3  

from PF 2 S(0)CCH 3 . 

3.2.5 Nmr of other nuclei: 

This section records the 19F, 13C and in nuclear 



Figure 3.5: Plot of t.nK vs 	using data from Table 3.5. 
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magnetic spectra of CH 3C(OS)PF2 . The 
19
F nmr was observed 

from 213 K to room temperature on a relatively freshly 

prepared sample. At 213 K two doublets were found with large 

couplings, one at -78.2 ppm and the other, eight times the 

intensity of the first, at -58.3 ppm. On warming to room 

temperature the positions of the doublets did not change 

significantly but the relative intensity of the minor 

doublet increased slightly to a ratio of 1:5. By 

comparison of the relative intensities and the coupling 

constants to the 31  nmr spectra, the doublet at -78.2 ppm 

pF = 1269.1 Hz) was assigned to the CH 3COSPF 2  and the 

doublet at -58.3 ppm 	= 1342.5 Hz) was assigned toPF 

CH 3CSOPF 2 . It is noted that the chemical shift of the 

19 F signal is not such a good indication of the atom 

bonded to the -PF 2  group unlike the 31P chemical shift 

which is highly dependent on the adjacent atom, as is 

shown in Table 3.4. For example the chemical shifts of 

(PF 2 ) 2 0 and (PF 2 ) 2 S are -37.94 ppm71  and -64.30 ppm7°  

which are up to 20 ppm different from the appropriate 

shifts for CH 3COSPF 21  although the relative positions are 

the same with the -OPF 2  signal to high frequency of the 

-SPF 2  signal. 

In spectra run on a narrower spectral width with the 

proton coupling in, the doublet signal was split to give 

a doublet of quartets. This must be due to the coupling 

through five bonds to the methyl protons. It was found 

that the 0-bonded doublets had a smaller quartet coupling 

than the S-bonded doublet, with 5 1 = 0.75 Hz (0-bonded)PF 
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and 
5 
J pF = 1.0 Hz (S-bonded). 

The 1 H mar spectrum was run for a sample that had 

already reached equilibrium and contained both 0- and S-

bonded CH 3C(OS)PF 2 . It was hoped that it would be 

possible to distinguish the proton signals of the methyl 

groups of the two isomers. The spectrum observed was two 

doublets of triplets with a relative intensity between the 

multiplets of about 4:1. The major isomer was assigned 

to the main multipletat 2.649 ppm and the minor isomer to 

the signal centred at 2.514 ppm. As was found in the 

fluorine and phosphorus spectra the couplings to protons 

are not the sane through oxygen and sulphur. The actual 

couplings are given in Table 3.6. For both 4 	5 and FHJ  PH 

the couplings are less through oxygen than sulphur, and 

this trend has been found for a number of group VI 

2 70 
compounds. For example (PF2)20 	= 

5U 	and (PF 2 ) 2 SPP  
= 274 Hz 70 

The 
13 

C mar spectrum was run with the proton coupling 

decoupled on a sample at equilibrium to give a spectrum 

with a singlet at 35.3 ppm, two equal but weaker intensity 

peaks at 219.1. and 219.0. ppm and a weak peak at 34.1 	ppm. 

By comparison with the 13C spectra of CH 3  COSH  64  and 

CH 3COOH 64  the region around 20~35 ppm is characteristic of 

the methyl carbon signal and the carbonyl signal would be 

expected around 170-220 ppm. From the spectra it is not 

possible to assign the C=0, C=S signals because the peaks 

are of similar intensity but the methyl region can be 

assigned from the peak integral values. 
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The nmr parameters for the two CH 3C(OS)PF 2  isomers 

have been summarised in Table 3.6 and the 	
19 

F,  13C 

and 'H nmr spectra are given in Figures 	3.6, 3.7 

as-d 3.8 respectively for an equilibrium sample. 

Table 3.6: chemical shifts and coupling constants of 
CH3C (as)PF2a 

6P c 
	6F 	6H 	6C 	6c0/Sbte l JPF 

 4 

	

PH 	FH 

CH 3COSPF 2  212.9 -78.2 2.514 34.0 219.1 	1269 2.23 1.01 

CH 3CSOPF 2  115.6 -58.3 2.649 35.3 218.9 	1343 2.09 0.73 

arun in CD 2C1 2  at room temperature, chemical shifts in ppm, 

couplings in Hz. 

bassigent may be reversed 

cppm to high field of 85%H 3PO 4  

dppm to high field of CC1 3 F 

eppm to high field of SiMe 4  

3.2.6 Summary of mar results: 

The nmr results have been useful in observing the ratio 

of the 0 and S bonded isomers, which could not have been 

achieved by simply employing infra-red and Raman 

spectroscopy, and the chemical shifts were characteristic 

of 0-or S-bonded -PF 2  groups and confirm that the 

derivatives contained tn-coordinate phosphorus 
73.

One 

problem with a possible structural study of CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

either by electron diffraction or X-ray crystallography is 



Figure 3.6: ' 9F nmr•spectrum of 

equilibrium sample of 

CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

77 

0 	400 Hz 



Figure 3.7: 13 C mar spectrum of equilibrium sample of 

CH3C (OS)PF2  

0 	725 Hz 

220 	 200 
	

40 	 20 

/ppm 
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Figure 3.8: H nmr spectrum of equilibrium sample of 
CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

o 	4 H 

2.5 

/ppm 
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that an equilibrium mixture is present. However,certain 

structural parameters could probably be obtained by 

liquid-crystal nxnr, which can be employed for mixtures 

or impure samples. 

3.2.7 Mass spectrum of CH 3C(OS)PF 2 : 

In Table 3.7 are listed the ions observed in the 

mass spectnimof an equilibrium sample of CH 3C(OS)PF 2 , run 

with ionising voltages of 70 and 16 eV. At both voltages 

the [CH3CO]+ ion gave the strongest peak in the spectrum. 

The fragment ions present in the spectrum confirmed 

the proposed atomic arrangement of CH 3C(OS)PF 2 , although 

at 70 eV, the parent ion was relatively weak and there 

was some impurity from hydrolysis products present. By 

reducing the ionising potential to 16 eV the parent ion was 

stronger and the hydrolysis products HPF2O and(PF 2 ) 20 

relatively less intense. With all involatile compounds 

containing PF 2  groups it has been found difficult to 

exclude (PF 2 ) 20 because of small leaks and trace moisture 

in the mass spectrometer ionising chamber. Despite the 

presence of some (PF 2 ) 2 0, the fragmentation pattern shows 

that more of the ester was 0-bonded than S-bonded, with 

peak ratios of 14:3 in the 20 eV spectrum. 

The molecular weight of the parent ion peak was found 

to be 143.9613103lerror of <2 ppm for C2H50F2PS. 



Table 3.7: Mass spectrum of CH 3C(OS)PF 2  

Relative Abundances 
M/e at 70 eV at 16 eV Assignment 

154 28 10 [(PF 2 ) 2oi l  

144 18 49 (CH 3C0SPF 2 ] 

106 3 [CH 3C0SP] 

104 7 -. [CHC0SP] 

102 14 1HPF 201 

101 3 (pF 2 s] 

92 71 54 (PocsHY 

91 71 2 [pocs] 

88 26 [PF 3 1 

86 28 [HPF 20I 

85 14 [PF 2 0] 

76 14 3 [cu 3cosI 

69 100 5 [PF 2 J 

•67 11 [HPFoI 

66 13 
[p0yf 

65 	11 

63 	8 

61 20 2 

59 44 49 [CH 3cs] 

50 28 4 [PFI 

44 17 4 tpF 3 ] 2+  

43 100 100 [cH 3 Coi l  

42 27 [cH2co] 

41 4 [CHC0) 

32 16 (g] 

31 17 [p] 

FN 



3.3 Germyl monothioacetate 

When germyl monothioacetate was first characterised, 

Drake 46  observed that in the proton nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectrum there is a germyl resonance close to 

that of (GeH3 ) 2 S 70  at 4.60 ppm but no resonance close to 

that of (GeH 3 )f7°  whose chemical shift is about 5.30 ppn. 

On the basis of these results and from the infra-red 

spectrum he deduced that no 0-bound isomer of germyl 

monothioacetate was formed. 

In this work the reaction between silyl monothioacetate 

and germyl fluoride was studied at low temperature to see 

if an 0-bound isomer could be detected as an intermediate 

in the formation of the S-bound isomer. 

3.3.1 Proton nuclear magnetic resonance: 

The quality of the proton resonance spectrum obtained 

at 180 K was poor, but sufficient to show that even at so 

low a temperature substantial reaction had occurred. Good 

quality spectra were obtained from 193 K upwards and no 

peaks were observed that could plausibly be assigned to 

the 0-bound isomer. At 193 K reaction appeared to be 

complete and so if any of the 0-bound isomer is formed it 

must rearrange too rapidly to be detected. The proton 

chemical shifts for CH 3COSGeH3  in toluene solution at 183 K 

are 6H(C)1.89, 6H(Ge)4.32 ppm. See Figure 3.9 for proton 

resonance spectrum. 



Table 3.8: Infra-red data of CFI 3COSGeH 3  

gas/cm 1  solid/cm-  1 Assignment 

2130 s 2128 s v(GeH)asym 

2108 s 2102 s v(GeH)sym 

1709 S 1678 vs v(C0) 

1415 m 5(CH)asym 

1361 m 1354 s 6CH sym 

1261 w 6CH 	- 

1132 s 1128 5 pCH 3  

1088 vw 1095 m 

1018 w 1019 vw pCH3  

955 m 955 5 v(CC) 

874 m 	 854 s 	 6GeH 3  

862 in 

817 vs 807 vs 5GeH 3  

811 vs 793 vs 6GeH 3  

625 s 629 s v(C-S) 

585 w 593 m pGeH3  

466 w 471 in skeletal CH 3COS 

426 w 417 m skeletal CH 3COS 

291 w 296 in v(Ge-S) 

s = strong, m = medium, w = weak, v = very 

Spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer 577 spectro-

photometer. Solid phase annealed until no further change 

in spectrum. 
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3.3.2 Infra-red spectrum of CH 3COSGeH 3 : 

The infra-red spectra of germyl monothioacetate in 

the gaseous and solid phases were determined to see 

whether there were any substantial shifts in frequency 

with change in phase, and also to see if any new bands 

appeared in the solid phase spectrum. The results are 

given in Table 3.8 with the assignment of bands. 

In general there are shifts to low frequency from 

the gas to solid phase but these are quite consistent with 

the shifts observed in the spectra of other esters 

including methyl acetate. For example, the bands assigned 

to the deformations of the methyl and germyl groups shift 

by between 8 and 15 cm- 
1.  The largest shift is of the 

carbonyl stretch, from 1709 to 1678 cm 1 , although this 

is smaller than the shift of most silyl esters 
74  as 

shown in Table 3.9. 

It is thought that the stronger the intermolecular 

interactions in the solid phase, the greater the shift 

of the carbonyl stretching frequency. In fact, gennyl 

monothioacetate has a smaller shift than methyl acetate 

which is known to have weak intermolecular interactions 44 

There was, no evidence from the infra-red spectrum for any 

change in structure from gas to solid, and there is no 

splitting in the CO stretch such as would have been 

expected if the solid contained both cis and trans 

isomers. 
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0 	 0 
'I 	 //

CH 3 -C  CH -c 3\ 
S—GeH3 	 S 

GeH 3  

cis 	 trans 

Table 3.9: Carbonyl stretching frequencies in solid and gas. 
phase 

gas phase/cm- 1 	solid phase/cm- 1 	shift 

HCOOSiH 3  1734 1695 39 

CH 3COOSiH 3  1750 1707 43 

HCOOCH 3  1754 1693 61 

CH3COOCH3  1774 1731 43 

CH 3COSGeH 3  1709 1678 31 

3.3.3 The mass spectrum of germyl monothioacetate: 

The mass spectrum was also recorded. The principal 

fragments with their approximate relative intensities are 

given in Table 3.10. The fragmentation pattern is 

consistent with the structure suggested by infra-red and 

nmr spectroscopy. No metastable peaks were observed. 

3.4 Silyl monothioacetate 

Early work on this compound suggested that a small 

proportion of the S-bound isomer may be present at low 

75  temperatures. However new H mar spectra were recorded 



Table 3.10: Mass spectrum of CH3COSGeH3a 

Exact mass measurements of parent ion = 151.93573 

(error 4 ppm) 

Ion m/e 
Relative 
Intensity 

[ 74 GeH 3 S0CCH 3 ] 152 20 

[ 74 GeSC] 118 22 

1 7 GeS1 ' 106 20 

[ 74 Gel 74 14 

[C0S] +  60 2 

(CS) 44 13 

[CH 3C0J 43 100 

[CC0) 40 11 

[COI 2s 99 

[CH 3c] 27 7 

[GeOl 90 2 

aRecorded on an MS902 spectrometer, with ionising 

voltage of 70 eV. 

bFragments  containing Ge all show a pattern reflecting 

the relative abundance of the Ge isotopes. 

RIM 



and there was no evidence of the singlet in the region 

close to the (S1H 3 ) 2 S 77  signal. This therefore confirms 

Drake's 
46  observation that only the 0-bound isomer is 

present. The infra-red spectrum was not conclusive as 

the sample contained a small amount of (CH 3  CC) 2 S which has 

a very strong carbonyl band at 1720 cm- 1.  Even so the 

electron diffraction study reported in Chapter 4 used a 

model which only allowed for one isomer, and the fit 

between experimental and theoretical data (at curves) was very good. 

A mass spectrum was obtained and this showed conclusively that the 

0-bound isomer predominates and no [SSiH3]+  fragments were observed. 

3.5 Difluorophosphine monoselenoacetate 

When silyl monoselenoacetate was first prepared 

the silyl group was found to be bound to Se or 0 giving 

an equilibrium mixture, with an excess of Se-bound.. The 

same reaction was looked at in more detail 
53  and the 

activation parameters determined for the exchange of Se 

to 0 bound. 

0 
I, 

CH —c 
S e S iH3  

/ 
0SiH-

CH 3—C 

Se 
\\ 

K = 0.25 • 0.5 
depending on 
solvent 

Therefore it was of interest to prepare CH 3C(OSe)PF 2  to 

observe how the -PF 2  group is bonded. Would it be less 

bound to 0 than CH 3C(OSe)SiH 3  as in the thioacetate, or 

would the relative strengths and stabilities of the C=0 and 

C=Se bonds influence the equilibrium mixture? 
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Table 3.9a; Mass spectrum of CF 3CSOSIH 3  

m/ea Assigned species Relative Abundance 

92 [HCSOSiH3 ] 4 

91 [CS0SiH 3 ] 4 

89 [CS0SiH] 4 

88 [CS0Si .3 

79 tS0SiH 3 1 7 

78 [S0SiH 2 ] 11 

77 [S0SiH] 91 

76 [S0Si] 43 

75 [C 3CS0] 57 

74 [CH 2CS0] 11 

73 [CHCSO] 32 

72 [CCS0] 15 

61 tHCS0] 21 

60 [CS0] +  13 

47 (0SiH 3 ] 19 

46 [osiH 2 Y . 	 . 	 3 

45 [0SiH] 27 

44 [oSiI 11 

43. [cH 3co)t 100 

42 [cu 2CO) 24 

41 [cnco] s 
40 [cco] s 
33 [HS] 13 

32 (S] +  67 

30 [SiH 2 ] 12 

29 (SiH) 5 

28 [Si] 7. 

27 (CH 3C]+ 100 

26 [CH 2 C] 21 

aRun at 70 eV ionising voltage. 
At 20 eV ionising voltage same peeks, and still no 
parention at 106 for [CH 3CSOSiH3] 
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3.5.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of CH 3C(OSe)PF 2 : 

The formation of CH 3C(OSe)PF2  was followed by the 

reaction of PF 2Br and CH 3C(OSe)SiH 3  using 31 P nmr and 

observing the chemical shifts of the signals. At 193 K 

a single triplet at 244 ppm was observed, with a large 

coupling of 1265 Hz. The chemical shift is close to 

that of (PF 2 ) 2 Se 77  at 247 ppm and is to high frequency 

of the signal for (PF 2 ) 20 and CH 3CSOPF 2  found in the 

110-114 ppm region. Also, there was a triplet at 198 ppm 

which was assigned to unreacted PF 2Br. On leaving for 

5 minutes at that temperature, six different triplets 

were produced all with large coupling, suggesting they 

are all due to PF 2  compounds, and when warmed to 223 K 

the triplet at 244 ppm had begun to decrease in intensity 

with respect to PF 2Br. By including proton coupling the 

triplet at 259 ppm split to a triplet of quartets, and 

the signal at 81.5 ppm split to a triplet of doublets. 

After another 10 minutes at 223 K all the triplets were 

less intense than the PF 2Brtriplet, suggesting 

decomposition was taking place. Hence the signal at 244 ppm 

is assigned to -PF 2  bound to Seand four of the remaining 

five multiplets can be assigned to PF 2SeSiH31  (PF 2 ) 2 Se, 

PF 2Br and HPF 2Se. The unassigned signal is at 112.2 ppm 

pF = 1344 Hz) and is close to the position for 

(PF 2 ) 20, but does not have the second order pattern or a 

large enough coupling constant to be assigned to (PF 2 ) 20. 

This is probably due to a small proportion of 0-bound -PF 2  

in the selenoacetate. 
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As the sample was warmed to 263 K further decomposition 

occurred leaving (PF 2 ) 2 Se, HPF 2Se and a yellow solid. The 

relative intensity of the Se and 0 triplets varied little 

as the temperature was increased and at 263 K the ratio 

was 10:1 with excess Se boundPF 2  isomer. Hence the 

equilibrium constant for the exchange must be about 0.1. 

0  

CH 	

0-PF2 
£9 	___ 

-c 	_______ CH 3—C 
3 	 'I 	

\ 

Se-PF 2 	 Se 

These observations show that there is a preference 

for phosphorus bonded to Se rather than 0, and that in 

the thioacetates and selenoacetates the silyl ester has 

a higher proportion of 0 bonded isomer than the -PF 2  

ester. The factors involved in the bonding are discussed 

below. 

3.5.2: Infra-red spectrum of CH 3C(OSe)PF 2 : 

An attempt was made to run the gas phase infra-red 

spectrum of CH 3C(OSe)PF 2 . The bands observed not readily 

assignable to impurities and decomposition products are 

1810 m (v(C=0)), 1210 	(5C11 3 ), 980 s (v(C-C)), 780 in 

(skeletal?) and 550 m (skeletal?) . The bands associated 

with the PF 2  vibrations were obscured by the PF 2  

impurities. 
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3.E Discussion of Esters 

The discussion is in two sections. The first section 

is a summary of the preferred bonding of PF 21  SiH J  and 

GeE 3  to 0, S and Se, and the second section is a discussion 

of the factors affecting the mechanism of formation and 

subsequent rearrangement of the esters. 

3.6.1: Bonding in the esters at equilibrium: 

Earlier work had found that in the monothioacetates 46  

the silyl group is exclusively bound to-the oxygen, while 

the germyl group is bound to the sulphur: the new results 

reported here confirm this. The .difluorophosphine now 

gives a mixture of 0 and S bound ester, with 80% in the 

CH 3CSOPF 2  form at room temperature. This trend can be 

interpreted according to soft and hard, acid and base 

theory. The silyl group can be considered as a hard 

acid while the germyl group is soft, and for the bases the 

o is hard and sulphur soft. Hence the more stable bonds 

should be the Si-a and Ge-S. It would also seem that 

-PF 2  is a harder acid than GeE 3  but softer than SiB 3 . 

In the monoselenoacetates, selenium would be expected to 

be softer than sulphur and so CH 3C(OSe)SiH 3  also will be 

an 0 bound isomer. The fact that the isomer is largely 

Se bound suggests than an additional factor in the preferred 

bonding are the stabilities ofthe C0 and CSe bonds. 

However within the selenoacetate group, as expected,the 



PF 2  ester has a higher proportion of Se bound isomer 

than silyl selenoacetate because the PP 2  is a softer acid 

than SIR 3  and so would not form such a strong bond to oxygen 

as silicon does. 	The preferred bonding of silicon 

to oxygen and germanium to sulphur is exhibited in the 

syntheses of the ethers and sulphides. Disilyl ether is 

easily prepared and forms readily when any silyl 

compound: reactswith traces of water vapour or air; in 

contrast,digermyl ether is comparatively difficult to 

make and does not form when gerinyl compounds react with 

air. Digermyl sulphide on the other hand is easily 

prepared. The 	stability of the Si-a bond was at 

first attributed to (p-d)7 bonding. There are not many 

reliable measured values for E(Ge-0), but estimates 

suggest that E(Si-0) is very much greater, a conclusion 

reached from studies of the hydrolyses of chlorosilanes and 

chlorogermanes 78  and from studies of alkyl,silyl and 

germyl ethers 79 . The latter study found bond energies 

for (M-0) in (Me 3  Si) 2 0 and (Et 3 Ge) 20 of 440 and 381 kJ 

mol 1  respectively. In phosphorus compounds the P-S 

linkages tend to he less stable thermally and hydrolytically ,  

than 	the oxygen analogues. 	Common values 
80

for E(P-0) 

are 360 kJ mol 1  and for E(P-S) about 290 kJ md 1 . As 

an alternative approach Pauling 81  has suggested that the 

Si-0 bonds are not any stronger than would be predicted by 

the view of electronegativity he has put forward. Comparing 

the experimental bond energies with those he calculates, 

the agreement is generally good and there are no 

discrepancies that can be accounted for by (p-d)7 bonding. 
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Pauling's epproachand the (p-d)ir bonding approach, would 

both predict Ge-X bonds being weaker than Si-X bonds. 

Additionally, the bond energies of the C=0/S and C-a/s 

bonds must be considered in a full analysis of the most 

favourable isomer. In fact the difference between the 

total bond energies for C=0, C-S and P-S vs C=S, C-O 

and P-0 is very small; about 10-20 kJ mol. 1  out of a 

total of 1250 kJ mol'. 

3.6.2 Mechanism of exchange: 

From the mar spectra it was found that the initial 

bonding of the difluorophosphino group in CH 3C(OS)PF 2  is 

dependent on the position of the leaving group. In the 

reaction of PF 2Br and CH 3CQ5SnBu 3  the 0-bound isomer is 

formed while with CH 3CSOSiH 3  the S-bound isomer is 

formed. Thus the -PF 2  group always adds to the vacant 

atom, whether it is 0 or S. This suggests the reaction is 

via a six membered ring intermediate. 

0—SiH 3 	 0—Silt 3  

CH 3 C\\ 	 + PF 2Br -.- CH.3 C\  

.1' 
0 

	

CHC4' 	+ SiH Br 3 	 3 
S—PP2 
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The ability of phosphorus to expand from a 3-coordinate 

to 4-coordinate atom is well known and this change will 

lower the barrier to exchange taking place. 

The mechanism of germyl bromide exchanging with 

CH3C(0)SSnBU3  may be different. Firstly, no 0-bonded 

species of CH 3 COSGeFI 3  was observed even in the fresh 

sample, perhaps because very fast intramolecular exchange 

took place. A more likely mechanism is via a two step 

process (SN) with initial loss of -SnBu 3  to leave the 

monothioacetate species available for attack by GeH 3Br. 

The product of GeH 3F and CH 3CSOSiH3  gave no evidence of 

0-bonded CH 3COSGeH 3  but in fact whichever mechanism is 

involved only the S-bound isomer would be expected. If 

it is via a 6 membered ring, only the S site is vacant, 

and if it is via a thioacetate anion (SN)  only the 5-

bound isomer is likely as this is the preferred isomer at 

equilibrium from 198 K upwards. 

Also, the ease of formation of the six membered ring 

intermediate must be enhanced by the short non-bonded 

distances between Si. . .5 and Ge ... 0 found in the electron 

diffraction study (chapter 4) and which are presumed to 

be present in CH 3C(OS)PF 2 . There is no evidence that the 

PF 2  group is bound equally to 0 and S as this would markedly 

alter the nmr spectrum giving a chemical shift not consistent 

with 3-coordinate phosphorus and only one signal. 

Finally, the mechanism for reaction of -PF 2  with silyl 

monoselenoacetate is complicated by the fact that the silyl 
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ester is present in the form of the two isomers. However, 

since the ester is mostly Se-bound, one would expect at 

low temperatures that the major initial bonding site of 

the -PF 2  group would be 	oxygen 	while from the 

31 P nmr at 193 K the only isomer observed initially is 

the Se-bound. This suggests that either the exchange is 

rapid with anyin-itially 0-bound PF 2  converting to Se-bound 

at 193 K before exchanging to a 10% proportion 0-bound at 

higher temperatures, or that the mechanism is via loss 

of -SiR 3  from both 0 and Se sites before attack by the 

PF 2  group. This would not then be the same as the 

exchange in CH 3C(OSe)SiH3 52  which was thought to be intra-

molecular and fast on an nmr timescale at room temperature 

but slow at low temperatures (below 223 K). The exchange 

was presumed to be intramolecular because the spectrum was 

not affected by a substantial change in concentration of 

the ester, and because in all other esters studied the 

configuration has been cis, and thus the -SiR 3  group 

was sufficiently close to the CSe or C=0 group for 

rearrangement to take place. 



CHAPTER 4: THE GAS PHASE STRUCTURES OF SILYL MONOTHIOACETATE 

AND GERLMYL MONOTHIOACETATE 

4.1 Introduction 

The molecular structures of silyl formate 65  and silyl 

acetate 44  in the gas phase have recently been determined 

and in each case the heavy atom skeleton is planar, with the 

Si-0 and C=O bonds mutually cis. The arrangement is 

associated with an unusually short intramolecular Si. . .0 

distance of about 280pm which is considerably less than 

the sum of the van der Waals' radii of 360 pm. In the 

solid phase, the molecular structure is little altered, 

althoughthere is in addition an intermolecular Si. .0 

contact of 272 pm. The short intramolecular distance and 

cis configuration are also found in methylacetate 
44

and 

methylformate 
82 with C ... 0 distances of 261 pm (crystalline 

phase) and 268 pm (gas phase) , respectively. The sum of 

the van der Waals' radii for C and 0 atoms is 320 pm 

indicating that the discrepancy between the M ... 0 distances 

where M = C, S, and the sum of the van der Waals' radii 

is more pronounced in silyl esters. Despite the short 

intramolecular distances there is no evidence that 

there is any exchange of bonding site. 

Hence these observations have prompted the study of 

other silyl esters, and some germyl esters; in particular 

those of monothioacetate. The monothioacetates present 

additional structural possibilities with the substitution 

of one oxygen by a sulphur introducing variations in atomic 

size and donor-acceptor properties. Also there is the 
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choice of bonding to oxygen or sulphur, and studies of 

the infra-red and nuclear magnetic resonance data 
46  suggest 

that the silyl group Is 0-bound, and the germyl is S-bound. 

Lastly, there is interest in how the Si-O,Ge-S 

distances, and S1OC and GeSC angles compare with the 

parameters found for (51113)20 and (GeH 3 ) 2 S. The angle at 

oxygen in disiloxane 26  is abnormally wide while the angle 

for GeSGe 27  is about normal, and these are coupled with a 

short Si-C bond arid a normal Ge-S bond. 

4.2 Structure Refinement 

4.2.1 The molecular model: 

During refinement of the structures of the two mono-

thioacetates it was assumed that the OSiH 3 , SGeH 3  and CC!! 3  

groups each had local C 3 , symmetry and that the three 

bonds to the central carbon atom were coplanar. The 

molecular geometry was then defined by 6 bond lengths, S 

valence angles and 3 torsion angles. The SiH 3 (GeH 3 ) and 

CE 3  torsion angles were defined as zero when one H-H bond(M=Si,Ge,C) 

was staggered with respect to the C=S(0) bond, while the 

angle describing the twist about the C-0(C-S) bond was 

defined to be zero when the C=S or C=0 and Si-0 or Ge-S 

bonds were cis with respect to each other; i.e. when the 

torsion angle for the C-C or C-S bond equalled zero all the 

lEavyatoms were coplanar. 



4.2.2: Refinement of silyl monothioacetate structure: 

The refinement required care since there are several 

sets of overlapping peaks in the radial distribution curve 

(see Figure 4.1). The main features are a peak at 165 pm 

with a shoulder at 145 pm, and a 	- non-bonded distance 

peak at 265 pm. Within these peaks are the C-C, C-a, 

Si-H at 145 pm, the Si-O and C=S under the 165 pm peak, 

and between 230 to 270 pm the C.. .Si, C.. .0, C ... 5 and 

S ... 0 non bonded distances. 

The Si-H distance was fixed to permit refinement of 

the C-C distance and the three torsion angles were 

optimised by considering variations of R-factor as the 

angles were fixed at different values. The bonded 

distance amplitudes all refined to acceptable values except 

the u(Si-H) which was fixed and the u(Si-0) and u(C0) which were 

constrained in appropriate ratios to u.(C-S) and u (C-C) 

respectively.. However this model still gave a rather 

high R-f actor of about 0.16. On further inspection of the 

radial distribution curve there was a significant peak at 

210 pm not accounted for in the 0-bound silyl monothio-

acetate model. A dramatic improvement was possible when an 

allowance was included in the model for contamination of 

the sample with disilyl sulphide (r(Si-S) = 214 pm) 

which is known to be formed in a disproportionation 

reaction. The model was expanded to include (fixed) 

distances and amplitudes for Si-S, Si. . .Si, Si-H, Si. . 

and S ... H distances with values taken from reference 40. 



The proportion of (SiH 3 ) 2S present was varied and a 

minimum R   value was obtained for 3.2% impurity (mole 

to mole basis) for the plates at the short camera distance 

and 11.5% impurity for the plates at the long distance. 

With these extra factors in the model the final R 

factors were R = 0.102 and R,0  = 0.078. 

The final independent and dependent parameters are 

given in Table 4.3 and the observed and final difference 

molecular scattering curves are shown in Figure 4.2. 

Details of the least squares correlation matrix are given 

in Table 4.2. The errors in Table 4.3 are estimated 

standard deviations obtained from the least squares 

analysis increased to allow for any systematic errors. 

The presence of small quantities of (SiH 3 ) 2 S means 

that the refined parameters are not to as high a 

precision as is usually possible. However, the results 

are quite good enough for sensible comparison with other 

esters in the gas and solid phases. 

4.2.3: Refinement of germyl monothioacetate structure: 

Although the radial distribution curve (Figure 4.3) 

was dominated by the large Ge-S peak at 220 pm, there 

were 3 other peaks in the region associated with bonded 

distances and it was possible to refine all bonded 

distances except Ge-H. In a series of refinements with 

this parameter fixed at various values, the lowest R 



P(r)/r 

Figure 4.1: observed and final difference radial distribution 
curves, P(r)/r, for CH 3CSOS±H3  

Before Fourier inversion the data were multiplied by 

s.exp [-0.000015 s2/(Zs±_Fs) (Z0-F0)] 

I 



Figure 4.2: CH3CSOSiH3 	 101 

ing 

intensities at nozzle-to-plate distances of (a) 128 and 

(b) 286 mm. 
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Table .4.1: weighting functions, correlation parameters 

and scale factors for. electron diffraction 

structure of CH 3CSOSiH 3  

Camera As 	5min 	SW1  SW 2  s 	Correlation Scalemax 
height 	parameter 	Factor 
mm 	 -1

rim 

286.34 2.0 	20 	35 	125 	144 	0.2939 	0.651(16) 

128.40 4.0 	52 	70 	220 	280 	0.0045 	0.521(21) 

Table 4.2: Electron diffraction analysis : portion of 

the least-squares correlation matrix showing 

all the off-diagonal elements greater than 

50%. 

Angles 

r 5 	1 	2 	3 	u2  

	

-57 	67 	-64 	86 	 54 

-83 	 91 	 r3  

	

-50 	 -85 	 r5  

-59 	59 	53 	52 	 1 
Angles 

-96 	-52 	 2 

56 
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Table 4.3: Gas phase molecular parameters of CH 3CSOSiH 3  

(a) Independent parameters 

Amplitude 

r1 	(C-H) 104.8 	(10) 6.1 	(15) 

r 2 	(C-C) 148.4 	(14) 5.9 	(25) 

(C=S) 161.5 	(8) 3.2 	(24) 

r 4 	(C-a) 134.5 	(7) 55b 

r5 	(51-0) 171.7 	(6) 
34c 

r 6 	(Si-H) 148.0 	(fixed) 8.8 	(fixed) 

Angle 1 (C-C-0) 111.4 	(8) 

Angle 2 (0-C=S) 127 	(2) 

Angle 3 (Si-0-C) 118 	(2) 

Angle 4 (H-Si-0) 110 	(fixed) 

Angle 5 (H-C-C) 110 	(fixed) 

Torsion 1 	(Si-0-C-S) 10 a 

Torsion 2 	(H-Si-0-C) 
35a 

Torsion 3 	(H-C-C-S) 70a 

(b) Dependent distances (pm) and amplitudes (pm) 

d7 	(C ... 5) 207.5 (15) 10.3 (7) 

(C ... 0) 233.9 (10) 6.0 (18) 

(C ... H) 208.8 (18) 9.9 (45) 

d10 (C ... Si) 263.2 (22) 10•3d 

d11 (S ... 0) 265.2 (20) 
10.3d 

d12  (Si ... C) 394.8 (15) 9.2 (15) 

d13 (Si ... 5) 314.3 (9) 13.8 (9) 

ators ion  angles optimised by R factor minimisation 	(see text) 
bti1 to u2 	(see text); Cti1  to u3 	(see text); 
ctied to u 7 (C...S). 

Distance (gm)  
or angle ( _______ 
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factor was found when the bond length was fixed at 152.5 pm 

and this was the value set in all subsequent refinements. 

Similar methods were used to find optimum values of the 

three angles describing the conformation of the molecule. 

The three valence angles involving the heavy atoms all 

refined normally but the SGeH and CCH angles would not 

refine satisfactorily and were therefore fixed at 1100. 

The bonded distance amplitudes generally did not 

refine well and were fixed at normal values found in other 

acetates and gernyl compounds. The S ... C and S ... 0 

amplitudes were constrained to be equal and refined 

satisfactorily. Part of the least squares correlation 

matrix is given in Table 4.5 and from it one can see that 

the most significant correlations are between the three 

refined angles, which are defined by the non-bonded 

distances which lie between 260-330 pm. This region of 

the radial distribution curve appaears as one fairly 

strong broad peak, containing the Ge ... C, 0.. .S and Ge ... 0 

distances. The refined data provides clear evidence that 

germyl monothioacetate exists completely as the S-bound 

isomer in the gas phase. No attempt was made to allow 

for small proportions of the 0-bound isomer because the 

radial distribution difference curve (Figure 4.3) showed 

no features attributable to a Ge-0 distance unaccounted 

for in the model. 

The intensity curves are illustrated in Figure 4.4, 

together with the difference curves for the final 

refinement for which the R factors were R = 0.116 and 



P(r)/r 

Figure 4.3.: observed and final difference radial 
distribution curves, P(r)/r, for 
CH 3COSGeH3 . 
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Before Fourier inv9sion the data were multiplied 
by s.exp[-0.00002 s /(Z Ge Ge -F )(Z S  -F -F )]. 



Figure 4.4: CH 3COSGeH 3  

S/=- 

106 

Observed and final weighted difference molecular scattering 
intensities at nozzle'-to-plate distances of (a) 128 and (b) 286 mm 
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Table 4.4: weighting functions, scale factors, and 

correlation parameters for electron diffraction 

structure of CH 3COSGeH 3  

Camera Correlation Scale 
height 

AS 	s 	SW 	Sw nfl-n 	1 	2 
5 max 	parameter factor 

mm rim- 1 

128.29 4 	76 	84 	220 296 	0.328 0.883(30) 

286.11 2 	44 	58 	120 146 	0.042 0.923(16) 

Table 4.5: Portion of least-squares correlation matrix 

showing off-diagonal elements greater than 

30% for CH 3CdSGeH 3  

r 2  r 5  ci 	<2 <3 	U8 	k1  

34 30 -62 	48 -40 r 1  

-43 36 r 4  

-38 r 5  

-58 -73 	-67 <1 

-70 	53 -32 <2 

-56 <3 

55 U5 



Table 4.6: Molecular parameters of CH 3COSGeH 3  

RUR 

(a) Independent distances 

(C-C) 

(C-H) 

r 3  (C=0) 

(C-S) 

r 5 (Ge-S) 

(Ge-H) 

Distance (pm) 	Amplitude (pm) 

149.3(10) 
50a 

108.7(12) 

122.4(8) 39a 

176.5(7) 48a 

223.3(4) 5.7(4) 

152.5 b 88a 

(b) Dependent distances 

d 7 (C ... 0) 

d8 (S ... C) 

d 9 (S ... 0) 

d10 (Ge ... C) 

d 11 (Ge ... C) 

d 12 (Ge ... 0) 

235.1(18) 

277.3(l'4) 
7.3(14) 

265.3(12) 

300.4(8) 	10.9(13) 

445.6(10) 	8.5(12) 

297.2(14) 	150a 

S 

(c) Angles (°) 

<1 (CCO) 

<2 (SCO) 

<3 (GeSC) 

<4 (SGeH) 

<5 (CCH) 

<6 (twist GeH 3 ) 

<7 (twist CH 3 ) 

<8 (dihedral GeSCO) 

a 	 h fixed 	 see text 

116. 4(13) 

124.1(10) 

96.7(4) 

1100a 

1100a 

50b 

400b 

5.0 
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fl.0  = 0.114. The final independent and dependent distances, 

angles and amplitudes are given in Table 4.6. The errors 

are estimated standard deviations obtained from the least-

squares analysis, increased to allow for systematic errors. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

The geometrical parameters for the monothioacetate 

part of the molecules are much as would be expected by 

comparison with CH 3COOSiH 3 44 , HCOOSiH 3 65  and CH 3COOCH 3 44  

and the low R factors for both structures show that the 

models assuming silyl monothioacetate in the completely 0-

bound isomer, and gerntyLmonothioacetate in the completely 

S-bound isomer are correct. 

The C-C and C-H distances are entirely consistent with 

earlier structures. Similarly,. the C-O bond length in 

CH 3CSOSiH 3  is the same (within estimated error) as in related 

esters in the gaseous phase, although there is a distinct widen-

ing of the CoSi 	
0 	 0 

angle by 1.5 from 116.5 to 118
0  compared to 

CH 3COOSiH3 . The Si-0 bond length is rather long for many Si-0 

compounds, but is close to values reported in other silyl 

esters65 ' 44 ' 83 . For example in (SiH 3 ) 2 0, Si-0 = 163.4(2) pm26 , 

but in CH 3CSOSiH 3  it is 171.7(6) pm. The widening of these 

angles on substitution of sulphur for oxygen is probably an 

effect of the increased steric bulk of sulphur. There is also a 

slight increase of the torsion angle along the C-0 bond, 

raising the SiH 3  group out of the CCOS plane. This 
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apparent twist from planarity may only be due to shrinkage. 

As shown in Table 4.7, the Si.. .5 distance is 

considerably shorter than the sum of the van der Waals' 

radii for silicon and sulphur, although the distance is too 

long to be considered as a bonded distance. The sum of the 

radii is 390 pm, and the reduction in distance to 314 pm 

is quite close to the decrease found in CH 3COOSiH 3 44  and 

HCOOSIH 3 65 , but is twice the decrease found for thec ... 0 

distance in CH 3COOCH 3 44  (solid and gas phase). The close 

contact of the Si and S atoms is almost certainly an 

electrostatic attraction with the positive charge on the 

silicon atom greater than on carbon, explaining the greater 

attraction between Si to 0, and Si to S, than C to 0. 

Interestingly, the shortening of the distance between Si 

and S is almost the same as the shortening between Si and 0, 

indicating that it is the silicon atom that has the main 

influence on the interatomic distances. 

It is also noteworthy that the substitution of sulphur 

for oxygen does not alter the C ... Si 2-bond distance, which 

is consistently shorter than the sum of Bartell's 37  hard 

sphere radii for silicon and carbon. Additionally, the 

shortening of the Si.. .0 is greater than the shortening of 

the C ... C distance in HCOOCH 3 82  as shown in Table 4.7. This 

interaction would also appear to be an electrostatic 

attraction; the Si.. .0 contact in silyl formate 
65 (260 pm) 

is distinctly shorter than that observed in methoxysilane 84  

(266 pm) or silyl dimethyl amine 85 (276 pm) while the C...  



Table 4.7: Non-bonded distances in esters in the gas phase ()a 

2 bond distance 
	 3 bond distance 

M ... C 	Hard sphere 	 M ... 0 or S 	Van der Waals' 
M=C,Si 	radii 
	

M=C,Si 	 radii 

HCOOCH 3  235.2 250[15) 268.7 300(31] 

HCOOSiH 3  260.1 282[221 286.5 350[64] 

CH 3COOSiH 3  259.3 282(23] 279.5 350(71] 

CH 3CSOSiH 3 	 263.2 	282[19] 	 314.3 	 3901761 

aThe numbers in square brackets are the differences between the experimental distances and 

the sum of the hard-sphere radii or Van der Waals' radii. 

I-. 
H 
H 
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contact in methyl formate 
82  (233 pm) is very close to that 

found in dimethyl ether 
86 (234 pm). This may be because the 

attractive interaction between the silicon and carbonyl 

oxygen shortens the Si.. .0 distance in the esters, but 

in CH 3C00CH 3 44  and HCOOCH 3 82 , which have small C ... O=C inter-

actions, the C ... C distance is not reduced to less than in 

dimethyl ether. 

There are also certain differences between the solid 87 

and gas phase structures of silyl monothioacetate, and 

these are listed in Table 4.8 below. The Si-O bond length 

and C=S remain the same for both phases but the C-O length 

and COSi angle both change. The result is a longer C-0 bond 

in the gas phase but a narrower angle resulting in the 

C.. .Si non-bonded distance remaining about the same. 

Similar changes were observed in the gas and solid phases 

of CH 3COOSiH 3 44  and are attributed to the relatively strong 

intermolecular interactions in the solid. There is a widening -of the 

OCS angle from the solid phase [1230(2)a)  to gas phase 

(127(2) 0 ). However the gas phase angle has a large error 

and the difference may be of small significance. The 

crystal structure study of CH 3CSOSiH 3 87  has shown that as 

well as short Si.. .5 intramolecular distances, there is a 

similar short intermolecular distance of 338.2(10) pm with 

an S.. .Si-0 angle of 166.3(3) ° . This attractive inter-

action may explain why the silyl group is bent further away 

from the C=S in the solid than the gas phase. In the crystal 

structure of CH 3COOSiH 3  there is an intermolecular 

C=O... Si distance of 272.1(4)pa and ano-Si ... 0 angle of 



CH 3COOSiH 3  solid 

CH 3CSOSiH 3  gas 

169.9(4) 131.2(6) 120.9(3) 262.6 283.2(4) 

171.7(6) 134.5(7) 118(2) 263.2(22) 314.3(9) 

44 

This work 

Table 4.8: Comparison of certain bond lengths and angles in gas and solid phase 

5.0a 	C-0 	COSi 	Si.. .0 	Si.. .0/S 
	

Ref 

CH 3COOSiH 3  gas 
	

168.5(3) 	135.8(4) 	116.5(7) 	259.3(9) 	279.5(13) 
	

44 

CH 3CSOSiH 3  solid 
	

169.9(2) 	131.9(3) 	125.1(2) 	268.4 	318.5(1) 
	

PYA 

abond lengths in pm; angles in degrees; errors in brackets 

H 
H 
U) 
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173.1(2) 0 , while CH 3C0OCH 3 , studied as a reference 

structure, has no short intermolecular contacts. 

The arrangement of four short and one long bond to 

silicon is entirely analogous to, although more striking 

than, the situation in crystalline disiloxane, which has 

intermolecular Si.. .0 contacts of 311.5(5) pm. 

The intermolecular Si. . .0 interaction also appears to 

cause a slight narrowing of the OSiH angle as the silicon 

becomes nearer five coordinate. The angle in crystalline 

CH 3CSOSiH 3  is 100.3(17) while the gas phase angle is 110 ° . 

This is similar to the 05th angle in CH 3COOSiH 3 44  [106° ] 

and other silyl compounds involving short Si. . . P1 (M=N,0) inter-

molecular interactions; e.g. SiH 3NCO88 . Despite the known 

inaccuracy in finding the position of hydrogen atoms these 

angles are clearly distorted from the tetrahedral shape. 

The molecular structure of gaseous germyl monothio-

acetate was refined assuming that only the S-bound isomer 

was present and this was found to be adequate. The CH 3-C 

portion of the molecule gave parameters consistent with 

other esters and the C=0 bond length appears to be lengthened 

relative to other silyl and methyl esters although the 

effect is small; most esters have C=0 bond lengths in the range 

120.9(7) - 121.4(4) pm, while the bond in GeH 3 SOCCH 3  is 

122.4(8) pm. The OCS angle [124.1(10) 0
] is very similar 

to the angle in SiH 3O(S)CCFI 3  despite the double bond being 

a carbonyl rather than thiontyl. As with other related 

esters the heavy atom skeleton is planar with the small 
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apparent deviation from planarity 
(5  0] - almost certainly 

due to a shrinkage effect. 

The remaining geometrical parameters show small 

differences to those reported for related compounds but 

they may be significant. The C-S distance (176.5(7) pm) 

is shorter than in dimethyl sulphide [180.2(2) pm] 41 , 

but the difference (3.7 pm) is only half as great as that 

between C-a distances in methyl acetate 44 , silyl acetate 44 

- 

and silyl monothioacetate, and that in dimethyl ether 86  

Table 4.9 gives the differences between these distances. 

Table 4.9: c-a and c-s bond lengths in esters, ethers 
and sulphides. 

Difference/ 
c-a/pm C-S/pm 	pm Ref 

cH 3CaoSiH 3  135.8(4) - 	 5.8 44 

cH 3coocH 3 . 133.7(4) - 	 7.9 44 

CH 3CSOSiH3  134.5(7). - 	 7.1 This work 

cH 3casGeH 3  - 176.5(7) 	3.7 This work 

(CH 3 ) 2 a 141.6(3). - 	 - 86 

(CH 3 ) 2 5 	. . 	 - 
. 	 18.0-2 (2) 	. 	. 	 - 41 

K 

The Ge-S bond length [223.3(4) pm] is greater than in 

digernyl sulphide 	[220.9(4) pm], and associated with this, 

there is a narrowing of the angle at sulphur from 98.9(1)0 

to 96.7(4)0. . These changes are in the same direction as, 

but much smaller than, changes in the Si-0 bond length 

and angles at oxygen when comparing disiloxane26  to silyl 
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esters 	By By comparison with ethane 42 , methyl 

silane43  and dimethyl ether 86 , the Si-0 bond length would 

be predicted to be 174.9 pm, and the Si-S bond length, 

predicted from ethane, methyl silane and dimethyl sulphide 41 

would be 213.5 pm. In fact it is found that Si-a in 

(SiF 3 ) 20 is much shorter [163.4(2) pm], while the Si-S 

bond in (SiH 3 ) 2 S is almost as predicted [213.6 pm]40. 

Coupled with the short Si-a bond in (SiH 3 ) 2 0 is a wide 

SiOSi angle of l44.1(8) ° . in the silyl esters the angle 

at oxygen is narrower and the Si-0 bond longer with values 

of 116.5-118° , and 168.5-171.7 pm respectively. 

Prediction of the Ge-a and Ge-S bond lengtl -s from 

ethane, dimethyl ether, dimethyl sulphide and methyl-

germane 90 , gives values of 182.7 and 221.3 pm respectively, 

and again there is a shortening of the M-0 bond in 

(GeFI 3 ) 20 to 176.6(4) pm 
27  [GeOGe angle 126.5(3) 0 1, but 

the difference is only half the shortening of the Si-0 

bond. The Ge-S bond length is shortened by only 0.4 pm 

in (GeH 3 ) 2 5 89  [GeSGe angle is 98.9(1) 01. In both the 

germyl and silyl esters the shortening of Si-C or Ge-S 

bond is less than in the respective oxide or sulphide, 

particularly for Ge-S which is almost as predicted and 

the factors involving shortening have most influence on 

the Si-0 bond. One explanation is that the lone pair of 

electrons on the oxygen atom is delocalised to the vacant 

d orbitals on silicon. This would also contribute to a 

widening of the angle at oxygen. Alternatively, there is 

greater ionic character of silicon with an increase in 
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electrostatic attraction to oxygen as explained by 

Oberhammer and Boggs 34 which would cause shortening of the 

bond. The predicted values of course assume the atoms 

retain their covalent character. The COSi angle is 

narrower than SiOSI since there is only one silicon 

adjacent to oxygen to influence the angle and there 

is the short Si.. .5 attraction. The lack of shortening 

of the bonds involving germanium and sulphur or oxygen is 

as expected since germanium does not tend to contribute to 

(p-d)ff bonding, and would not have as strong electrostatic 

attraction to oxygen as silicon. 

Finally, the Ge ... 0 non-bonded distance in 

GeH 3S(0)CCH 3  is observed to be significantly shorter 

[297.2(14) pm] than the sum of the Van der Waals' radii 

for Ge and 0 ca 360 pm . The shortening is not as great 

as those observed for sflyl esters (ca 80 pm) but must 

nevertheless indicate that there is a strong non-bonded interaction 

between germanium and oxygen. This attractive interaction 

could account for the narrowing of the CSGe angle compared 

to the GeSGe angle and slight lengthening of the Ge-S 

bond length. 

No good crystals were obtained of germyl monothio-

acetate so no study of intermolecular Ge ... 0 contacts in 

the crystalline phase was possible. However, the crystal 

structure of CF 3COOGePh 391  has very recently been published, 
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and this was also found to have a cis configuration 

with a short Ge ... C distance of 277 pm close to the limiting 

contact distance for germanium and carbon, and a short 

Ge ... 0 distance of 309 pm (sum of Van der Waals' radii 

360 pm). Unlike silyl acetate and monothioacetate there 

vreno intermolecular interactions. 

Clearly a consistent pattern in the bonding of Si-0 

and Ge-S and the angles at 0 and S is emerging and a 

further study of GeH300CL1Sand  SiH 3 SSCCH 3  would be 

interesting, to gain a greater understanding of the 

factorsthat influence the ester structures. 
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CHAPTER 5: THE GAS PHASE STRUCTURESOF MONOMETHYLSILYL 

ISOCYANATE AND DIMETHYLSILYL ISOCYANATE 

5.1 Introduction 

Silyl isocyanates have been the subject of many 

structural studies, with particular interest in the SiNC 

angle. Electron diffraction studies of (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCO92 , 

C1 3SiNCO 93  and F 3SiNCO94  all require molecular models with 

non-linear SiNCO chains, while the microwave spectra 95,96,97  

of SiH 3NCO were all analysed for the molecule in its 

ground vibrational state by equations that were essentially 

based on the standard symmetric top expression. 

Electron diffraction results for SiH 3  NCO 28  indicate 

an apparent angle at nitrogen of 1520,  and this is ascribed 

to the shrinkage effect from the low frequency, large 

amplitude bending motion at nitrogen. The same study 

went on to look in more detail at the Si,. .0 peak in the 

radial distribution curve and deduced that the potential 

energy function for the bending motion had a low hump 

at the linear configuration, the height of which approximated 

to the energy of the lowest vibrational level, i.e. about 

20 cm— 1 . This was obtained from an expression for the 

potential of v(cm 1 ) = -300 e 2  + 1090 Q4  (0 = bend from 

linear configuration) whiôh has more . recently 97  been slightly 

modified but the same double minimum trough is found. The 

same work on the gas-phase microwave spectrum 
97  concluded 

that the potential surface in the SiNC skeletal bend had a 

minimum that can be described in the form of a circular 
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valley at a configuration of a = 220 with a maximum at 

linear SiNC configuration some 20 cm- 1  higher in energy. 

The ground vibrational state is within 1 cm- 
1  of this 

maximum and the first vibrationalinterval is about 22 cm 

The infra-red spectrum of SiH 3NCO contains some rotational 

detail suggestive of C3v  symmetry and the low frequency 

region of the-infra-red has confirmed the nature of the 

p.é. function 98 , with v10 (SiNC bend) assigned to 64 cm' 

in the gas phase. 

Therefore all the above gas phase electron diffraction 

and microwave spectroscopy results indicate a linear 

molecule for SiH 3NCO with a low frequency, large amplitude, 

bend at nitrogen, causing an apparent angle of about 1520. 

However in the solid phase the infra-red 
99  and x-ray 

diffraction 
33 results indicate a bent configuration. The 

unit cell of SiH 3NCO was found to be a zig-zag chain of 

SiNCO linked from 0 to adjacent Si, with angles of NCO 

176.4(6) 0  and SiNC l58.4(5). The closeness of the 

apparent electron diffraction derived angle and the solid 

phase angle is probably coincidental. The other geometric 

parameters of the solid phase molecule are similar to gas 

phase except for a lengthening of the Si-N bond attributed 

to intermolecular interaction to surrounding molecules in 

the unit cell. The solid phase vibrational spectra 99  of 

SiH 3NCO have been studied for the molecule in a number of 

matrices, and all were interpreted from normal coordinate 

analysis in terms of C 5  symmetry. 

Less work has been done on trirnethylsilyl isocyanate 
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but the studies completed indicate a linear SiNCO chain 100 

in the gas phase but an apparent angle of 150(3)
0 
 at 

nitrogen in the electron diffraction work 92 . 

More recently MNDO calculations 
36 on a large range of 

silyl and substituted silyl isocyanates showed that the 

SiNC chain is linear or very near linear. Those showing 

the greatest deviation from linearity were those with C 5  

symmetry. For example SiH 2C1NCO with an angle of 1700. 

In contrast the methyl and substituted methyl isocyanates 

were calculated to have bent configurations of up to 1300. 

The NCO angle remained at 1800  in all sjlyl compounds but 

around 167°  in the methyl isocyanates. 

Since the stlyl and trimethylsilyl isocyanates are 

symmetric tops when linear, it was felt that a study of 

mononethyl and dimethylsilyl isocyanate would be 

interesting. The methyl groups lower the symmetry of the 

molecule, giving it C 5  symmetry whether bent or linear. 

Also the effect of the methyl groups on certain binds, in 

particular the Si-N bond which one would expect to be 

influenced by the electron-donating methyl groups, will be 

noted. Lastly, if the SiNC group is bent, there will be 

a preferred configuration of methyl groups to the NCO 

group. No detailed analysis is possible of the Si. .0 

peak in the radial distribution curve because in the methyl-

silyl compounds this distance overlaps into the long C...  

distance. 
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5.2 Refinements and Models 

5.2.1 Model of MeSiH 2NCO: 

The subroutine was written describing the atomic 

coordinates by six bond distances, five bond angles and 

three torsion angles. The Si-N bond torsion angle was 

defined to be zero when the NCO group was trans to the 

methyl group. The torsion angle of the methyl group 

viewed along the C-Si bond was at zero when one hydrogen 

was in the CSiN plane and bisecting the HSiH angle. 

Local C 3  symmetry was assumed for the SiCH 3  group. 

Hence the independent parameters are the Si-N, Si-C, 

C-H, Si-H, N=C, C=O bonds, the NSiC, HSiH, HCSi, SiNC 

and NCO angles, and the torsion angles are along the Si-C, 

Si-N, and N=C bQnds, and the torsion along the N=C bond 

was defined to be zero when oxygen lay in the SiNC plane. 

5.2.2 Model of Me 2SiHNCO: 

This molecule was described by six bond lengths, six 

bond angles and three torsion angles. The two methyl 

groups were assumed to have local C 3 symmetry and the NCO 

group was trans to the bisector of the CSiC angle when 

the torsion angle along Si-N was zero. The six bond lengths 

are Si-C, Si-N, Si-H, C-H, N=C, C=O, the angles are CSiN, 

CSiC, SiCH, NSiH, NCO and SiNC, and the three torsion. 

angles are one along the Si-C bond, rotating one methyl 
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group; one along the Si-N bond rotating the Si(CH 3 ) 2  

group;and one along the N=C bond. The methyl twist angle is a 

clockwise movement of one H on one methyl group from a 

plane parallel to the SiNC plane (when ti-N) = 0), 

whilst the second methyl group remained fixed. 

5.2.3 Refinement stages of MeS1H 2NCO structure: 

In the refinement of these two structures it was 

anticipated that there might be problems distinguishing the 

C=O and N=C distances, and the Si-C and Si-N distances 

because in each case the two bond lengths are under the 

one peak in the radial distribution curve (see Figure 5.1). 

In fact in both compounds all four distances were 

refined to give sensible values, with the N=C bond 

remaining longer than the C=O and the Si-C bond longer 

than the Si-N bond. The preferred orientation of the 

methyl group to the NCO along the Si-N is defined by the 

C ... C and C ... 0 distances, and the twist angle was found 

by a series of refinements varying the twist angle stepwiEe. 

The angle giving the lowest R-factor was then used in 

subsequent refinements. The minimum R-factor was found 

to be when the C=0 group eclipsed one Si-H bond. There 

was strong correlation between the amplitudes of vibration 

of N=C and C=0 distances and so these were constrained to 

be equal in all refinements. The amplitudes of Si-N and Si-C 

were initially tied to be equal, but refined to rather 

high values. However when u(Si-C) was fixed to 5.2 pm, and 
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u(Si-N) refined, the amplitude emerged as a value equal 

to u(Si-C). All the angles at methyl and SiH 2  refined 

to values close to the tetrahedral angle or were fixed. 

The NSiC angle refined to a slightly wider angle than 

tetrahedral, 111.6(8)
0  and the SiNC angle refined to 

148.0(15) and this is discussed later. Rotation of the 

methyl hydrogens about the Si-C bond gave a minimum R-

factor when the hydrogens were staggered with respect to 

the silicon hydrogens. The angle of the NCO group when 

refined, went to a value of 1750  with a large estimated 

standard deviation; so this was •then fixed at that angle. 

With a bent angle at carbon, the oxygen atom could be 

rotated about the N-C bond. This had very little effect 

on the B-factor but the final angle is included for 

completeness. The only bond distances not refined were the 

C-H and Si-H. The C-H distance lies under the same peak 

in the radial distribution curve centred at 120 pm as. 

the C=0 and N=C bond lengths and tended to refine to 

unreasonably high values. The Si-H bond length should give 

a weak peak independent of the other distances, but no 

feature was observed in the radial distribution curve and 

the distance when refined went to very high values. 

All the heavy atom non-bonded distance amplitudes were 

refined independently. The C.. .H(d 9 ) and N.. .H(d 12 ) 

distances contributed significantly to the area of peaks 

in the curve, but their amplitudes of vibration did not 

refine well, so were fixed. All the other amplitudes for 

interatomic distances involving two hydrogens, or one 
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Figure 5.1: Observed and final '  difference radial 
distribution curves, P(r)/r, for 
CH 3 SiH 2NCO. 

P(r)/r 

D.LUL r (JUL seL J.ILV eL SULL LLIC cia a WCL C ILLU.L L.Lplied 
by s.exp[-O.0000 15  s /(Zgj_Fsj)(ZN_FN)]. 



Figure 5.2: CH3SiH 2NCO 
	 126 

(b) 

100 

s/nm_ 1  

Observed and final weighted difference molecular scattering 
intensities at nozzle-to-plate distances of (a) 128 and 
(b) 286 run 



(b) 

127 
Figure 5.3: CH3S1H2NCO 

Molecular structure of CH 3SiH 2NCO 
general view 
viewed along bond from N to Si 



Table 5.1: Scale factors, weighting functions and correlation parameters 

Scale 	Wavelength 
Camera distance 	5min 	l 	s 2 	5max 	p/h 	factor 

Compound 	 mm 	 rini 	 PM 

CH 3SiH 2NCO 	 285.73 	2 	20 	40 120 	146 	0.0740 	0.811(9) 	5.676 

CH 3 SiH 2NCO 	 128.37 	4 	60 

(C11 3 ) 2SIHNCO 	285.59 	2 	20 

80 320 	344 	-0.0939 	0.846(16) 5.676 

40 120 	146 	0.334 	0.866(15) 5.681 

(CH 3 ) 2SIHNCO 	128.36 	4 	60 90 290 	336 	-0.0211 	0.866(19) 5.682 

I-i 
I') 
CD 
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Table 5.2: Least squares correlation matrix for CH 3SiH 2NCO 
multiplied by 100. 

Angles• 

r 3 	r5 	r6 	1 	4 	u1 	u5 	U8 	u10  U15  U16  

100 	 -42 	 r3  

100 -98 	-79 -94 	44 	 -45 

100 	78 +94 	 45 r 6  

100 	 -48 -68 	1) 
Angles 

100 	75 	 4) 

	

100 	 -40 	62 

100 	 u5  

100 	 -44 u 8  

100 	 u 10 

100 	-62 u15  

- 	 100 U16  

Only correlations with absolute values greater than 0.4 are 
included. 



Table 5.3: Molecular parameters for CH 3SiH 2NCO 

Independent geometrical parameters: 

Distance/pm Amplitude/pm 

r 1 (Si-N) 171.8(4) 5.2(4) 

r 2 (Si-H) 148.0(fixed) 8.8(fixed) 

r 3 (Si-C) 185.3(5) 5.2(fixed) 

r 4 (C-H) 109.0(fixed) 7.0(fixed) 

r 5 (N=C) 120.5(15) 3.1(8) 

r 6 (C=0) 116.9(13) 3.1(tied to u 5 ) 

Angle/ 0 
 

Angle 1 NSiC 111.6(8) 

Angle 2 HSiH 109.0(fixed) 

Angle 3 HCSi 110.2(14) 

Angle 4 SiNC 148.0(15) 

Angle S TCH3 45.0(fixed)a 

Angle 6 TSi-N 60.0(fixed) 

Angle 7 NCO 175.0(fixed)a 

Angle 8 T.(C-N) _80 . 0(fixed)a - 

Dependent distances 

Distance/pm Amplitude/pm 

d 8  (Si ... H) 245.2(18) 11.7(17) 

d9 (C ... H) 272.2(5) 13.0(fixed) 

d10 (N ... C) 295.5(13) 6.1(18) 

d12 (N ... H) 260.8(5) 13.0(fixed) 

d13  (Si ... C) 281.4(8) 7.2(10) 

d14 (N ... 0) 237.2(5) 4.6(8) 

d15  (Si ... 0) 393.1(13) 11.3(10) 

d16 (C ... C) 402.4(16) 20.3(50) 

d 7 (C ... 0) 514.4(15) 33.9(12) 

aang l e  found by R-factor plot. 

130 
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hydrogen and one heavier atom, were fixed at reasonable 

values. The final list of parameters and amplitudes is 

given in Table 5.3, corresponding to the values giving 

the lowest R-factors (RG = 0.094, RD = 0.092). The 

intensity curves are shown in Figure 5.2 and the pictures 

of the molecule are in Figure 5.3. 

5.2.4 Refinement stages of (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO structure: 

The radial distribution curve for (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO is 

similar to that for the monomethyl compound, with two main 

peaks at 120 and 180 pm, and smaller, broader peaks at 

240, 290 and 400 pm. The Si-N and Si-C bond distances 

under the 180 pm peak again refined easily, and their 

amplitudes were refined whilst constrained to be equal. 

Under the peak at 120 pm are the N=C, C=0 and C-H 

distances, and in this refinement all three distances 

refined although the final C-H bond is perhaps slightly 

long. 

Again the Si-H distance did not refine and was fixed 

at 148.0 pm. It was found that when the NS1C and CSiC angles 

were refined independently one went to a high value, and one 

to a low value, although the average remained close to 1100. 

However by constraining the angles to be equal and refining 

NSiC, an acceptable angle was obtained. The torsion angle 

along the Si-N bond, rotating the NCO group with respect to 

the (CH 3 ) 2 Si group, was found from an R-factor plot from 

0 to 1800  and the angle giving the minimum R-factor was used 



P(r)/r 

Figure 5.4: Observed and final difference radial 
distribution curves P(r)/r for 
(CE 3 ) 2 SiHNCO 

132 

Before Fourier inverion the data were.multiplied 
by s.exp[-O.000015 s /(Zsi_Fsi)(ZN_FN)]. 



intensities at nozzle-to-plate distances of (a) 
(b) 285 mm 

:eriflg 
128 and 

Figure 5.5: (CH3 ) 2 SiHNCO 	 133 



(b) 

Figure 5.6: (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO 

134 

(a) 

Molecular structure of (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO 
general view 
viewed along bond from Si to N 
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Table 5.4: Least squares correlation matrix for (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO 
multiplied by 100 

<1 	<2 	r3 r 	 r 5 	<3u2  u 3  u 6 	U 8 	u10 	u11  k 1  k 2  

100 	53 	 -80 60 <1 

100 -51 <2 

100 	 -62 r 3  

100 44 

100 	-41 -40 -47 r 5  

100 <3 
103 43 49 U2 

100 60 64 u 3  

100 -50 -46 u 6  

100 U 8  

100 U 10  

100 U 11  

100 73 

100k 2  

aonly  correlations with absolute values greater than 0.4 are 
included. 



Angle 1 (NSiC) 

Angle 2 (S1CH) 

Angle 3 (S1NC) 

Angle 4 (CSiC) 

Angle 5 T(CH 3 ) 

Angle 6 T(Si-N) 

Angle 7 (NSiH) 

Angle 8 (NCO) 

Angles/ 0 
 

111.5(11) 

107.2(7) 

152.7(10) 

111.5 a 
100b 

00b 

109.0(fixed) 

180 .0 (fixed) 

Table 5.5: Molecular parameters of (CH 3 ) 2SIHNCO 

136 

(a) 	Independent parameters 

distance/pm 

r 1 (Si-N). 172.1(4) 

r 2 (Si-C) 185.9(2) 

r 3 (C-H) 113.3(8) 

r 4 (N=C) 121.7(4) 

r5 (C=0) 115.8(4) 

r 6 (siH) 148.0(fixed) 

amplitude/pm 

6.1(tied to u 2 ) 

6.1(4) 

9.4(10) 

3 .5(fixed) 

3.5 (fixed) 

7.7(20) 

(b) 	Dependent distances 

distance/pm 

d7 (C ... C) 307.3(30) 

d 8 (C. . .N) 296.0(20) 

d9  (Si ... C) 285.7(6) 

d10 (N ... 0) 237.5(4) 

d11  (Si ... H) 244.6(10) 

d12 (C ... C) 404.0(16) 

d13 (C ... C) 404.0(16) 

d14  (Si ... 0) 398.3(8) 

d15 (C. . .0) 512.5(14) 

d16 (C ... 0) 512.5(14) 

amplitude/pm 

15.5(tied to u8 ) 

15.5(12) 

6.8(6) 

4.2(6) 

14.5(10) 

27.6 (35) 

27.6(tied to u 12 ) 

10.1(9) 

26.0(26) 

26.0(tied to u 15 ) 

atied to be equal to NSiC - see text 

bR_factor plot - see text 

cfid to 180 ±30,  therefore fixed - see text. 
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for subsequent refinements.When the NCO angle was 

refined it remained at 1800  with a large estimated standard 

deviation and so was fixed at that value. Similarly, the 

twist of the methyl groups was found by successive 

refinements with systematic variation of the angle. The 

remaining angles refined to acceptable values, except the 

NSiH, which was fixed at 109.0 
0 

The heavy atom non-bonded distance amplitudes were 

all refined with the pairs of C(R)..0 and C(H) .. .0 

amplitudes constrained to be equal when refining. Also 

U(C(H) ... C(H)) and u(C ... N) were constrained to be equal. 

All the other amplitudes not refined were fixed at values 

compatible with other methylsilyl compounds. The final 

parameters giving the minimum R-factors ERG = 0.0749, 

RD = 0.0597] are given in Table 5.6, and the radial 

distribution curves and intensity curves are given in 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5. Figure 5.6 is a perspective picture 

of the molecule. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

The interpretation of the structures of pseudohalides 

has always been difficult in view of the problems of 

shrinkage and the unknown extent of (p-d)7c bonding. 

Molecular orbital calculations have predicted a linear 

structure even without the use of silicon 3d orbitals 93 . 

Thus the precise angle at SiNC may be a fine balance of a 
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a number of factors, steric and electronic. On the other 

hand, the bond lengths may reflect mainly electronic 

factors. 

The Si-C bond lengths of 185.3(5) and 185.9(2) are 

slightly shorter than in many methylsilyl compounds but 

the difference is only 2-3 pm. For example Si2(CH3)6 102 

(187.9(3) pm), Si(CU 3 ) 4 102  (187.6(2)), (SiH 3 ) 2CH 2 '03  

(187.4(2) pm), (CH 3 ) 3SiCCl 104  (186.8(4) pm), Me 3SiNCO92  

(189(1)) 

It is also noted that the Si-C bond is not shorter 

than the predicted value calculated from the covalent 

radii of Pauling 81, and making an allowance for the 

difference in electronegativities introduced by Schomaker 

105 
and Stevenson 	. 	This suggests that there is little, if 

any, ir bonding between carbon and silicon, as would be 

expected as there is no lone pair unlike the Si-N and 

Si-O bonds which are up to 16 pm shorter than predicted. 

Alternatively it can be considered that the electrostatic 

attraction between silicon and carbon is small and the 

bond remains covalent with no ionic character. 

The Si-C amplitudes are consistently higher than 

calculated by cyvin106, but are close to the values 

obtained for Me 3SiNCO92 , and other methylsilyl compounds 

studied recently 107  (i.e. (MeSiH 2 ) 2 0, (Me 2 SiH) 20 and 

(MeSiH 2 ) 2NH). The increase may arise in these compounds 

because the Si-C distance overlaps with either the Si-N 

or Si-O distances in the radial distribution curve, 
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although similar values have been observed for CH 3SiH 2 CJ. 

and CH 3SiHBr107 , which do not have any distances over-

lapping with Si-C. 

Considerable interest has been shown in the 

significance of the changes in length of the Si-N bond. 

The sum of the covalent radii (Pauling) 
81 is 187 pm but 

the observed value is much shorter. The shortening was 

first observed in (SiH 3 ) 3N'°8 , and explained as due to 

donation of the nitrogen lone pair into the vacant d 

orbitals of the silicon atom. The shortening of the 

bond also appears to be related to the number of silicon 

atoms around nitrogen as Table 5.6 shows: 

Table 5.6; variation of Si-N bond with number of silicon 
atoms around nitrogen 

Cortpound 	 Si-N/pm 	 Ref 

(SiH 3 ) 3N 	 173.5(2) 	 108 

(SiI-1 3 ) 2NH 	 172.7(3) 	 109 

(SiH 3 )N(CH 3 ) 2 	 171.6(4) 	 110 

[Si(CH 3 ) 3) 2NH 	 173.7 	 111 

With more silyl groups around the nitrogen the lone 

pair will be donated over more Si-N bonds, and so will 

have less shortening effect, giving a longer bond. 

Additionally, one can see from the table above that 

replacement of hydrogen by methyl groups on the silicon 

causes an increase in bond length. This would suggest 

there must be a reduction in the electron acceptor 

ability of silicon by the electron donating effect of 
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methyl groups. For instance, if the Si-N bond contains 

some (p-d)7 bonding, the methyl groups would appear to 

donate electrons along Si-C ct-bond towards the silicon 

atom, decreasing the acceptor-ability of the d-orbitals, 

resulting in less shortening of the Si-N bond length. 

Listed in Table 5.7 are the Si-N bond lengths of a number 

of silyl isocyanates including monomethyl and dimethyl 

studied in this work, and showing the variation of Si-N 

to number of methyl groups. Also in the table are 

parameters for trihalosilyl compounds. 

Table 5.7: Certain parameters of siyl isocyanates 
(bond length/pm, angles/ 

Compound 

SiH 3NCO 

MeSiH2NCO 

Me 2 SiHNCO 

Me 3SiNCO 

F 3SiNCO 

C1 3 SiNCO 

(SiH 3 ) 3N 

Si-N/pm C=0 	N=C 	SiNC 	Ref 

170.3 116.4 121.6 151.7 28 

171.8 116.9 120.5 148.0 This work 

172.1 115.8 121.7 152.7 This work 

176 118 120 150 92 

164.8 
118 a 118a 161 94 

162.6 113.9 121.9 138 93 

173.5 - - - 108 

amean  value of bond lengths. 

The further shortening of the Si-N bond in the 

halosilyl isocyanates can be explained as an inductive 

electron withdrawing effect by the halide atoms, causing 

increased (p-d)7 bonding between silicon and nitrogen and 

delocalisation of electrons on the halide. 
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This change in bond length can also be interpreted 

in terms of simple valence bond structures: 

=0 
	X3Si-NThC-O 	X3Si=N+=C=O 

six  

[A] 
	

[B] 
	

[Cl 

Structures [A] and [B] will be adequate for ENCO and 

substituted methyl isocyanates, but the third structure 

[c] is necessary for the structures of silicon isocyanates 

to seem reasonable. This structure allows for .a negative 

charge to reside on the silicon, possibly delocalised into 

the d orbitals. It explains the shortening on the Si-N 

bond, and will be stabilised by SiCl 3  and SiF 3  groups, 

but destabilised by SiMe 31  SiHMe 2  and SiH 2Me groups. The 

methyl substituted silyl group will stabilise structure 

[B] by electron donation to the nitrogen. 

The bond lengths of N=C and C=O in MeSiH 2NCO and 

Me 2SiHNCO are both in accord with the valence bond 

structures. Thus the C=O bond should be short relative 

to the N=C bond when the X group is electron releasing 

(structure A) or when structure [C] is stabilised and it 

is found that the C=O bond is longer in the methylsilyl 

isocyanates than inthe trihalosilyl isocyanates 93 ' 94 . 

The heavy atom angles of NSiC and CSiC are slightly 

wider than tetrahedral but this may be simply attributed 

to the increased steric bulk compared to hydrogen atoms, 

and the HCSi angle in both compounds remains exactly 

tetrahedral (within one estimated standard deviation). 

The most interesting geometric parameters of the methylsilyl 
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isocyanates are in the SiNC angle and the torsion angle 

between the NCO and methyl groups along the Si-N bond. 

The apparent SINC angle in MeSiH 2  NCO is 148.00(15)  and 

in Me 2SiHNCO is 1527
0 (10) . Firstly, it is noticed 

that these angles are close to the angles found for 

SiH 3  NCO 28  (151.70) and MeSiNC092 (1500(3)),  even though 

- 	 95,96,97 
the structural analysis by microwave 	 and 

theoretical calculations 
36  indicate linear configurations. 

The rationalisation of this disparity for SiH 3NCO is that 

the low frequency large amplitude bending mode at N causes 

a shrinkage effect, giving an apparent bent configuration. 

The infra-red and Raman spectroscopic data for these 

compounds (see Chapter 8) suggest that both dimethyl and 

monomethyl silyl isocyanates have low frequency bending 

modes below 100 cm- 1,  assigned to SiNC bends, and hence the 

same explanation could apply to these structures. 

When the configuration of methyl groups to NCO was 

established there was a clear minimum R-factor when the 

NCO was eclipthing an Si-H bond and trans to the bisector 

of CSiC (in Me 2SiHNCO) or at 120°  to the methyl group (in 

MeSiH2NCO). 

Therefore the relative position of the methyl groups 

to the NCO is the same for both structures, and it would 

appear that most steric influence is exerted by the lone 

pair of electrons on the nitrogen. Without the lone pair 

the steric interaction between CH  and NCO would be 

expected to give the monomethyl compound a trans configuration. 

Hydrogen bonding between the C0 and SiH is unlikely as 
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H 	 H 	 CH 	 H 

CH3 	 - CH 3  

I 	N 
1/ 

/siN 
H 	 H 	 CR3 	 H 

the interatomic distance is too large. The configuration 

in trimethylsilyl isocyanate 
92 was thought to be staggered, 

with the C=O trans to one methyl group. This is as 

predicted considering bulk steric influences and would 

leave the nitrogen lone pair eclipsing one methyl group, 

suggesting that the C=O:CH 3  repulsive interaction is 

greater than the CH 3 :lone pair interaction, which in turn 

is greater than the C=O:SiH interaction. 

The fact that there is a clearly preferred 
configuration of the methylsilyl isocyanates suggests that 

the SiNC must be bent or is bending at a low frequency in 

a particular orientation with a large amplitude. The 

potential function for SiH 3NCO was described as a 

circular valley for the ground vibrational state, with a 
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slight hump at the linear configuration 97 and the same 

description can be used for the substituted silyl iso-

cyanates, except that within the circular valley will be 

small humps corresponding to the methyl groups. Tc:9tfl) 

barrier has been determined for SiH 3NCO, with a value of 

about 2 cm -1 

The mean amplitudes of vibration also give an 

insight into the bending motion of SiNC. Calculated mean 

amplitudes 
11106of  Si. . .0 for a rigid molecule refinement 

in SiH 3NCO give a value about half the magnitude of the 

experimental magnitude and the experimental values for 

the methylsilyl isocyanates amplitudes compare well with 

the values for SiH 3NCO. The same similarities are found 

for Si ... C (see Table 5.8). 

Table 5.8: Amplitudes of vibration (pm) 

Atomic 	Calculated values 111  
Distance at 273 K for 

SiH 3NCO 	 SiH3NCO MeSiH 2NCO Me 2SiHNCO Me 3SiNCO 

Si.. .0 3.4 6.8(12) 7.2(10) 6.8(6) 

Si.. .0 5.1 9.6(9) 11.3(10) 10.1(9) 

6. 5(fixed) 

7.5(fixed). 

Using these experimental amplitudes and comparing the 

change of mean amplitudes and shrinkage with assumed SiNC 

bending frequency v 10 , the plot that best reproduced the 

experimental results for SiH 3NCO was for 	69 cm 1.
10 

Subsequently the band has been observed at 64 cm- 
1  in the 

gas phase 98 . Since the amplitudes across the nitrogen 

atom are all close for this range of isocyanates, the model 
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applied to SiH 3NCO for shrinkage and a low frequency large 

amplitude bending mode is likely to be applicable to 

dimethyl and monomethyl silyl isocyanate. 

The valence bond structures on page 141 are 

useful in explaining the linearity at nitrogen. It has 

already been established that structure (C) is favourable 

for silicon pseudohalides and this clearly will be linear. 

However the addition of methyl groups around the silicon 

will stabilise structure [B] (also linear) and to some 

extent structure [A] (non-linear) . Thus there must be 

competing structures, with the methyl groups stabilising 

one that is linear and one that is bent. Also, of 

course, the linearity can be explained without the valence 

bond structure as being due to (p-d)ir bonding between 

silicon and nitrogen. This has been discussed earlier 

and is a very plausible explanation for linear SiNCO groups. 

It is possible to attribute the structural anomalies at 

nitrogen without the use of the d orbitals on silicon. 

The second order Jahn-Teller effect 
112  has been used to 

predict the angle in a number of silyl pseudohalides 
36 in 

which the linearity of XYZ group was predicted in examples 

where the valence orbitals of X and Z were much less 

tightly bound than those on Y. If the X and Z orbitals 

were more tightly bound than those on Y the structure of 

XYZ should be bent. Therefore taking the values for 

SiNCO where XYZ is SiNC, the binding energy of the orbitals 

for N is greater than for Si and C and so a linear structure 

would be expected, without resorting to using (p-d)7 bonding. 
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According to calculations by Glidewell 36  the pseudohalides 

with the biggest deviation from linearity at nitrogen are 

the asymmetrically substituted silyl compounds, e.g. 

SiH 2C1, 170.5° ; SiHCL 2
1 
174.7° ; SiH 2F, 172.7; but from 

the electron diffraction evidence there is not a 

significant difference in the apparent SiNC angle to show 

that (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO and CH 3SiH 2NCO were more bent than the 

symmetric SiH 3  and (CH3 ) 3 Si isocyanates. 

An alternative approach is to consider the thermal 

average Si.. .0 distance using the "hard sphere" radii 

proposed by Bartell 37 . It was found 38  that the Si. ..0 

distance is remarkably constant in a range of silicon 

compounds with totally different bond lengths; for 

example SiH 3  NCO 28  (283 pm) , SiH 3NCNSiH 3 38  (281 pm) 

SiH 3N(CH 3 ) 2 85  (276 pm), (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO (285.7 pm), and 

CH 3 SiH 2NCO (281.4 pm), and it is suggested that the angle 

is determined more by the Si. . .0 interaction than the 

Si-N, N=C bonds and presence of a nitrogen lone pair. 

Finally, as can be seen from the pictures of the 

molecules in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, the hydrogens of the 

methyl groups adopt a staggered configuration to the silyl 

hydrogens in CH 3SiH 2NCO, and to each other and the Si-H 

in (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO. 

Thus this study of the methyl substituted analogues 

of SiH 3NCO has helped to support the earlier structural 

work. The structures are remarkably similar to that of 

SiH 3NCO although there is a clear lengthening of the Si-N 
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bond, while the change in the apparent SiNC angle is 

probably insignificant. The adoption of a preferred 

configuration of NCO to methyl groups, with the lone pair 

on nitrogen governing the final shape, suggests that 

MeSiH 2NCO and Me2SiHNCO may be slightly bent in the 

ground vibrational state with a small hump in the 

potential function of the SiNC bending mode at the linear 

configuration. 

Further work in the far infra-red region would 

probably be useful but the methyl bends and torsions 

may complicate this region of the spectra. Also, the 

photoelectron spectra may help to identify how important 

the nitrogen lone pair is. 
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CHAPTER 6: THE GAS PHASE STRUCTURES OF MONOMETHYLSILYL 

ISOTHIOCYANATE AND DIMETHYLSILYL ISOTHIOCYANATE 

6.1 Introduction 

The spectra and structuresof silyl and trimethylsilyl 

isothiocyanates have been investigated by a number of 

researchers. The Raman spectra of the liquid phase and 

the infra-red spectra of the gas phase of silyl iso- 

113 
thiocyanate 	were interpreted on the basis of C 3v 

molecular symmetry which requires the SiNCS to be linear. 

Microwave data 114 confirmed this structure, but with a 

large amplitude SiNC bending vibration, the frequency of 

which was estimated to be 54 cm- 
1.  In the most recent 

infra-red and Raman study 
115 it was observed that the band 

assigned to the SiNC bend does not show appreciable 

broadening due to hot-band transitions and it was suggested 

that this was a good indication that the vibration was 

harmonic. The electron diffraction study of SiH 3NCS 28  

found that the SiNC angle was not linear but explained this 

as a result of shrinkage and characterised the bending 

potential function with a purely harmonic potential with 

V(cm 1 ) = 2400 a 2 
	In the same work SiH 3NCO was found to 

have a very anharmonic potential function with V(cm 1 ) = 

1090 a -30O a 2 

Other workers have looked at the gas phase structure 92 

and infra-red and Raman spectra of trimethylsilyl 

100 
isothiocyanate 	. The structure analysis showed an 

apparent angle at nitrogen of 154(2) ° , but in all the 

parameters there are large esds and the determination is not 
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as reliable as more recent structural work. The spectro-

scopic study 100  concluded, particularly in the light of work 

on SiH 3NCS, that the experimental angle is smaller than 

the true equilibrium angle because of the large shrinkage 

effect arising from the large amplitude low frequency 

bending mode. The fundamental was observed at 45 cm- 
I  in 

the Raman spectrum as a very broad and depolarised band, 

and no overtone was found. 

Evidence for a linear SiNCS chain was that only one 

band was observed for the NCS bend (an e mode for 

symmetry, but a' and a" for C 5  symmetry) , while the 

related structure Me 3SiN 3  has two bands for the NNN bend. 

Clearly the analysis of the Si... S p 

distribution curve, as had been done 

possible for Me 3SiNCS because of the 

distance peaks. 

Additionally, the spectroscopic 

ak 28 in the radial 

for SiH 3NCS, was not 

overlap with the C. 

data for Si(NCS) 
116,117,118 

4 

has been interpreted on the basis of Td symmetry around 

the silicon, implying a linear structure for the four 

SiNCS groups. In contrast the infra-red data for 

(CH 3 ) 3 CNCS 118  indicated C 5  symmetry and the electron 

diffraction study of CH 3NC5 119  gave a CNC angle of 141.6
0 

, 

which is more bent than any silyl pseudohalide. The 

linearity of the silicon compounds, and the bent carbon 

compounds, has been rationalised in a number of ways. One 

factor may be the delocalisation of the nitrogen lone pair 

into the vacant d orbitals on the silicon atom. This is 

obviously not possible in the carbon compounds. Also the 

possible valence bond structures are more stabilised by 
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silicon than carbon. 

There is interest in the Si-N bond length and how the 

distance varies with substituents on the silicon. In all 

cases the Si-N distance is shorter than the sum of the 

63,81 
covalent radii 	while the C-N bond length is much 

closer to the predicted value and this observation is used 

to support the interpretation of delocalisation in silicon 

but not carbon. 

Finally, it was of interest to compare the molecular 

structures of the methylsilyl isothiocyanates with the 

predicted structures of a number of halosilyl 

pseudohalides 36 . The calculations were designed to test 

quantitatively a model of molecular geometry based upon 

the second order Jahn-Teller effect, in which ligands of 

low electronegativity lead to stereochemical inactivity on 

lone pairs of electrons on a central atom. The overall 

model envisaged three major cases: according to whether 

the ligand's electronegativity is greater than, comparable 

with, or less than the electronegativity of the central 

atom, then the force constant for skeletal deformation 

from linear coordination is negative close to zero, or 

positive, giving rise to,respectively,distortion with 

stereochemical activity of lone pair, or to large 

amplitude, low frequency skeletal vibration, or undistorted 

skeletons with no lone pair on the central atom. From 

these calculations the force constant for all silyl 

isothiocyanates were between 2.7 to 6.9 x lO 	Mm 1  (i.e. 
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v.small) and hence it was predicted that the 	at 

nitrogen should be linear. The silyl isocyanates had 

values of -3.8 to +8.08 Nm 1 , giving angles bent by up to 

10, and the methyl pseudohalides had force • constants of 

-10 to -2 Nm 1 , giving clearly bent configurations. 

A crystal structure of SiH 3NCS is not available and, 

although there have been attempts to grow crystals 121 

these have been unsuccessful, or the crystals have 

suffered X-radiation damage However the infra-red 

spectra in various matrices 
122  have all been interpreted 

in terms of C3v symmetry molecules with a linear chain of 

SiNCS. This is not the same as SiH 3NCO which was found to 

be linear in the gas phase (like SiH 3NCS) but bent in the 

solid phase, and bent in various matrices. 

It is therefore of interest to study the mono- and 

dimethyl-silyl isothiocyanates. These should have C 5  

symmetry, whether the configuration is linear or bent at 

nitrogen, and one would hope that comparison of the apparent 

angle in the methyl isothiocyanates with SiH 3NCS will give 

some idea of whether the angle is more bent when the 

silicon atom is asymmetric, as predicted by Glidewell 36 

for halosilyl pseudohalides. Also there is interest in 

the configuration of the methyl groups to the NCS group, 

particularly in the light of the shapes adopted by the 

isocyanates described in Chapter 5. 
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6.2 Refinement and Models 

6.2.1 Model of CH 3SiH 2NCS: 

For the purposes of the refinement, it was assumed 

that the methyl group had local C 3 , symmetry: the molecule 

can then be described by six bond lengths, five bond angles 

and three torsion angles. The bond distances chosen were 

Si-N, Si-H, Si-C, C-H, N=C and C=S the angles were 

NSiC, HSiH, SiCH, SiNC and NCS; and the three torsion 

angles are along the Si-N bond, along the C-N bond, and 

the twist of the methyl hydrogen about the Si-C bond. The 

initial conformation of the NCS group was trans to the 

methyl group and the methyl group torsion was at zero when 

one hydrogen was in the heavy atom plane, and trans to the 

SiR 2  group. It was also assumed that the bisectors of the 

HSiH and NSiC angles coincided. 

6.2.2 Model of (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCS: 

This molecule was described by six bond lengths, six 

bond angles and three torsion angles. The two methyl 

groups were assumed to have local C3v  symmetry and the NCS 

group was initially assumed to be trans to the bisector of 

the CSiC angle. The six bond lengths were the Si-N, 

Si-C, C-H, Si-H, N=C and CS; the angles were NSiC, CSiC, 

SiCH, NSiH, SiNC and NCS; and the torsion angles were of 

one methyl group, one along the N=C bond and one along the 

Si-N bond, rotating the HSi(CH 3 ) 2  group with respect to 



Table 6.1: Scale factors, weighting functions and correlation parameters 

Camera Height 
Compound 	 mm 

As 	Smin s 1  s 2 5ax p/h 
nm  

Scale Factor wavelength/pm 

MeSiH 2NCS 	285.65 
	

2 	20 	40 120 146 	0.4225 	0.885(20) 
	

5.682 

MeSiH 2NCS 	128.36 
	

4 	60 	90 290 328 	0.4417 	0.826(41) 
	

5.682 

Me 2 SiHNCS 	285.67 
	

2 	24 	40 120 146 	0.2789 	0.908(19) 
	

5.681 

Me 2 SiHNCS 	128.36 4 	60 	90 280 340 	0.0426 	0.907(27) 5.681 

I-  
(Il 
(A) 
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the NCS group. The methyl twist was a clockwise movement 

relative to that in which one hydrogen lay in the CSiN 

plane. The nozzle to plate distances and operating wave-

lengths are given in Table 6.1 for mono- and dimethyl-

silyl isothiocyanates. 

6.2.3 Refinement of the CH 3SiH 2NCS structure: 

In the refinements of the structures of these compounds 

it was anticipated that there might be problems distinguishing 

the C-H and N=C lengths and the Si-N and Si-C lengths. In 

fact most of the bond distances were refined to give reason-

able values. 

The main features of the radial distribution curve 

were one peak at 120 m, a broad peak at 170, one large 

peak at 280 pm and minor peaks at 245, 380, 410 and 440pm. 

The peak at 120 pm contains the C-H and N=C bond 

distances and it was found necessary to fix the C-H, and 

refine N=C, to obtain acceptable values. The broad major 

peak at 170 pm contains the C=S, Si-N and Si-C distances, 

and all refined. The main bond angles of the molecule were 

defined by the C ... N, Si.. .0 and N ... S non-bonded 

distances, all of which overlap under the peak at 280 pm. 

In fact NSiC and NCS were fixed at 109 and 180 respectively 

leaving the SiNC angle to refine to 168 ° . The position of 

the methyl group relative to the NCS group was defined by 

the C.. .0 and C ... S peaks, both of which are relatively 

small. The optimum torsion angle was found by varying the 
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angle in a series of refinements and recording the minimum 

R-factor. Then for subsequent refinements the torsion 

angle was fixed at this value. A similar method was used 

to find the twist angle for the methyl group - giving a 

staggered conformation with respect to the SiH 2  group-In 

all the monomethylsilyl compounds studied so far the HSiH 

angle was not refineable and so it was fixed at 1100, 

0 
while the HCSi angle did refine to 110.2 . The amplitudes 

of vibration for the bonded interatomic distances in the 

CH 3SiH 2-N group did not refine well and so were fixed at 

values found in other methylsilyl and isothiocyanatecompounds but 

the N=C and C=S amplitudes refined satisfactorily. 

Once most of the bonded amplitudes were fixed the non-

bonded amplitudes refined reasonably, and compare well with 

those for CH 3 SiH 2NCO. The final molecular parameters are 

given in Table 6.2. Allowance has been made in the quoted 

uncertainties for possible systematic errors, and these 

have been added to the random errors obtained by the least 

squares analysis. The least squares correlation matrix is 

presented in Table 6.3, and it can be seen that the 

refineable parameters and amplitudes were those that had 

relatively low correlation. The parameters quoted are 

those that gave the lowest R-factor (RG = 0.168L and 

RD = 0.121-l'..). This is not a particularly good fit 

between the theoretical and experimental intensity curves, 

and the radial distribution curve (Figures 6.1 and 6.2) shows 

that the main region of poor fit is between 90 and 130 pm. 

Since the C-H and N=C bonds are at reasonable values, and 
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Table 6.2: Molecular parameters for monomethyl silylisothiocyanate 

(a) Independent parameters 

Distance Amplitude 

r 1 (Si-N) 171.0(6) 5.0(fixed) 

r 2 (Si-FI) 148.0(fixed) 9.0(fixed) 

r 3 (Si-C) 184.8(7) 5.0(fixed) 

r 4 (C-H) 109.0(fixed) 8.0(fixed) 

r 5 (N=C) 118.7(6) 4.6(10) 

r6(C=S) - 	 156.8(5) 4.5(7) 

Angle 1 NSiC 

Angle 2 HSiH 

Angle 3 HCSi 

Angle 4 SiNC 

Angle S t(CH 3 ) 

Angle 6 	r(Si-N) 

Angle 7 NCS 

Angle 8 t (C-N) 

Angles 

109 .0(fixed) 

110 .0(fixed) 

110.2(1.8) 

168.4(1.6) 

10. 0 (fixed) a 

0 . 0(fixed)a 

180.0(fixed) 

0.0 (fixed)a 

afixed by R-fáctor plot - see text 

Distances and amplitudes of vibration are given in pm. 

Angles are given in degrees; and angles 5, 6,and 8 are 

torsion angles along the given bond or of the group. 

/.. 



Table 6.2 (contd) 

(b) Dependent parameters 

Distance Amplitude 

(Si.. .H) 244.8(26) 12.0(fixed) 

(N.. .C) 289.7(6) 6.5(fixed) 

d 9  (N ... H) .260.8(4) 13.0(fixed) 

d10  (Si ... C) . 	 288.3(5) 6.7(12) 

d11 (N ... S) 275.6(6) 5.2(9) 

d12  (Si ... S) 444.4(6) 9.1(6) 

d13 (C ... C) 400.2(15) 19.1(50) 

d14 (C ... S) 551 .  .4(23) 30.7(55) 

(c) Other amplitudes kept fixed 

Amplitude 

Hc• ...  H  14.0 

C ... H 13.0 
Si 

12.0 

Hc. . .H5  17.0 

N ... Hc - 	 15.0 

C ... H Si 19.0 

C ... Hc 20.0 

S ... Hc 25.0 

S ... H5 . 20.0 
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Table 6.3: Least squares correlation matrix xlOO for CH 3 SiH 2NCS 

r 1 	r3 	r5 	r6 	A3 	A4 	u5 	u6 	U10  U11 	u12 	k1  

100 	-35 	 -41 	-33 

100 	 36 

100 	-33 	 32 

100 	-33 	 r6  

100 	 -41 	A3 

100 	 A4 

	

100 	 32 	U 5  

100 	 31 	U 6  

100 	66 	 31 	37 	u 10 

100 	 30 	37 	u 11 

100 	 48 	u12  

	

100 	33 

r - bond distance 	 100 

A - Angle 

u - amplitude of vibration 

Only values greater than 30 are given 
I-. 
(p 
00 
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Figure 6.2: observed and final differex?ce  radial distribution 
curves, P(r)/r, for CH 3SIH2NCS 

Before Fourier i9ersion the data were multiplied by 
s.exp[-O.000015 s (Zgi_Fsi)(ZN_FN)I. 
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Figure 6.1: CH 3SiH 2NCS 

(b) 

2\O 

---\ / 
J 	\6o/ 	\ioj 	140 

s/nm 

Observed and final weighted difference molecular 
scattering intensities at nozzle-to-plate distances 
of (a) 128 and (b) 286 mm 
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the poor fit cannot be explained by an impurity (e.g. 

(MeS1H 2 ) 20), so the problem must arise from the experiment. 

Possible explanations are that the sector equation is not 

adequate or that the photographic plates were very dark 

and insufficient detail could be made out from them. 

From the intensity curves it can be seen that the short 

nozzle to plate distance has the poorest agreement: short 

distance R  = 0.277.LI,, RD = o.264fl:, long distance 

= 0.121•H, RD  

6.2.4 Refinement of the (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCS structure: 

The data for this compound gave a much more satisfactory 

refinement and the agreement between experimental and 

theoretical curves is good, suggesting that the sector 

equation is quite adequate. The radial distribution curve 

is similar to the curve for CH 3SiH 2NCS except that the C=S 

bond distance is now distinct from the peak containing the 

Si-N and Si-C distances. All the bonded distances except 

the Si-fl refined, although the N=C is longer than in any 

other related isothiocyanate compounds. Again the heavy 

atom internal angles were defined by the non-bonded 

distances contained under a broad, peak between 265-300 pm. 

The CSiC angle tended to widen on refinement, while the 

NSiC angle stabilised at around 107 ° . However by 

constraining the angles to be equal the result was more 

acceptable. The SiNC angle refined to 157.9 which compares 

well with the angle in SiH 3NCS and (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS. The SiCH 
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angle refined well, probably because the Si.. .H distance 

was well defined and isolated in the radial distribution 

curve at 245 pm. 

The conformation of the Si(CH 3 ) 2H group relative to 

the NCS group was found by a series of refinements, with 

the torsion angle varied from 0 to 1800.  The C...0 and 

C. . . S distances define this angle, and the minimum 1k-

factor was when the NCS group was twisted 200  from 

trans to the CSiC bisector. This now means that there are 

two different C ... C distances and two different C... .5 

distances, contained under the relatively broad peaks at 

400 and 550 pm in the radial distribution curve. It was 

found that the NCS angle refined to 1800  with a large esd 

and so was fixed at 1800  and not refined subsequently. 

• 	• This made the torsion along the C-N bond redundant and 

so is not included in the final parameter list. The non-

bonded amplitudes of vibration were all in accord with those 

for (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO,except (C  ... CN)  which is very small, and 

refined well. The Si-N, Si-C and N=C bonded amplitudes 

were also refined. The remainder were fixed at normal 

values. 

The final parametexs giving the minimum 1k-factor 

(1kG = 0.1I4, R  = 0.09lCJr) are given in Table 6.4 and 

the radial distribution and intensity curves are given in 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The estimated deviations quoted in 

Table 6.5 include the random errors, determined in the 

least squares analysis, and allowances have been made for 

systematic errors and for the constraints applied during 



Distance 

172.1(6) 

184.9(5) 

112.5(8) 

148 .0(fixed) 

121.2(6) 

157.9(5) 

Amplitude 

6.6(10) 

5.8(7) 

8.0(fixed) 

7.6 (fixed) 

4.7(8) 

4. 5(fixed) 

Table 6.4: Molecular parameters for Me 2 SiHNCS 

(a) Independent parameters 
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r 1  (Si-N) 

(Si-C) 

r 3  (C-H) 

r 4  (Si-H) 

r 5  (NC) 

r 6  (C=S) 

Angle 1 NSiC 

Angle 2 CSiC 

Angle 3 SiCH 

Angle 4 NSiH 

Angle 5 twist 	(CH 3 ) 

Angle 6 SiNC 

Angle 7 twist 	(Si-N) 

Angle 8 NCS 

Angles 

110.7(5) 

llo.7 a (tied equal to Al) 

109.7(10) 

109.0(fixed) 

0 . 0 .(fixed)b 

155.6(14) 

20 . 0(fixed)b 

180.0(fixed) 

r - bond distance 

a - Angle 

d - non-bonded distance 

a 	text 

bfixed by R-factor plot - see text. 

/. . 
	 / 



Table 6.4 (contd) 

Dependent distances 

Distance Amplitude 

d 7  (C ... C) 304.3(7) 16,8(14) 

(C ... N) 293.8(6) 16.8(tied to u7 ) 

(Si.. .Q) 286.9(7) 9.5(13) 

d10 (N ... S) 279.1(7) 6.7(7) 

d11  
(Si ... F1) 246.7(12) 12.1(10) 

d12 (C ... C) 394.9(7) 7.9(20) 

d13 (C ... C) 407.9(8) 7.9(tied to u28 ) 

d 14  (Si ... S) 
441.5(8) 9.9(6) 

d15 (C ... S) 539.2(7) 24.8(27) 

d16 (C ... 5) 561.0(10) 24.8(tied to u53 ) 

Other amplitudes of dependent distances (all fixed) 

Amplitude 

(C ... H8 .) 13.0 

(N ... H5 .) 13.0 

.HC) 14.0 

(N ... Hc) 15.0 

(HC. .H3 .) 17.0 

(C. . .Hs) 19.0 

(C ... HC) 13.0 

(C ... HC) 23.0 

(HC. . .RC) 20.0 

(S ... H3 .) 23.0 

(S ... Rc) 25.0 
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Table 6.5: Least squares correlation matrix •xlOO for 	(CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCS 

r 1 	r2 	r3 	A7 	A10 r 5  r 6 	u2  u 1  U 5  U 7 	u9 	U 12  

100 	-49 	 65 52 	77 71 

100 	 -38 -42 	-50 -76 

100 	-39 -35 53 r 3  

100 -30 -31 -54 A7 

100 34 58 	57 58 32 	-41 AlO 

100 45 	39 38 r 5  

100 	43 61 r 6  

100 79 34 35 

100 . U 1  

100 31 u 5  

100 44 

100 33 U 9  

r - bond distance 100 U12  

A - Angle 100 40 

u - amplitude of vibration 100 k2  

Only values greater than 30 are given. 
1 2  

U' 



P (r)/r 

Figure 6.3: Observed and final difference radial 
distribution curves,-P(r)/r, for 
(CH3 ) 2 SiHNCS. 
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Before Fourier i9ersion the data were multiplied by 
s.exp[-0.000015 s /(Zsi_Fsi)(ZN_FN)j. 
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Figure 6.4: (CH 3 ) 2 Si}{NCS 

scattering intensities at nozzle-to-plate distances 
of (a) 128 and (1) 286 mm. 



the refinement. The final least squares correlation matrix 

is given in Table 6.5. 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

As with the methylsilyl isocyanates discussed in 

Chapter 5, the interpretation of the structures of the 

isothiocyanates was complicated by the problems of shrinkage 

and the unknown extent of (p-d)r bonding between the silicon 

and nitrogen atoms. 

The molecular parameters found for monomethyl and 

dirnethyl silyl isothiocyanates do not differ greatly from 

other methylsilyl compounds and other isothiocyanates. 

However there are small but significant changes which run 

in parallel with trends observed in the methylsilyl 

isocyanates. 

Firstly, the Si-C bonds were found to be of equal 

length in CH 3SiH 2NCS and (CH 3 ) 2SiHNCS (within 1 esd),but 

were slightly shorter than those in methylsilyl 

isocyanates (see Table 6.6). 

Table 6.6: Si-C bond lengths (pm) in methylsilyl isocyanates 
and isothiocyanates 

r(Si-C) 
Compound 	 Y=O -- 	Y=S 	 Ref 

CH 3SiH 2NCY 
	

185.3(5) 	184.8(7) 	This work 

(CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCY 
	

185.9(2) 	184.9(5) 	This work 

(CH 3)3  SiNCY 
	

189(1) 	187(1) 	92 
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The data for the trimethylsilyl derivatives were less 

reliable, with large uncertainties, but the data doA 

consistently show that the Si-C bond is shorter in 

isothiocyanates than in isocyanates, although there is no 

immediately apparent reason for this. Despite these small 

changes in the Si-CH 3  bond, it is not significantly shorter 

than predicted from the sum of the covalent radii 63,81  

In the trimethylsilyl derivative 92, the isothio-

cyanate was found to have a long Si-N bond with respect to 

the silyl, monomethyl, and dimethylsilyl derivatives 

which all refined to give almost identical Si-N bonds 

(see Table 6.7). The Si-N bond length predicted by the 

Schomaker-Stevenson equation 
63  is 180 pm, and the observed 

bond length is up to 9 pm shorter. It would appear that 

there may be considerable (p-d)n donation in this bond 

which should influence the SiNC angle, and this is discussed 

later. The length of the Si-N bond depends on the sub-

stituents on the silicon atom such that an electron with-

drawing group should shorten the bond by permitting increased 

lone pair donation from nitrogen, while electron donating 

groups such as a methyl group, should tend to increase 

the bond length, probably by the inductive effect from 

the methyl groups towards silicon, reducing lone pair 

donation from nitrogen. There is no evidence of the methyl 

groups donating electrons into the vacant d orbitals as 

this would result in Si-C bond shortening. From this 

structural study the methylsilyl isothiocyanates do 

follow this trend. Hence the respective bond lengths are 
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SiH 3NCS 28 , 170.4(6) pm; CH 3SiH 2NCS, 171.0(6) pm; 

(CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCS, 172.1(6) pm; and (CH 3 ) 3 SINCS 92 , 178(2) pm. 

These values can be compared to trichiorosilyl isocyanate 93  

which has a very shortened Si-N bond of 164.6 pm. 

The possible valence bond structures can also be used 

to explain the Si-N bond length variation. The bond 

lengths of HNCS and CH 3NCS 119  can be explained in terms 

of the two forms A and B given below, but for the struc-

tures of silicon isothiocyanates these are insufficient 

and form C has to be included. 

• /NCS 

X 3  M M- N + -C-0 

19 

X 3M=NC=0 

C 

If there is an electron withdrawing group for X, or 

the M has vacant d orbitals, form C is stabilised and 

structure A becomes more favourable than B. The presence. 

of silicon at M will favour C and the halogen groups at 

X will further stabilise this form, which has a M=N 

double bend which will therefore be short. 

Conversely, the methyl groups will destabilise the 

structure C, lengthening the Si-N bond, in favour of 

structure A or B. In fact structure B is the only form 

that the methyl groups will actually stabilise, possibly 

resulting in a shortening of the N=C bond and a lengthening 

of the CS bond. Table 6.7 shows how the Si-N does vary 

consistently with the number of methyl groups, but the N=C, 
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C=S bond length change is less clear. 

Table 6.7: Si-N, N=C and C=S bond lengths in isothiocyanates 

Bond Lengths/pm 
Compound Si-N N=C C=S Reference 

HNCS - 121.7 156.0 123 

SIH 3NCS 170.4(6) 119.7(7) 156.3(6) 28 

CH 3SiH 2NCS 171.0(6) 118.7(6) 156.8(5) This work 

(CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCS 172.1(6) 121.2(6) 157.9(5) This work 

(CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS 178(2) 118(1) 156(1) 92 

The bond angles NSiC, HSiC, HCSi and HSiH were all 

close to tetrahedral values, with a slight widening for 

the more bulky groups, and do not warrant further comment. 

The NCS angle was fixed at 180 °  which was consistent with 

the calculated skeletal bond angles 
36  and with other 

isothiocyanates 28,92,119,123 

However the SiNC angle is more important, and should 

be more influenced by the electron-donating effect of the 

methyl groups, the valence bond structures, and the steric 

effect of the methyl groups. Firstly, there is not a 

definite consistent trend of this angle through the methyl-

silyl series, although all the angles are wider than in 

germyl 124  and methyl isothiocyanates 119 , and with more 

methyl groups SiNC is generally more bent. Additionally 

the angles in the isothiocyanates are wider than in the 

comparable isocyanates (see Table 6.8) 



NCO NCO 	 NCS 

151.7(12) 	 163.8(26) 

148.0 (15) 
	

168.4 (16) 

152.7(10) 
	

155. 6(14) 

SiH 3 -

CH 3SiH2 - 

(CR 3 ) 

Table 6.8: SINC angles in methylsilyl isocyanates and 
isothiocyanates 

SiNC (°) 

172 

(CR 3 ) 3  Si- ) 3 Si- 150(3) 154 (2) 

By the analysis of the Si.. S peak in the radial 

distribution curve of SiH 3NCS 28  it was found that the shape 

of the peak was best fitted to a purely harmonic function 

for the bending vibration and the apparent bent angle 

accounted for by considering the shrinkage due to the low 

frequency bending mode. Since the SiNCS chain was shown 

to be linear in SIH 3NCS and since the methyl substituted 

silyl isothiocyanate SiNC angles are quite close to the 

angle in SiH 3NCS it is likely that they also are near 

linear. However it is noticeable that the dimethyl and 

trimethyl derivatives do have narrower (by 10° ) apparent 

angles, suggesting that they may be bent by a few degrees, 

or may be more easily bent by a bending motion. 

Glidewell 36 , in a series of MNDO calculations for 

pseudohalides of the type RNCS where R = SiR 3 , SiP 3 , 

SiC1 3 , SiF 2C1 and SiFC1 2 , has shown that the RNCS compounds 

should be linear at nitrogen in all cases, while the RNCO 

compounds deviate from linearity by a few degrees if the H 

group did not have local C 3 symmetry. In contrast methyl isothio-

cyanates were calculated to have CNC angles of between 

130-150° 	 119 , and these agree with experimental results. 
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Attempts to fit the Si. . .S peak to a probability function 

for the methylsilyl compounds could not be done because 

of the overlap with the C ... C distance, obviously not 

present in SiH 3NCS. 

The possible valence bond structures could also be 

used to explain the linearity of the SiNC group (see page llO). 

-. Forms B and C have linear chains and although C will be 

destabilised by the presence of the methyl groups, form 

B will be stabilised. Hence there is likely to be a fine 

balance between the steric and electronic influences. It 

should be noted that there will be conflicting tendencies 

in these forms, because when M has a Vacant d orbital 

forms A and C are possible, one with a wide SiNC angle, 

and the other with a narrow angle. It is known from the 

125 
study of gerrnyl pseudohalides 124, 
	that the GeNC angles 

are narrower than in the related silyl derivatives and 

this is commonly attributed to the weaker overlap of 

the nitrogen 2p orbitals with the germanium 4d orbitals, 

which allows delocalisation of the nitrogen lone pair. As 

explained in earlier chapters the overlap of the silicon 

and nitrogen (3d-2p) orbitals is an acceptable way of 

explaining the angles at nitrogen. 

Without more detailed spectroscopic study of the 

region below 200 cm- 
1,  analysis of the bending motion at 

nitrogen could not be done. Only in CH 3 SiH 2NCS could a 

band be found that could possibly give an indication of 

the fundamental bending frequency (an overtone at 156 cm 1 ). 

Comparing the amplitudes of vibration of the 
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isothiocyanates it is clear that the refined values for 

the methyl substituted derivatives are close to the values 

for SiH 3NCS and hence it is reasonable to suggest that the 

structure of the SiNCS group and pure harmonic potential 

for the bending motion, calculated from the amplitudes 

for SiH 3NCS, are applicable to the substituted silyl 

isothiocyanates. However the methyl groups have been 

shown to affect the bond lengths and so it is likely they 

will also affect the bending motion to some extent. 

Again spectroscopic data from 0-200 cm- 
1  would help clarify 

this. Table 6.9 gives the non-bonded amplitudes of 

vibration. 

Because the SiNC group was found to be bent in the 

electron diffraction structure, the NCS group could be 

rotated about the Si-N bond with respect to the methyl 

groups. The optimum fit was found to be exactly trans 

in monomethylsilyl isothiocyanate, and 200  from trans to 

the bisector of the CSiC angle in dimethylsilyl 

isothiocyanate. Thus it appears that the steric influence 

of the C=S group is greater than the electrostatic 

influence of the nitrogen lone pair (see Figure 6.9). 

This is in contrast to the isocyanates discussed in 

Chapter 5 in which the lone pair had the greater steric 

influence. Therefore the apparent widening of the SiNG 

angles in the isothiocyanates noted in Table 6.8 must be 

real, with increased delocalisation of the lone pair in the 

isothiocyanate compounds. The configuration of trimethyl-

silyl isothiocyanate was not well defined but it was 

reported that the staggered arrangement was most likely. 
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Table 6.9: Amplitudes of vibration in silyl isothiocyanate/pm 

Distance 	SiH3- 	CH3SiH 2 - 	(CH 3 ) 2 SiH 	(CH 3 ) 3 Si 

N ... S 
41a 

5,2(9) 6.7(7) 4.5 

Si.. .0 6.8(12) 6.7(12) 9.5(13) 5.5 

Si ... S 9.6(9) 9.1(6) 9.9(6) 7.5 

Reference 28 This work This work 92 

aerrors  are given in brackets after the refined value. When 
no error is given the value was fixed during refinement. 

Figure 6.9: Conformation adopted by methylsilyl isothiocyanates 

CH 	 CH 	 CH 
3 	 .3 

    

H 	Cu 3  H Ei 3  

   

C 
II 
S 

  

 

II 
S 

    

CH 3 SiFI 2NCS 	 (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCS 	 (CH 3 ) 3SiNCS 
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The greater repulsive interaction of H or CH  to CS 

than H or CR 3  to a lone pair was also found in CH 3NCS 119  

with the nitrogen lone pair eclipsing one hydrogen. 

The slight twist of 200  from exactly trans position along 

the Si-N bond in dimethylsilyl isothiocyanate must either be 

due to the repulsive interaction between the C=S group 

and the hydrogen, or may just be a shrinkage effect. 

Finally, it was found that there was a staggered 

configuration of the methyl group with respect to the 

SiH 2  group in the monomethyl derivative, and a small 

twist of one methyl group with respect to the other in 

the dimethyl derivative (see Figures 6.10 and 6.11). 



Figure 6.10: CH3 SiH2NCS 
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(a 

(b) 

(c) 

Molecular structure of CH 3SiH 2NCS 
(a) general view; (b) viewed - along 
(c) viewed along bond from C(H) to 

bond from N to Si; and 
Si. 
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Figure 6.11: (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCS 

1-.\ 

(b 

Molecular structure of (CH3)2SiHNCS 

(a) general view; (b) viewed along bond from N to Si 
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CHAPTER 7: THE GAS PHASE STRUCTURE OF MONOMETHYLSILYL 

CYANIDE 

7.1 Introduction 

The electron diffraction studies of the structures 

of methylsilyl isocyanates and isothiocyanates have 

shown that there is a lengthening of the Si-N bond when 

the number of methyl substituents on the silicon atom is 

increased. Also when the silyl group is attached to a 

28,92,126 	 26,111,95 
nitrogen 	 or oxygen 	 atom the Si-N 

and Si-O bonds are appreciably shorter than predicted 

from the sum of the covalent radiiBl, and these 

observations have been interpreted in terms of (p-d)7r 

bonding between silicon and first row atoms. However, 

although similar it-interaction between silicon and the 

carbon of a cyanide group should be possible the observed 

128 
Si-C bond lengths 127, 
	are no shorter than would be 

expected after making allowance for the effect of the sp 

hybridisation of the carbon atom (see Table 7.1). 

Table 7.1: Predicted-Si-C bond lenqth from Schomaker and 
Stevenson tos. 	 01 and Pauling predictions/pm 

Schomaker/Stevenson 	Pauling 	Experimental 

Si-N 180.2 187 169-172 

Si-O 175.7 183 163-165 

Si-Ca 187.7 187 182.5-185 

Si_Cb 194 -- 	194 186-187 

awith allowance for sp hybridisation, i.e. in cyanide or 
acetylene compounds 

bfor sp 3  hybridisation, i.e. Si-CH3 
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Thus the structural study of monomethylsilyl 

cyanide should show whether the methyl groups have the 

same effect on the Si-CN bond as they have on the Si-N 

bond in isocyanates and isothiocyanates. Also there 

is interest in the electron-withdrawing effect of the CN 

group on the molecular structure and there exists the 

possibility of bonding through nitrogen of the CN group to 

form the isocyanide isomer. Some recent work on 

(CH 3 ) 3 S1CN129  by Dung et al suggested the presence of an 

appreciable amount of the isocyanide at ambient tempera- 

130 
ture but a more detailed study by mar 	and microwave 

spectroscopy 
131  has shown no isocyanide was present. It 

was believed the rotational spectrum assigned to 

isocyanide should have been assigned to (CH 3 ) 3 SiC1. 

Lastly the amplitudes of vibrations are of 

interest, when compared to related compounds as they can 

be indicative of the shape of the molecule, and the bending 

motion of apparently linear groups. 

7.2 Refinement and Model 

7.2.1 Model of CH 3SiH 2CN: 

A subroutine was written which described the atomic 

coordinates in terms of five bond lengths, five bond 

angles and one torsion angle. The bond distances were 

the Si-CH 3' Si-CN, C-H, Si-H and C --N; the angles were 

SiCN, SiCH, HSiH, CSiC and the angle between the HSiH 
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bisector and the Si-CN bond. The torsion angle was 

along the Si-CR 3  bond, rotating the methyl hydrogens 

with respect to the silyl hydrogens. The methyl was 

assumed to have local C 3 , symmetry and a torsion angle 

along the Si-CN was not necessary because the SiCN angle 

in fact proved to be 180 
0 

7.2.2 Refinement of CH 3SiH 2CN structure: 

The radial distribution curve (Figure 7.1) shows 

three main peaks: one at 120 pm containing the CEN and 

C-H distances; one at 180-190 pm containing both Si-C 

distances; and one at 300 pm containing Si ... N and C ... C 

non bonded distances. Two smaller broader peaks are 

present at 400 pm for C ... N, and at 250 for the three 

Si.. .H distances. Initially the heaviest atom bond 

distances were refined and it was found that the Si-CH 3  

and Si-CN distances did separate and refine independently 

even though they are under the same peak and just 3 pm 

apart. Then the CN distance was refined to 116 pm. 

There was some uncertainty whether the amplitudes of 

the Si-CN and Si-CH 3  bonds should be refined separately 

or constrained to be equal. However when refined 

separately, they gave almost equal but high values with 

large uncertainties, while when constrained the values 

were reasonable and uncertainties low. In subsequent 

refinements the amplitudes were constrained to be equal. 

The non-bonded amplitudes C ... C and C ... N both 

refined to acceptable values, as did the Si.. .N and C.. 
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when constrained at various ratios from 0.60 to 0.75. 

The ratio giving the lowest R-f actor was then fixed in 

all following refinements. 

The positions of the methyl hydrogen atoms were 

defined by the angle HCSi (which refined to 110.9 ° ) and 

the twist angle along the Si-C bond. The optimum twist 

angle was obtained by varying the angle systematically 

and noting the R-factor. The angle giving the lowest 

R-factor was then taken as the optimum value providing 

the parameters and amplitudes remained reasonable. This 

method was also used to find the bend angle of the Sill 2  

plane. 

Allowance for (CH 3 SiH 2 ) 20: 

When most of the refinement was complete, there was 

still a significant peak in the difference curve of the 

radial distribution curve at 164 pm and a wave of 

frequency 4 nm 1  running through the intensity curve. 

Since all the parameters had already been refined to 

reasonable values this strongly suggested that another 

compound was present which had not been allowed for in 

the model program. The most likely impurity was 

(CH 3 SiH 2 ) 20 which readily forms when the cyanide reacts 

with any trace of air or moisture. Thus the model 

program was modified to allow for a small percentage of 

impurity by including the Si-C, Si-0, Si ... Si and C...0 

distances. The radial distribution difference curve then lost 



P (r)/r 

Figure 7.1: observed and final difference radial 
distribution curves, 1 P(r)/r, for 
CH 3SiH2CN 
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Before Fourier inverion the data were multiplied 
by s.exp [-0.000015 S /(Zsi_Fsi )  (ZcFc)] 
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Figure 7.2: CH 3SiH2CN 

scattering intensities at nozzle-to-plate aistances 
of (a) 128 and (b) 286 nun 
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the peak at 164 pm, and the R-factor decreased for the 

short distance plates, but increased for the long 

distance plates. Therefore a second model was written 

only allowing for •(CH 3SiH 2 ) 20 in the short distance plates 

and this proved to give the lowest R-factor. Having 

allowed for the impurity it was now possible to refine the 

Si-H distance to an acceptable value although the 

amplitude of vibration remained fixed. 

The final paraMeters giving the minimum R-factor 

(RG = O.07..2.iJ RD = O.O69t) are given in Table 7.2 and 

the final radial distribution curves and intensity curves 

are given in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The errors are 

estimated standard deviations obtained from the least 

squares analysis and increased to allow for systematic 

errors. Table 7.3 is of the least squares correlation 

matrix and Table 7.4 contains the nozzle to plate 

distances, wavelength, and the s range for the intensity 

curves, with the weighting points. 

7.3 Results and Discussion 

It is unfortunate that the electron diffraction data 

for dimethylsilyl cyanide were not available to be 

discussed in this chapter. A paper describing the 

microwave spectrum of (CH 3 ) 2 SiHCN 64  only gave the Si-CN 

bond length and the angle between the CSiC plane and 

Si-CN bond, for which values of 184.cpwand123.97 0  

respectively were obtained, assuming the CSiC angle was 

112.25° 



Table 7.2: Molecular parameters of CR 3 SiH 2CN 

(a) Independent parameters 

Distance/pm 	Amplitude/pm 

Angle/ 0 
 

r1  Si-CR 3  187.5(6) 6.2(3) 

C-H 108.6(7) 7.8(fixed) 

Si-H 148.3(9) 11.4(9) 

Si-CN 183.9(6) 6.2(tied to U1)C 

CEN 116.7(4) 3.7(3) 

Angle 1 HCS1 112.5(14) - 

Angle 2 USiE 109.0(fixed) 

Angle 3 CS1C 108.8(7) 

Angle 4 SiCN 180.0(fixed) 

Angle 5 TCH 39.0(fixed)a 

Angle 6 B(SiH 2 ) 
a 55.5(fixed) 

%(CH3SiH2)20 8.0(fixed)b 

aangle by R-factor loop - see text 
bpercentage of (MeS1H 2 ) 20 allowed for in short plates 

Cu1 = 

dangie between HSIH bisector and Si-CN bond - see text 

(b) Dependent distances 

Distance/pm 

d 6  (C ... H) 274.6(9) 

(Si.. .H) 250.1(17) 

(Si.. .N) 300.6(6) 

(C ... C) 302.1(10) 

d10 (C ... N) 	 402.4(12) 

Amplitude/pm 

13 .0(fixed) 

19.0(13) 

3.7(3) 

8.1(tied to 

16.5(14) 

atidtou 	- 	u80.7*1L1 



Table 7.3: Least squares correlation matrix x 100 for CH 3SIH 2CN 

r 2 	r3  r 4  r 5  Al 	A3 u1  u 3 	U 5 	u7  u8  

100 -89 41 56 -54 43 

100 	46 39 

100 -37 r 3  

100 -43 32 	-72 50 

100 33 r 5  

100 31 .. Al 

100 A3 

100 33 	34 45 

100 -57 -34 u3  

100 31 u 5  

100 U 7  

100 	41 44 u 8  

r - bond distance 100 52 k 1  

A - Angle 100 k 2  

u - amplitude of vibration 

Only correlations with values greater than 0.3 are included. 00 



Table 7.4: Weighting functions, correlation parameters and scale factors for MeSiH 2CN. 

Distance• 
	 As 	s min 	1 	2 	max s 	s 	s 	 correlation 	Scale Factor 

mm 	
rim -1 

285.73 

128.36 

2 	20 40 120 146 0.0022 0.670(8) 

4 	60 80 320 348 0.1762 0.862(16) 

Wavelength = 5.679 pm 



In monomethylsilyl cyanide the bond distances for 

C-H and Si-H and the angles HCSi and CSiC are at 

expected values and do not warrant further discussion. 

The Si-CH3  distance (187.6(6) pm) in methylsilyl cyanide 

was found to be slightly longer than the Si-C distance 

in most other methylsilyl compounds (about 186 pm), 

but this is likely to be due to the high negative 

correlation (see Table 7.3) between Si-CN and Si-CH 3  

bond lengths resulting in a separation of the distances 

during refinement. Thus the Si-CN bond length is 

shorter than the same bond in SiH 3CN132 , but is very 

close to the bond length in (CH 3 ) 2 SiHCN64 , although not 

significantly shorter than predicted from the sum of the 

covalent radii, with allowance for sp hybridisation of 

the carbon atom. 

Since the 2s orbital of carbon has a smaller radius 

than the 2p orbitals, it would be expected that the greater 

the s 	character of a hybrid orbital, the shorter the 

internuclear distance, at which the best overlap and 

repulsion would occur in the a bonds. It has been 

estimated that the single bond radii for a carbon atom in 

the several states of hybridisation are: sp 3 , 77 pm, 

sp 2 , 74 pm and sp 70 pm. Hence at least part of the 

decrease of the Si-CN with respect to the Si-CH 3  must be 

attributable to this effect rather than to any u-bonding. 

Table 7.5 lists a number of compounds containing Si-C 

bonds, with the C atom in sp 3 , sp 2 andDhybridised states. 
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Table 7.5: Si-C bond length for sp , sp and sp hybridised carbon atoms 

Method of 
Hybridisation Si-C/pm Determination a Reference 

SiH 3CH 3  sp 3  186.7 ed 43 

SIH 3CHCH 2  sp 2  185.3 ed 136 

SiH 3CECC1 sp 181.2 ed 137 

SiH 3CECCH 3  sp 180.2 ed 138 

SiH 3CECH sp 182.6 mw 128 

SIH 3CEN sp 185.1 ed 132 

CU SiH CEN 
(CF 3 ) 2SñCN 

sp 
sp 

183.9 
184.0 

ed 
mw 

This work 
64 

(CH 3 ) 3SiC2N sp 184.4 ed 139 

aed electron diffraction, mw microwave spectroscopy 

Fa 

0 
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As confirmation that the shortening of the Si-C bond is 

due to the carbon orbital hybridisation rather than an 

explanation involving (p-d)irbonding (as for Si-a and Si-N 

bonds), it is found that the decrease in the length of 

Si-CH 3  bond to Si-CN bond is quite similar to, although 

actually less than, the decrease for the C-C bond from 

CH 3CH 3 42  to CH 3CN133 . The shortening is about the same 

as that observed for the C-C bonds in isopropyl cyanide 

134 	 135 
(150.1 pm) 	and propane (152.6 pm) 

Also noticeable from Table 7.5 is that the Si-C=-bond 

is much shorter in the acetylene derivatives than the 

cyanide derivatives and this is believed to be because 

the cyanide is a much stronger electron withdrawing group, 

and so could decrease electron density in the Si-CN 

bond. Also the length of the Si-CH 3  bond does not 

appear to be affected by the cyanide group as the distance 

was found to be almost equal to the Si-C bond length in 

Si(CH3)4 102  (187.6(2) pm). 

The effect of the methyl groups on the Si-CN bond 

is not clear, but appears to be small. As is shown in 

Table 7.6 the bond in the methyl substituted cyanides is 

only 1 pm shorter than in SiH 3CN and this, as explained 

above, is quite likely to be due to the high correlation 

between Si-CH 3  and Si-CN bond length during refinement, 

exaggerating the difference which is not very significant 

anyway. The lack of influence of the methyl groups on 

the Si-CN bond is in contrast to the situation in 



Table 7.6: Molecular parameters of methylsilyl cyanides in the gas phase a 

S iH3CNb 	CH3SiH2CNb 	(CH 3 ) 2 SIHCN 	(CH 3)3SiCNb 

Si-H 	 148.1 	148.3 	 [148.3] 	 - 

Si-CN 	 185.1 	183.9 	 184.0 	 184.4 

C:N 	 116.5 	116.7 	 [115.6] 	 117.0 

HS1C> 	 109.9 	112.5 	 109.161 

SiCN> 	 177.0 	
[180•0]c 	

[1801 	 - 

Si-CH 3 	 - 	 187.5 	 [186.7 ] 	 187.1 

Reference 	 132 	 This work 	64 	 139 

adistances in pm, angles in degrees 

bstructure without any vibrational corrections 

cparameters in square brackets were fixed - the data for Me 2SIHCN was from microwave 
spectroscopy 

I-I  
cc 
N) 
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methylsilyl iso.cyanates and isothiocyanates, in which 

the addition of methyl groups lengthened the Si-N bond. 

This, was thought to be due to the decrease of (p-d)7r 

bonding, or through the methyl groups influencing the 

preferred valence bond structure. The lack of change of 

the Si-CN bond suggests very little (p-d)ii bonding can 

be involved. 

In all the cyanide compounds studied the C-- fi bond 

length appears to be almost constant and unaffected by 

the methyl substituents. 

Finally, the conformation of the methyl hydrogens 

relative to the silyl hydrogens was found to be staggered, 

as is shown in Figure 7.3. 

Further work on methylsilyl cyanides should include 

the gas phase structure of dimethylsilyl cyanide which so 

far has only been studied by microwave spectroscopy 64 

which gave one bond length dependent on other assumed 

parameters. Data have now been collected, and the 

structure should soon be known. 



 

 

Figure 7.3: CHSiH 7CN 
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Molecular structure of CH 3 SiH2 CN 
general view 
viewed along band from C) to Si 
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CHAPTER 8: VIBRATIONAL,NMR,AND MASS SPECTRA OF METHYLSILYL 

PSEUDORALIDES 

8.1 Introduction 

An essential part of the characterisation of a new 

compound is a study of its vibrational spectra, and in this 

work in addition to the gas phase infra-red spectrum, the 

solid phase infra-red and solid and liquid phase Raman 

spectra have been recorded. For each compound it is of 

interest to record the change in frequencies and the 

changes in the relative intensities for the three phases. 

Also there are certain differences in position for the 

equivalent vibration in the cyanide, isocyanate and 

isothiocyanate. 

The assignment of the bands has been done by comparison 

with the appropriate methylsilane, the pseudohalide acid, 

and also the trimethylsilyl 100 and silyl pseudohalides 99,122,  

140,141 	From all these it was found that the C-H stretches 

-1 
were found between 2980-3000 cm , methyl deformations 

at 1250 and 1380-1430 cm- 
1  and the Si-H stretches around 

2200 cm- 1.  The silyl deformations and methyl rocking 

modes occur between 800-950 cm- 
1  and tend to overlap, 

making distinguishing the modes more difficult. The Si-C 

stretch in monomethyl derivatives was found at 760 cm- 1, 

and the dimethyl derivatives had two bands at 750 and 780 

cm- 1  for the symmetric and asymmetric Si-C stretches. Also 

the Si-CH 3  and Si-CN stretches appear to be distinguishable, 

with the Si-CN stretch occurring at a lower frequency. 
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Between 600 and 400 cm- 
I  the S1H 2  rock, Si-N stretches, 

and SiH 2  twist are usually found. The vibrations related 

to the pseudohalide groups occur at 2200 cm- 
1  for CN 

stretch (overlapping with Si-H stretch), the NCO 

asymmetric stretch slightly higher at (2250 cm -1 ) and 

symmetric stretch at 1400 cm- 1  (overlapping with methyl 

deformation modes), and for isothiocyanate at 2100 and 

1000 cm- 1.  The bending modes of NCO and NCS are less 

predictable but usually around 600 and 480 cm- 
1  respectively. 

-1 Below 400 cm the skeletal and methyl torsions are 

expected and it is often difficult to make definite 

assignments. Commonly the assignments of the pseudohalides 

have been made easier by comparison with the spectra of the related 

isotopically labelled samples. However in more complicated 

spectra, substitution of H for D merely shifts the SiD 

deformations from overlapping with the methyl rocking 

modes to overlapping with the Si-C and Si-N stretches. 

The assignment of the bands in the gas phase is often 

not clear because the bands are broad, containing rotational 

detail in bands 20-30 cm- 
1  wide. However when the sample 

is observed in the solid phase, much of the broadening can 

be removed and the bands are more easily distinguished. 

For example the NCO symmetric stretch and methyl asymmetric 

deformation overlap in the gas phase in a broad band at 

1400-1450 cm- 1.  However on freezing the sample the bands 

sharpen and separate, giving the methyl deformation at 

1420 cm- 1  and the NCO stretch at 1450 cm- 
1.  Both bands are 

only 3-5 cm -1  wide. Similarly, between 800-950 cm- 
1  in the 
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solid the SiR 2  deformations and methyl rocking modes 

separate to leave distinct sharp bands. 

The infra-red spectrum was used in this work as an 

indication of the purity of the sample. The usual 

impurities were the bis(methylsilyl)ether, and the pseudo-

halide acid. Obviously there is a great deal of overlap 

between the bands of the impurities,and the desired 

product, but all the ether compounds have a band at 

around 1100 cm- 
1  (Si-0 stretch) and HCN a sharp 0-branch 

at 714 cm 1 , and UNCO an N-H stretch at 3500 cm 1 . None 

of these bands coincides with the sample bands and can 

be used to check purity. 

By observing the nuclear magnetic resonance spectra 

one is able to confirm the predicted atomic arrangement. 

For example CH 3CN can be prepared as either the 	cyanide 

or isocyanide and nmr spectroscopy should show if any 

CH 3 SiH 2CN exists in this form as well as the normal SiCN 

arrangement. Also nmr can be used to confirm that the 

methylsilyl isocyanate really is CH 3SiH 2NCO and not 

CH 3 SiH(NCO) 2 , which would not be easily distinguishable 

by infra-red spectroscopy. 

Much work has been done analysing the gas and solid 

infra-red and Raman spectra of SiH 3NCO and SiH 3NCS to 

decide if the SiNC group is bent or linear. If it is 

bent the molecule will have Cs  symmetry while if the group 

is linear the molecule will have C 3 symmetry. Much of 

the analysis is based on whether the NCO or NCS bend have two 



components, a' and a" for C S  symmetry, or whether there 

is one band for the degenerate e mode for C 3 , symmetry. 

In all the methylsilyl molecules the symmetry will be at 

most C S  , whether the SiNC chain is bent or linear. However 

it will be interesting to compare the splitting (if any) 

for the symmetry species a' and a" with the splitting 

found for other bent pseudohalides. The infra-red spectrum 

of solid SiH 3  NCO 99  in various matrices shows the silyl 

rock to have a doublet splitting of up to 34 cm- 1 and the 

NCO bending mode splits by up to 27 cm- 
1.  Although the 

solid phase spectra of the methylsilyl pseudohalides were 

not run in a matrix, in many cases it was possible to see 

the splitting for the in and out of plane modes. 

The Raman spectra are often found to be useful in 

observing the low frequency modes which are often weak 

in the infra-red spectra but medium to strong in the Raman 

spectra. In molecules with an inversion centre it can be 

shown that a mode active in the infra-red will be inactive 

in Raman, and if inactive in the infra-red will be active 

in the Raman. For less symmetrical molecules there is not 

the complete mutual exclusion of activity but often 

bands strong in the infra-red are weak in the Raman and 

vice versa. For example the symmetric stretch of the NCO 

group at 1450 cm 
-1  is weak in the infra-red but strong 

in the Raman while the asymmetric stretch of the NCO group, 

particularly strong in the infra-red, is weak in the Raman. 

By studying the liquid phase Raman spectra one has an 

additional aid in the assignment of bands, by observing 
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whether the band is polarised or not. Totally symmetric 

vibrations give rise to completely polarised Raman 

linwhereas the asymmetric vibrations give depolarised 

lines. Hence if a piece of polaroid is put into the 

scattered radiation first with its polarising axis at 

right angles to the incident beam and then parallel to the 

beam, the degree of polarisation can be estimated by 

noting how the intensity of the band changes. 

For less symmetrical molecules, such as the methyl-

silyl pseudohalides under investigation, the polarised/ 

depolarised effect may be less pronounced but in many 

cases a change in intensity can be observed. A symmetric 

vibration gives rise to a polarised band that decreases 

in intensity with the polarizing filter, while an asymmetric 

vibration maintains its intensity. For example the C-H 

stretching region in all spectra showed two bands around 

2970 and 2920 cm- 
1.  The band to lower frequency was 

polarised (changed intensity) and so was assigned as 

the syinmetriè stretch, and the higher frequency band 

assigned to an asymmetric stretch which actually contains 

two components, a 1  and a". 

The shift in vibrational frequency from the gas to 

solid phase is in many cases indicative of intermolecular 

interaction. The following spectra were all run after 

annealing the samples, and this should allow the molecules 

to align themselves according to any intermolecular 

attractions that may exist. For example in infra-red 

studies of SiH 3CN142  the SiCN chain was found to align by 
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strong Si.. .N interactions resulting in shifts in the 

Si-C band vibrations and an increase in the number of 

Si-H stretching bands as the molecules aggregate and 

molecules are constrained in different crystal sites in 

the unit cell 132 

As all the molecules under study were observed to 

form relatively long spindle-like crystals on the cold 

traps of the vacuum system, it would appear there are 

considerable intermolecular attractions in these molecules 

as well. The crystal structure of S1H 3  NCO 33  

has strong Si. . .N and also Si.. .0 interactions, 

resulting in short interatomic distances between these 

atoms. 

The band shapes in the infra-red are significant and 

can 	sometimes be useful in making assignments. An early 

paper on the mono-methylsilyl halides 
143 described the band 

shapes expected for thee compounds. A vibration with a 

dipole change parallel to the axis with the greatest 

moment of inertia gives a C-type band (Q branch), a vibration 

with a dipole change parallel to the axis of intermediate 

moment of inertia gives a B-type band (PR branches) , and 

lastly a vibration parallel to the axis of least moment 

of inertia gives an A-type band (PQR branches). In fact 

for C s symmetry the band shapes may not be completely clear 

as two of the types will mix. These will probably 

be the B and C types. 

Finally, the mass spectra of the pseudohalides are 
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recorded. These are largely inconclusive because the mass-

spectrometer is not scrupulously dry and all the silyl 

compounds react with any traces of moisture and air to 

form the related ethers. However in most cases the parent 

ion peak was observable. 

8.2 vibrational Spectra of Monomethyl Silyl Cyanide 

The infra-red and Raman spectra of CH 3 SiH2CN are shown 

in Figures 8.1-8.4. The molecule was first prepared in 

1956 62  but not fully characterised, and the proton nuclear 

magnetic spectrum 144 was published later. The molecule 

belongs to the symmetry group C 5  and therefore has l3a' and 

8a" modes of vibration. The methyl motions should give 

9 fundamentals, the SiH2  motions another 6 and motions of 

CSICN should account for the remaining 6 vibrations. 

The complete vibrational assignment is presented in Table 

8.1. 

The asymmetric C-H stretches are assigned to the bands 

centred at 3002, 2986 cm 	(a' and a") in the solid ir 

and the symmetric stretch,usually lower in frequency, is 

assigned to the band at 2930 cm- 
1  in the gas phase. 

Distinguishing between the Si-H stretch and the CN stretch 

is more difficult. In trimethylsilyl cyanide a strong 

line at 2190 cm 1  was observed in the liquid phase Raman 

spectrum, and in SiH 3CN142  in a nitrogen matrix a medium 

strong line at 2200 cm- 
1  is observed, and these have-been 

assigned to the CEN stretch. Since one would expect the CEN 
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Figure 8.4: Raman spectrum of CH 3SIH 2CN in the liquid phase 



Table 8.1: observed frequencies (cm -1 ) and assignments for 
monomethyl silyl cyanide 

Raman 	 Infra-red 	Assignment 

Liquid 	Solid 	Solid 	Gas 
3140 

3000 vw,dp 3005 w 3002 w 2992 w (a'?+a')v(C-H)asym 
2985 w 2986 w a' 	v(CH)Sym 

2935 m,p 2915 in 2930w (a')v(C-R)sym 
2246 s 2280 w 

2225 br.m 2220 s 2209 s a'a"v(Si-H)asym & sym 

2200 vvs,p 2195 vs 2198 m 2198 s a 1 v(CEN) 

2100 w,p 2093 in v(CEN) 	in HCN 
1650 w 

1420 vvw 1425 w 1430 m 1430 mw a" CH 	asym def 
1415 w 1410 mw a' CH 	asym def 
1377 w 

1265 m(p) 1258 w 1258 s 1271 in a' CE3  sym def 

945m,dp 928 5 923 s 958 s a' 	SiH2  bend 
878 in 870 vs 904 vs a" SiH 2  wag 

880 in a' 	or a" 	pCH3  

765m,p 768 in 764 s 768 s a'v(Si-CH3 ) 
743,w 738 s a' 	or a" 	pCH 3  

720s,p 723 vs 714 m 709 m a" SiE2  twist 
575 in 

580m,p 518 s 522 vs 590 m a' 	(Si-CN) 

515w 506 w a' 	51112  rock 

360 w(dp) 370 w 364 m 340 w,brCSiC bend 

270 w,dp 283 in 284 m a" SiCN bend 

160 m,dp 166 in a' 	SICN bend 
136 in 
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stretching frequency to be relatively insensitive to the 

substitution of a hydrogen for a methyl' group, the band 

at 2198 cm- 
1  in the solid infra-red spectrum is assigned 

to this vibratioh in CHSiH 2CN. 'This band is relatively 

strong in the solid phase Raman, but weaker in the 

infra-red. The Si-H stretches can then be assigned to 

the band at. 2220 cm- 1 which is very strong in infra-red 

but onlyof medium intensity in the Raman. These 

frequencies are close to those found for other monomethyl 

silyl compounds 143  In the solid phaseinfra-red spectrum 

after much annealing th .ba!1d at 2210.cm 1  splits to two. 

equal intensity bands which,could be the symmetric and 

asymmetric modes of the SiH 2  group. However the separation 

-1 of 26 cm is perhaps ratherhigh. For example. the 

separation of thea' and e modes for SiH.3  stretches in 

•SiH 3 CN142  was 16 cx'. A more likely assignment is that 

the bands are due to crystal'splittin.g for molecules in 

different sites of a crystal lattice. 

-1 The relatively weak band at 2093 cm only observed 

in the solid infra-red and liquid Raman 'spectra is1ikely 

to be due to the impurity HCN. This is a common 

decomposition product when the sample was left at room 

temperature, and only becomes more evident-on annealing. 

The asymmetric methyl deformations (a' and a") are 

-1 
assigned to the bands around 1415 cm . These are weak 

in the liquid phase Raman spectra and so one cannot 
- 	 r 

confirm their assignment to an asymmetric vibration by 

1  observing the depolarisation. The band at 1271 cm 	in 
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the gas phase is assigned to the methyl symmetric 

deformation (a'). This band shifts to low frequency by 

13 cm- 1  and sharpens in the solid phase, and appears to 

be slightly polarised in the liquid phase, as would be 

expected. 

In the gas phase, the two strong bands at 958 and 

904 cm- 
1  and the shoulder at 880 cm- 

1  are assigned to the 

Sill 2  bend, SiH 2  wag and methyl rock respectively. When 

the spectrum for the solid phase was observed the SiR 2  

vibrations shifted to lower frequency covering the methyl 

rocking band. The polarised band at 765 cm- 1  is assigned 

to the Si-CH 3  stretch and does not shift significantly 

between gas, liquid and solid phases. The second methyl 

rocking mode is assigned to the band at 738 cm - 	the 

solid phase infra-red spectrum as a sharp band that is 

hidden under the broad Si-CH 3  stretch in the gas phase. 

On annealing the intensity of this band increases to equal 

that of the Si-CH 3  stretching band. The sharp band at 

709 cm in the gas phase is assigned to the SiH 2  twist 

and this would be expected to be relatively weak in the 

infra-red as it must involve only a small dipole change. 

However in the Raman spectra this mode gives rise to a 

very strong band at 723 cm- 
1  in the solid and 720 cm- 

in the liquid. 

In the region 600-400 cm 
-1  only two bands were found 

in the gas phase spectrum. The weaker band at 506 cm 
-1  is 

assigned to the SiH 2  rocking mode, after comparison with 
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related methylsilyl compounds, e.g. (CH 3 ) 2 S1H2  470 cm-

CH 3S1H 2C1 510 cm', CH 3SiH 2Br 495 cm- 
1  and CH 3 SiH 2 I 

480 cm' l43 	This leaves the stronger band at 590 cm 1  

to be assigned to the Si-CN stretch. Comparison with the 

solid infra-red and Raman spectra shows the intense band 

is now at 522 cm- 
1  (see Figure 8.5) and it is suggested 

that the large shift must be due to constraining inter-

molecular interactions between adjacent methylsilyl 

cyanide molecules. Similarly, there is a shift of the 

Si-CN stretch in (CH 3 ) 2 SiHCN (30 cm 1 ) 64  when the sample 

is frozen, coupled with an increase in intensity in the 

infra-red spectrum. The strong Si. . .N interactions have 

been observed in the crystal structure of SiH 3CN in which 

chains of Si-C=-N... Si-C --N... link up, and give SiH 3CN 

certain physical properties such as a high melting point 

in the vacuum systems. Monomethyl silyl cyanide was 

also observed to melt with some difficulty. 

The shift of the Si-CN stretch to lower frequency 

causes an overlap with the SiH 2  rockingband which Is not 

observed in the solid phase. However in the liquid phase 

a decrease in the intermolecular attraction causes the 

bands to shift to positions much closer to the gas phase 

positions than the solid phase. The band at 580 cm 1  was 

found to be polarised and the band at 515 cm- 1 slightly 

polarised, confirming the assignments of Si-CN stretch 

(a') and SiH 2  rock (a') respectively. The band at 

575 cm in the solid phase infra-red spectrum decreased 

in intensity on annealing and is probably an extra band 
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assigned as arising from molecules in different crystal 

sites 

Below 400 cm- 1  the assignments are less certain. 

Silyl cyanide has one band in this region at 246 cm- 1 

which can only be due to the SiCN bending motion, and this 

has an overtone at 475 cm- 
1.  For CH 3 S1H 2CN one would 

expect four bands in this region: the CSiC bend (a'), 

two SiCN bends ( a ! + a") and one methyl group torsion. 

In the solid phase Raman spectrum of_CH 3SiH 2C1 145  a band 

at 225 cm was assigned to the CSiC1 bend, and since 

CSiC would be expected at higher frequency than this the 

band at 340 cm- 
1  gas phase is assigned to the CSiC bend. 

Also the CH  is probably very weak and not seen, leaving 

the bands at 283 and 166 cm- 1  to be assigned to the SiCN 

bends. These two bands average to 220 cm- 
1  which is close 

to the SiH 3CN bend at 246 cin. Lastly, the splitting 

of the 160 cm  band in the solid phase Raman spectra 

is most likely due to intermolecular couplings. 

In all spectroscopic studies of cyanides evidence for 

the isocyanide has been looked for, e.g. CH 3 SiH 2NC. None 

has been found for this compound as it is thought that the 

-1 	 i band at 2093 cm 	(often assigned to socyanide) is due to 

the impurity HCN present. In support of this is the sharp 

band at 714 cm- 1 (the HCN bend) and at 3308 cm- 1 (the 

NC-H stretch). 
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8.3 vibrational Spectra of Monomethyl Silyl Isocyanate 

The molecule should have Cs  symmetry, and so the 10 

atoms should give rise to 24 fundamentals, iSa' and 9a" modes. 

The methyl group hydrogen motions will take up Sa' and 4a", 

while the SiN 2  hydrogens take 3a' + 3a". The remaining 

modes are heavy atom vibrations, with 4a' due to bond 

stretches and 3a' + 2a" due to bending motions in and out 

of the plane. 

The one a" C-H asymmetric stretch is assigned to 

the depolarised band at 2985 cm- 1  and the two a' C-H 

symmetric stretches to the bands at 2900 and 2850 cm- 

It is also possible the band at 2850 is a combination or 

overtone band. The relatively strong band at 2400 an 1  

only observed in the gas phase infra-red spectrum, is 

probably the combination of the NCO asymmetric stretch 

and a low frequency bend, as a similar band was observed 

for (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCO (but left unassigned) 100 , and for 

(CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO (see Section 8.4). The NCO asymmetric stretch 

is assigned to the very strong band at 2300 cm- 1  in the 

infra-red which is weak in the Raman. This contrast in 

intensities between the infra-red and Raman spectra is 

found for all silyl isocyanates. The solid phase Raman 

spectnin was found to give two strong bands 10 cm- 1  apart 

at 2210 cm- 1  and these are best assigned to the symmetric 

and asymmetric Si-H stretches. This leaves two more bands 

above 2000 cm, 1 , one which is observed in the solid phase. 

Raman spectrum at 2150 cm- 1  which could be assigned either 

as a difference band, although this is unlikely for a 
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assignments for methylsilyl isocyanate (cm 	) 

Raman Infra-red Assignment 

Liquid Solid Solid Gas 

3754 w )(NCO) 	sym and asym 
2985 w,dp 2990 m 2990 w 2986 m a"(C-H) asym stretch 

2915 s,p 2920 m 2900 w 2920 w a' (C-H) 	sym stretch 
2850 	w a'v(C-H) 	sym stretch 

2400 s combination 

2310 w 2290 w 2295 vs,b 2304 vvs a' 	(NCO) 	asym stretch 
2215 vs 2200 vs,b 2188 vvs a"(Si-H)asym stretch 

2190 vs,p 2205 vs a' v(SiH) 	sym stretch 
2150w comb.v(NCQ)+SiH 	twist 

2060 vw comb. NCO sym+NO bend 

1445 s,p 1452 vs 1450 s 1457 s a' NCO sym stretch 
1422w 
1402 w 1410 in 

) 
a'a" CH 3  detorm.asym. 

1381 w 

1258 m,p 1250 m 1255 s 1269 5 a' CH 	sym deform. 973 vs 

960mo 957 vs 955 vs 962 vs a' SiN2  bend 

915 w,dp 900 m 905 vs 925 vs a" SiH2  wag 

870 w(dp) 872 m 880 s 876 s a" CU3  rock 

766 m,p 770 s 760 s 766 s a' Si-C stretch 

735 m,sh,p 730 s 735 s a' CU3  rock 

716 s,p 706 vs 710 s 728 s a" SiH 2  twist 
685 m a" pCFI 3  rock 

603 m 605 s 606 s NCO bend 

570 xn,p 540 s 550 vs 571 s a' Si-N stretch 
518 w,dp 520 5 530 s 530 m a' SiH 2  rock 

470 vw 2 x CSiN bend 

250 m,dp 245 m 245 w 238 w a" CSiN bend 
145 vw 2 x SiNC bend 

Abbreviations used: 

s strong, m medium, w weak, v very, b broad, p polarised, 

dp depolarised, sh shoulder, asym, asymmetric, sym, symmetric. 

Table 8.2: Observed bands in infra-red and Raman spectra and 
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sample at 80 K or as a combination band of the NCO 

symmetric stretch and the SiH 2  twist. The other band is 

at 2060 cm- 1  and is assigned to the combination of the NCO 

symmetric stretch and NCO bend. 

In the gas and liquid phase one band is found at 

-1 
1457 cm . However in the solid phase, the broad band splits 

to give a band in the Raman spectrum at 1450 cm and much 

weaker bands at 1422, 1402 and 1381 cm- 1.  The former is 

assigned to the NCO symmetric stretch a' and the latter 

bands as the methyl asymmetric deformations (a'+a") although 

they are too weak to observe whether they are depolarised as 

would be expected. However the band at 1258 cm- 1  is clearly 

polarised and assigned to the symmetric (a') methyl 

deformation. This band sharpens on annealing and shifts by 

15cm 1  to low frequency in the solid phase. 

The three bands between 800 and 1000 cm- 
1 
 are assigned 

to the SiH 2  bend and wag and one methyl rock, and the 

relative intensities in the infra-red and Raman compare 

well with the SiH 3  deformations in SiH 3  NCO 99 ' 122 ' 146  and 

the methyl rocks in (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCO'°° . The assignment is 

then: SiH 2  bend at 960 cm- 1,  the SiH 2  wag at 915 cm- 1  and 

the methyl rock at 870 cm- 1.  Unfortunately the polarisation 

data are unclear because the band at 950 cm- 1  is broad 

but the methyl band does appear to lose intensity with the 

polariser filter so is assigned to the out-of-plane rocking 

mode (a"). 
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The Si-C stretch at 766 cm- 
1 
 appears to vary very little 

for all the methylsilyl compounds, and stays constant in the 

three phases. The band at 735 cm -1  , only observed in the 

liquid and solid phases, is likely to be in-plane methyl 

rock (a'). The last band above 700 cm- 1  is then the very 

strong band in the solid phase Raman spectrum at 716 cm- 1 

which shifts to 728 cm- 1  in the gas phase, and is assigned 

to the SiH 2  twist, even though the band appears to be 

polarised (a') and the twisting mode would be expected to 

be a". 

Since the molecule has C 5  symmetry the NCO group should 

have two bending modes (a' + a"). For SiH 3NCO and 

(CH 3 ) 3 S1NCO in the gas phase (C3v  symmetry) the NCO band 

-1 is at 620 cm and medium intensity in the infra-red but 

weaker in the Raman. A similar band is found for 

CH 3SiH 2NCO at 606 cm- 1  in the gas phase which is sharp and 

strong in the solid infra-red, and weak in the Raman. 

Phenylisocyanate 147 , which has C 5  symmetry, has two NCO 

bending modes assigned to bands at 569 and 632 cm- 1.  Hence 

if the band positions are similar in CH 3SiH 2NCO the second 

NCO bend should overlap with the very strong Si-N stretching 

band centred at 550 cm- 1  and is unlikely to be seen. 

Between 500 and 600 cm- 1  the two bands that are 

observed are assigned to the Si-N stretch and SiH 2  rock; 

both a' species. The Si-N stretching vibration is relatively 

strong in the gas phase infra-red but has greatly enhanced 

intensity in the solid phase, and shifts by 20 cm- 1  to 

lower frequency. This must be because of strong intermolecular 
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interaction, between Si and 0 and N atoms in adjacent 

molecules allowing linking of S1NçO chains. The drop in 

frequency is identical to that found for S1H 3  NCO ' 46 , which 

has already been studied in the crystal state by X-ray 

diffraction 33  and the close Si. . .0 and Si.. .N contacts 

observed. The weaker band at 530 cm- 1  is assigned to the 

SiP! 2  rock. 

This leaves only two bands below 400 cm 1 . The 

strongest is at 245 cm- 
1 
 and appears to be depolarised. 

Since the SiNC bending frequency for SiH 3NCO and (CH 3 ) 3 SiNC0 

is found below 100 cm- 1,  this band is most likely to be the 

CSiN bend. In (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCO the Sic 3  asymmetric and symmetric 

deformations are assigned to bands at 278 and 246 cm- 1 

respectively so this assignment does not seem unreasonable. 

The very weak band at 145 cm- 1,  only observed in the solid 

phase Raman spectrum, could be the first overtone of the 

SiNC bend. When SiH 3NCO was studied in the gasphase in 

the far-infra-red region 98 two bands were observed at 64 and 

134 cm- 1,  and so if this assignment is correct one can 

predict the SiNC bending fundamental of CU3SIH 2NCO to be 

at about 72 cm'. 

The full table of bands observed and their assignments 

is given in Table 8.2, and the spectra are given in 

Figur8.6 to 8.9. 
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8.4 Vibrational Spectra of Dimethylsilyl isocyanate 

The molecule belongs to the point group C, and so 

from troup theory one can predict that the molecule 

should have 19 a' and 14 a" modes of vibration. The 

methyl group motions should give rise to 18 of the 

fundamental modes, 6 of them are C-H stretch, 10 are 

deformations and rocking modes, and 2 are torsions along 

the Si-C bonds. The Si-H group should have 1 bond 

stretch and 2 bending modes, and the heavy atom skeleton 

should give rise to 12 modes, S bond stretches, and 7 

modes assigned to bends, deformations and torsions. 

The spectra that were obtained are shown in Figures 

8.10 to 8.13 and the band positions and assignments are 

given in Table 8.3. 

The C-H stretching bands are relatively strong in the 

infra-red and Raman spectra, and the assignments are the 

asymmetric stretches (2a' + 2a") to the bands at 2983 and 

2918 cm- 1,  with the weaker band at 2862 cm- 1  assigned 

to the symmetric stretches (a' + a " ) . The characteristic 

NCO asymmetric stretch, strong in the infra-red and weak 

in the Raman 	is assigned to the band at 2270 cm 1 , 

and the Si-H stretch is found 100 cm- 1  lower in frequency 

at 2172 cm- 1  in the gas phase, and slightly lower still in 

the solid phase. 

In the region 1400-1500 cm- 1 only one broad band is 

observed in the gas phase, infra-red, but in the solid phase 
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Table 8.3: Observed frequencies (cm-1 ) and assignments for 
dixnethylsilyl isocyanate 

Raman Infra-red Assignments 
Liquid Solid Solid Gas 

3720 w asym+sym NCO stretch 

2970. m,dp 2965 m 2981 m 2983 s a'+a"C-H asym stretch 

2910 vs,p 2900m 2918 w a'a"C-H asym stretch 

2860 vw 2862 w a ' +a "  C-H sym stretch 
2360 vs 2383 5 NCO asym +I.F. bend 

2255 vw 2257 s,br 2270 vs a' asym NCO stretch 
2160 vs,p 2155 vs 2171 vs 2172 vs a' Si-H stretch 

1437 vs,p 1444 s 1446 m 1451 m a' sym NCO stretch 
1434 in a"CH 3  deform asym 

1400 w,dp 1410 1400 in a"asym CH 	def 
1386 w a"asym CH 	def 

1262 m,p 1260 m 1258 vs 1269 vs a' sym CH 3  def 
1254 w 1252 vs a" 

910 w,dp 912 w 919 s 917 s a" CH 	rock 

890 w,p 890 m 900 5 901 vs a' CH 	rock 

840 w,p 852 w 850 s 845 s a' Si-H bend 

777 m,dp 784 in 780 s 780 s a" Si-C asym stretch 

752 m,p 750 m 750 s 750 s a' Si-C sym stretch 

710 m,p 709 m 706 w 710 m a" CH 	rock 

690 vvs,p 682 vvs 682 m 685 s a' CH 	rock 

632 m,br,dp 640 m 635 m 625 s a" Si-H bend 
620 w,m 609 s 610m,sh NCO bend 

600 s NCO bend 
551 s 2 x 274 

550 s,p 540 s 544 s 563 s a' Si-N stretch 
2 x 256 

510 w 
424 w 

277 m,dp 274 m 274 in a' sic 	scissors 

255 w,dp 259 m 256 m 255 w a" CSiN bend 

222 s,dp 222 S a' CSiN bend 

Abbreviations: 

s strong, v very, m medium, w weak, p polarised, dp depolarised, 

asym asymmetric, sym symmetric, sh shoulder, br broad. 
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on annealing this splits into four sharp but relatively 

weak bands. The liquid phase Raman spectrum has a very 

strong polarised band at 1437 cm- 
1, 
 and a weaker band at 

1410 cm- 1.  From the position and intensity of the Raman 

band at 1437 cm- 1,  this is assigned to the NCO symmetric 

stretch (a') and the lower frequency bands at 1434, 1400 

and 1386 cm- 1  to the methyl asymmetric deformations. 

These appear to be depolarised, although should contain 

polarised bands as well (3a' + 3a"). The contrast between 

the intensity of the symmetric NCO stretch which is strong 

in Raman but weak in the infra-red, while the asymmetric 

NCO stretch is weak in the Raman but strong in the infra-

red was noted in CH 3 SiH 2NCO and SiH 3NCO. 

The dimethyl silyl compounds would be expected to 

have two symmetric methyl deformations (a' + a") and in the 

solid phase infra-red and Raman spectra these bands are 

discernible at 1258 and 1252 cm- 1.  In monomethyl silyl 

compounds, the SiH2  deformation bands are more intense 

than the methyl rocking modes in the region 1000-750 cm- 1. 

However for dimethylsilyl compounds the methyl modes 

appear to be relatively more intense, and obviously there 

are fewer Si-H related vibrations. The bands at 917 and 

901 cm- 1  depolarised and polarised respectively, are 

assigned to the two methyl rocks (a' + a") and the Si-H 

band (a') is assigned to the band at 845 cm- 
1. 
 A band 

at the same frequency was found in the spectrum of 

SiH(NCO) 3 148  which has no methyl rocking modes to confuse 

the assignment. All these bands are relatively weak in the 

Raman spectrum. The asymmetric and symmetric Si-C stretches 

( 
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-1 
are assigned to the bands at 780 and 750 cm and show no 

significant shift on change of the phase. 

The assignment of the bands between 720 and 600 cm- 1 

is not so straightforward. The vibrations with bands in 

this region are two methyl rocks (a' + a"), the out of 

plane Si-H bend (a") and the bending modes of the NCO 

group (a' + a") . What is observed is a very strong. Raman 

band at 690 cm- 
1  and three medium to weak bands at 710, 

642 and 620. The infra-red solid phase spectrum also has 

an extra band at 600 cm)- . The strong Raman band at 

682 cm- 1 can be assigned to the in plane methyl rock 

(a') by comparison with spectra of dimethylsilyl halides 149 

in which the methyl rock is strong in the Raman but weaker 

in the infra-red. The second methyl rocking mode (a") is 

then assigned to the weaker band at 706cm 1 , and the Si-H 

bend, normally weaker than the methyl rock, is assigned 

to the band at 640 cm- 1  in the Raman solid, and 625 cm- 1 

in the gas phase. This leaves one remaining band at 610 cm -

in the gas phase infra-red,which splits to give two equal 

intensity bands in the solid phase. The separation of 

these bands (9 cm 1 ) is reasonable for the assignment as 

the two modes of the NCO bend (a' + a"), to be made. In 

the Raman spectrum the NCO bend is characteristically weak, 

and only observed in the solid phase. The polarisation 

data for the bands in the 600-700 cm- 
1 
 region are 

consistent with the assignments made. 

Finally, the relatively strong band at 544 cm- 1  would 
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be expected to be the Si-N stretching vibration and the 

polarisation data support this assignment. The shoulder 

at 551 cm- 1  could be the overtone of the band at 274 cm- 1 

and has enhanced intensity by :Fermi resonance with the 

Si-N stretching fundamental. The interaction will also 

cause a shift to higher frequency away from the Si-N band. 

Also the band at 510 cm- 
1 
 could be an overtone of the band 

at 256 cm- 1. 

Below 300 cm 1  three bands are observed in the solid 

and liquid Raman spectra. One would expect three bends 

at silicon in this region, plus the methyl group torsion 

(a") which is usually very weak. These deformations are 

the CSiC scissors bend(a') and two CSiN bends (a' + a"); 

the two a' components would probably mix and be well 

separated so the middle band is likely to be the a" mode. 

Hence the assignment is SIC 2  bend at 277 cm- 1,  the a" 

CSiN bend at 255 cm- 1  and a' CSiN bend at 222 cm- 1. No 

bands were observed that could give any indication of the 

frequency of the SiNC bending fundamental, although since 

no band was found above 150 cm- 
1, 
 the fundamental must 

be less than 75 cm 1 . In (CH 3 ) 3 SiNC0 100  this is observed 

at 37 cm' with an overtone at 84 cm', and for SIH 3NCO 98  

the fundamental is assigned to a band at 64-cm- 1  which is 

only found in the gas phase spectrum. 
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8.5 Vibrational Spectra of monomethylsilyl isothiocyanate 

The molecule has the same shape and atomic arrangement 

as CH 3SIH 2NCO and hence will have the same number of 

fundamentals. The spectra obtained are shown in Figures 

8.14 to 8.17 and the band positions and assignments are 

given in Table 8.4. 

The C-H stretching modes assigned to bands at 2988 

and 2928 cm 
-1 
 are particularly weak in the infra-red 

spectra partly because the pressure achievable in the gas 

cell is low because of the compound's low vapour pressure. 

Also weak C-H bands seem to be inherent in isothiocyanate 

derivatives as (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS 100  and (CH 3 ) 2 Si(NCS) 2 148  are 

reported to have weak bands. The band at 2583 cm is 

characteristic of silyl isothiocyanates and assigned as a 

combination band of the Si-N stretch and the NCS asymmetric 

stretch. 

In the solid and liquid phase Raman spectra, the Si-H 

stretching band at 2200 cm- 
1 
 is broad and very strong, 

while in the solid phase infra-red, the band is sharp and 

weaker, splitting by 12 cm -1  on annealing. This split 

must be the symmetric and asymmetric Si-H stretching 

bands (a' + a"). A single broad band at 2080 cm -1 in the solid 

and liquid phase is assigned to what is commonly termed 

the asymmetric NCS stretch, although it is mainly the N=C 

vibration. In the gas phase this band appears as a doublet 

at 2090 and 2036 cm- 1.  This band shape must be because of 

the overlap of the NCS asymmetric stretch fundamental and the 
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Table 8.4: Observed frequencies (cm 1 ) and assignments for 
spectra of monomethylsilyl isothiocyanate 

Raman 
Liquid 	Solid 

2980 w,dp 	2970 m 

2910 m,p 	2910 5 

Infra-red 
Solid 	Gas 

2967 vw 	2988 w 

2928 w 
2530 w 	2583 w 

2299 w 

Assignment 

a" C-H stretch(asym) 

a' C-H stretch(sym) 
' (Si-N)+v(NCS)asym2543 

2204 w 

2200 vvs,p 2200 vvs 2192 s 2194 	s a'a" Si-H stretch 

2080m 2080 vs 2093 vs 2090vvs a' NCS stretch 	(asym) 
1990 w 2036vvS 29(NCS) 	asym 

1415 w 1405 w 1410 w 
1370 w a'a" CH 	def asym 
1344 w + sym 

1260 m,p 1251 m 1254 m 1271 m a' CH 	def 	(sym) 
1010 vs,p 998 vs 1030 m a' NCS stretch (sym) 

955 m,dp 958 m 959 m 960 s a' SiH2  bend 
945 w 948 s 
.933 5 

895 m,dp 901 w 895 vs 910 vs a" SiH2  wag 
884m 

850 w,p 868 m 865 vs 875 m a' CH 	rock 
765 vs,p 753 vs 759 s 763 m a" Si-C stretch 

• 735 m a" CH 	rock 725 w 

710 s,dp 711 s 714 m 721 m a" SiH 2  twist 

518 m,dp 514 m 519 m a' SiH 2  rock 
(505 m) 

476 m 477 w Ja' or a" NCS bend 
.456 m,sh 499m,br( 

470 s,p 441 s 453 s (a '  Si-N stretch 

:250 m,dp 251 m a' CSiN bend 
156 vw 2 x SiNC bend 

Abbreviations: 

s strong, v very, m medium, w weak, br broad, p polarised, 

dp depolarised, asym asymmetric, sym symmetric, sh shoulder. 
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overtone of the NCS symmetric stretch. The enhanced 

intensity of the overtone must be due to Fermi resonance, 

which also causes a separation of the bands. The inter-

action giving enhanced intensity is greatest when the 

fundamental and overtone are close in frequency. Hence 

in the solid phase, when the NCS symmetric stretch decreases 

by 32 cm- 
1 
 to 998 cm- 

1 
 the separation between the overtone 

and asymmetric stretch will be increased and the Fermi-

resonance effect decreases, giving rise to a single band 

at 2093 cm- 1,  and a weak (unenhanced) band at 1990 cm- 1. 

The symmetrical (a') and asymmetric (a") methyl 

deformations are assigned to the bands at 1254 and 1410 cm- 1 

respectively, and this is supported by the polarisation 

data. 

In the gas phase the "symmetric" stretch which is 

mainly a C=S stretch of the NCS group is assigned to the 

band at 1030 cm 1 , which is of medium intensity in the 

infra-red but very strong in the liquid Raman spectra, 

while in the solid phase no band is observed in the infra-

red but in the Raman the band is strong and shifts to 

998 cm- 1.  These positions and relative intensities agree 

well with the data published for SiH 3NCS 115  and for 

(CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS 100 , but the infra-red data for (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS 

from reference 148 do not agree with those from reference 

100, in that the NCS asymmetric stretch is listed as very 

weak and the symmetric stretch as very strong, which is 

opposite to referencelco and the observed spectra of 

CHSiH2NCS. 
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-1 
The bands between 800-1000 cm are easily assigned 

to the SiH 2  bend (a') at 960 cm- 1,  the SiH 2  wag (a") 

at 910 cm- 1  and a methyl rock (a") at 875 cm', although 

-1 the 960 cm band is not strongly polarised. The Si-C 

stretching vibration (a') is assigned to the strong 

polarised band at 760 cm- 
1 
 and the SiH2  twist to the 

broader depolarised band at 721 cm- 
1 
 in the gas phase and 

710 cm- 1  in the solid phase; the shift in frequency 

with phase is as found for CH3 SiH 2CN and CH 3 SiH2NCO. 

A second methyl rocking motion is assigned to the medium 

intensity band at 735 cm- 1  only observed in the solid phase 

Raman spectrum. 

Below 700 cm- 
1  bands for the SiH2  rock, the Si-N 

stretch, and possibly two NCS bending motions are expected. 

The gas phase spectrum has one single broad band centred 

at 499 cm- 1  which splits to three bands in the solid and 

liquid phases. The assignment is complicated by the 

disagreement that exists over the position of the Si-N 

stretch and NCS bend in SiH 3NCS and (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS. Dung 

et al 100  assigned Si-N.m (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS to 481 cm- 1 and NCS 

-1 	 148 bend to 430 cm , while more recent work 	has reversed 

the assignments with the stronger infra-red band at 438 cm- 1 

assigned to Si-N, and 483 cm -1  assigned to the bend. There 

is similar disagreement over SiH 3NCS, with one assignment 115 

of a weak band at 425 cm- 
1 
 (gas) to the NCS bend and the 

medium intensity band at 502 cm- 1  to the Si-N stretch, 

and another group 
122 

 after comparison with matrix isolated 

labelled samples,' disagreed and reversed the assignment. 
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The assignments made for CH 3SiH2NCS in the light of the 

frequencies in SiH 3NCS and (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS are (in the solid 

phase) the SiH2  rock to 514 cm', NCS bend to 476 cm- 1 

and Si-N stretch to 441 cm 
1
.The Si-N stretch is in most 

cases stronger than the NCS bend in infra-red and Raman, 

and usually shows a significant shift from gas to liquid 

to solid phase. Also the Si-N stretch should be polarised. 

The strongest band in this region is at 499 cm- 1  in the 

-1 	 -1 gas, 470 cm 	in liquid, and 441-453 cm 	in the solid, 

and is polarised. Hence the assignment seems reasonable. 

The NCS bend is then assigned to the weaker band at 

476 cm- 1  and the remaining band at 514 cm- 1  assigned to 

the SiH 2  rock. It is possible that the shoulder at 

456 cm- 1  only found in the solid phase Raman spectrum: 

could be the second NCS bending mode. 

-1 Finally, a likely assignment of the 250 cm band 

found only in the Raman spectrum, is to the CSiN bend 

(a') and the lowest frequency band at 156 cm- 1 could 

be an overtone of the low frequency bend of SiNC giving 

an estimate of the fundamental of 78 cm- 1.  This would 

compare well with Dung s observation for SiH 3NCS 115 of 

a weak band at 157 cm- 1  in the Raman and the fundamental 

at 67 cm- 1. 

8.6 Vibrational Spectra of dimethylsilyl isothiocyanate 

This molecule should have the same point group and 

number of modes of vibration as dimethylsilyl isocyanate. 
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The infra-red and Raman spectra are shown in Figures 

8.18 to 8.21. The gas phase spectrum is relatively weak 

because the compound has a very low vapour pressure, and 

it was impossible to introduce more material into the 

gas cell. To achieve more intense bands it would be 

necessary to run the spectrum with a longer path gas cell. 

The complete vibrational assignment is presented in 

Table 8.5. 

Only one C-H band 	is observed that could be 

assigned to the asymmetric stretches (2a' + 2a") at 

2980 cm- 1  and the symmetric stretches (a' + a") are assigned 

to the band at 2920 cm- 
1. 
 The medium intensity band at 

the next highest frequency (2170 cm 1 ) is easily assigned 

to the Si-H stretch (a'), and the broad band at 

2060 cm- 1  is assigned to the asymmetric NCS stretch. It 

is surprising that the same band in (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS is 

reported in reference 148 to be very weak but in reference 

100 to be very strong. The Si-H stretch is clearly 

polarised as expected, but the data for the NCS stretch 

are not clear. The additional band just below 2000 cm- 1 

is best assigned to the overtone of the NCS symmetric 

stretch. 

The asymmetric methyl deformations are assigned to 

the infra-red bands at 1434, 1409, 1399 and 1372 cm- 
1, 
 and 

the symmetric methyl deformations to the sharp band at 

1254 cm 1 , which showed no sign of splitting to its a' + a" 

-1 components. A characteristic shift of 10 cm is found 

for this deformation vibration from the gas to solid phase 
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Figure 8.18: Infra-red spectrum of (CH 3 )SIHNCS in the 
gas phase (10 mmHg pressure 
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Figure 8.19; Infra-red spectrum of (CH 3 ) 2SiHNCS in the solid phase 
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Figure 8.20: Raman spectrum of (CH 3 ) 2 SIHNCS in the solid phase 
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Figure 8.21: Raman spectrum of (CH 3 ) 2 SIHNCS in the liquid phase 



Table 8.5: observed frequencies (cm 1 ) and assignments 
for dimethylsilyl isothiocyanate 

Raman 
	 Infra-red 	Assignment 

Liquid 	Solid 
	

Solid 	Gas 
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2980 w,dp 2980 in 2967 in 

2920 s,p 2920 s 2906 vw 
2530 

2185 m,p 2190 in 2180 s 

2680 m(p) 2090 s 2100 vs 
1995 m 
1949 m 

1432 w 1434 w 

1400 vw,dp 1409 w 
1400 w 1399 w 

1372 vw 
(1340 vw) 

1265 w,p 1252 w 1254 s 

1000 s,p 994 5 996 m 
952 w 951 m 

905 vw,dp 903 w 902 s 

875 vw,p 872 w 871 vs 

845 w,dp 842 w 842 s 

785 w,dp 782 m 783 s 

748 m,p 745 s. 744 s 

715 vw 710 in 711 vw 

670 vs,dp 670 vs 669 s 

640 w,dp 632 m 631 in 

482 w 480 in 

452 sbr 440 444 vs .  

275 m,dp 272 in 270 in 
251 in 

212 m,dp 212 in 

2980 w a" C-H stretch (asym) 

a' C-H stretch (sym) 
Si-N + NCO Stretch(asym) 

2170 m a' Si-H stretch 

2060 vvsa' NCS stretch (asym) 
1995 s 2 x NCS (sym) 

1430 vw a" 

	

- 	 3  a' 	CH def (asym) 
all 

a' 

	

1265 	a',a" CH  def (sym) 

1010 w a' NCS stretch (sym) 
967 w 2 x NCS bend 

902 5 a" CH  rock 

880 vs a' CH  rock 

840 s a' Si-H bendS 

775 in a" Si-C stretch (asym) 

744 in a' Si-C stretch (sym) 

705 w a" CH  rock 

660 m a' CH  rock 

630 w a" Si-H bend 
475 in NCS bend 

445 m Si-N stretch 

a'SiC scissors 
a" CSi bend 

a' CSiN bend 
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which is believed to be a result of crystal packing and 

intermolecular interactions. The spectra show one band 

at 1010 cm- 1  (996 cm- 
1  in solid) and one at 967 cm- 1 

(951 cm- 
1  in solid). Since the NCS stretch is usually weak 

in the infra-red and strong in the Raman, the higher 

frequency band is best assigned to the NCS fundamental, 

-1 
leaving the band at 967 cm assigned as an overtone of 

the fundamental at 475 cm- 1.  The two methyl rocks 

expected around 900 cm- 
1 
 are assigned to the bands at 

902 cm- 1  (a") and 830 cm' (a'), and the less intense band 

-1 at 840 cm 	is assigned to the Si-H bend. Since it is 

polarised it must be the in-plane a' mode. The bands at 

784 and 748 cm- 
1 
 are clearly assigned to the asymmetric 

and symmetric Si-C stretches in close agreement with 

(CH 3 ) 2 SiHCN 72  and (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO. The relative intensities 

of the two methyl rocking modes expected around 700 cm- 1 

are usually found to be very different, and this 

assignment attributes the strong polarised band at 670 cm-1  

to the a' mode, and the weaker band at 710 cm- 1  to the a" 

-1 
node. The third band in this cluster at 630 cm and 

depolarised is the out of plane (a") Si-H bend. The discussion 

over the reversal of Si-N stretch and NCS bend vibration 

frequencies in 8.5 also applies in this section. The position 

and intensities in the infra-red and Raman are the same as 

in CH 3 SiH2NCS, except in the gas phase the Si-N and NCS 

modes are distinguishable. Hence the assignment is of Si-N 

stretch to the band at 445 cm- 1  and NCS bend to 475 cm- 1. 

Again the relative intensity of the Si-N stretch in the 

solid phase infra-red spectrum is greatly increased to become 
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the strongest band in the spectrum, and the enhanced 

intensity is attributed to strong Si.. .N and Si. . .0 

interactions in the solid phase. Future X-ray diffraction 

studies could confirm these predictions. 

Below 300 cm- 
1 
 the assignments can only be tentative 

but the bands present are at similar frequencies to those 

found in the spectra of (CH3 ) 2 SiHNCO. Hence the 

-1 assignments are 270 cm 	to sic  scissors (a I  ) , 251 cm- 1  

to CSiN bend (a") and 212 cm- 1  to the second CSiN bend 

(a') . These assignments are made despite not agreeing 

with the polarisation data which are often unreliable 

for skeletal deformations. 

There is no band at a low enough frequency to be the 

overtone of the SiNC bending mode. 

8.7 Assignment of Infra-red and Raman Spectra 

The assignments of the spectra and the justification of 

these assignments have been included in Sections 8.1 to 8.5 

and in this section there is a discussion on the positions of 

the bands, noting certain trends that have been observed 

while some motions appear unchanged in the different 

compounds and in different phases. Included in the 

discussion are the data for (CH 3 ) 2 SiHCN taken from reference 

64. 

The C-H stretches are vibrations that do not show any 

significant change in the six methylsilyl compounds under 
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study. Similarly the methyl deformations between 1380-

1420 cm- 1  are constant. This is not surprising since these 

motions are almost entirely hydrogen movement and the 

silyl substituent will have little influence on the 

vibrational frequency. The only C-H vibration that does have 

a constant shift from solid to gas phase is the symmetric 

deformation of the methyl groups. Table 8.6 gives 

frequencies in the two phases of the three pseudohalides. 

Table 8.6: Methyl symmetric deformation frequencies   (cm- 1 

CH 3 SiH2  

(CH 3 ) 2 SiH 

(CH 3 ) 3 S i 

CN 

1271-1258 

1264-1263 
1248 

NCO 

1269-1250 

1269-1260 
1254 

1262-1259 

•NC S 

1271-1251 

1265-1252 

1262-1257 

agas phase position given first 

As can be seen from the table, the shift varies from 

about 20 cm- 
1 
 to 15 cm- 

1  to S cm- 
1 
 for mono-, di- and 

trimethylsilyl derivatives respectively. The shift is 

attributed to the constraint of the molecule by inter-

molecular interactions which are likely to be most 

significant in the monomethyl derivatives and hence give 

the largest shift in vibrational frequency. 
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The frequencies of the SiH 2 bend (scissors) vibration 

show only a small shift for the isocyanate and isothio-

cyanate but is quite large for the cyanide (35 cm 1 ). 

This may again be an artifact of the arrangement of the 

molecules in the unit cell of the crystal, and suggest that 

the SiH2  is more influenced by adjacent molecules in 

CH 3 SiH 2CN than CH 3 SiH2NCO or CH 3 SiH2NCS. Comparison 

with the crystal structures of SiH3 CN and SiH 3NCO 

indicates that the cyanide is linear chains of SiCN 

linked Si to N, while the SiNCO chains are arranged in a 

zig-zag pattern. And so assuming the crystal structure of 

the methyl derivatives is similar to the silyl compounds, 

the SiH 2  group will be constricted more by the linear 

chains of SiCN than SiNCO chains. There is however a 

change in frequency with phase of the SiH 2  wag (a") in all 

three derivatives, suggesting that this motion is influenced 

by adjacent molecules in the crystal structure. 

In contrast, the Si-H bends (a' + a") in the dimethyl 

silyl derivatives are the same in all the pseudohalides and 

do not change with phase. Perhaps it is a little surprising 

that the Si-C stretching vibration is unaffected by phase, 

although since the bond is unlikely to be aligned with 

intermolecular interactions (unlike Si-N bond) the solid 

phase need not affect the Si-C vibration. 

The bands assigned to the NCO and NCS bends were 

carefully studied to see if there was a splitting between 

the a' in plane, and a" out of plane modes. A study of the 
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infra-red spectra of SiH 3NCO 
99 in different matrices 

showed two bands of 640 and 612 cm- 1,  and in GeH3  NCO 42  

bands at 642 and 611 cm- 
1 
 were observed. Since two bands 

were observed for these two isocyanates they were assumed 

to be bent in the solid phase, but for the methylsilyl 

compounds, group theory predicts two NCO bends because 

of the C s symmetry, even if the SiNC angle is linear. 

However if the angle is large, the a' and a" species may not 

be resolvable. For example the angle at nitrogen in 

(CH 3 ) 3 CNCO is known to be bent and the NCO bends are 

reported148  at 621 and 592 cm 1 , while (CH 3 ) 3SiNC0 92  which 

is thought to be linear at nitrogen has only one band at 

624 cm -1100 For the monomethyl and dimethyl silyl 

isocyanates, the only one to show any splitting of the NCO 

bend was (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO, with bands at 600 and 609cm 1 . 

The small splitting would tend to support the structural 

data that the angle at nitrogen is almost linear. No 

apparent trend in the change of the NCO or NCS bending 

frequency with addition of methyl groups to the silicon atom 

was found, although the symmetric silyl and trimethylsilyl 

derivatives of the isocyanates had bands at 620-622 cm- 1 

while the asymmetric monomethyl and dimethyl silyl 

-1 isocyanates had bands at 606-610 cm . Also there was no 

significant shift from gas to solid phase vibrational 

frequencies. The isothiocyanates however all have bending 

modes between 470-485 cm 1 , and no separation of the a' and 

a" modes was observed, while (CH 3 ) 3 CNCS148 , a bent molecule, 

does give two bands for the NCS bend at 522 and 492 cm- 1. 

The parent derivative, SiH 3NCS, has been studied in more 
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detail and the bands can all be assigned to be consistent 

with the molecule having C3v  symmetry in the solid and 

gas phase 122 , and from the spectra for mono- and dimethyl 

silyl isothiocyanates there is no evidence to suggest the 

SiNC angle is appreciably different. 

The Si-N stretching frequency was found to be between 

537-590 cm- 1  for the isocyanates and slightly lower at 

438-510 cm- 1  for the isothiocyanates. This band was 

observed to shift with phase more than any other in the 

spectra. 	Table 8.7 gives a list of the fundamental's 

position in the gas and solid phase for the isocyanates 

and isothiocyanates 

It is interesting to note that the shift in frequency 

is greatest for the monomethyl silyl derivatives, 

suggesting that these have the greatest intermolecular 

interactions which constrain the molecules in a crystal 

lattice. Also when the bond length and vibration frequencies 

of the Si-N are compared (see Table 8.7) as would be 

expected, the frequency decreases with a lengthening of 

the bond. This trend supports the reassignment of Si-N/NCS 

motions in (CH3 ) 3 SiNCS for reference 100. 

The largest shift for all the pseudohalides is for 

the Si-CN band in CH3SiH2CN. This shifts from 590 cm-

in the gas phase to 522 cm- 1  in the solid, and must be 

attributed to the SiCN chains aligning. There is also a 

great increase in intensity in the infra-red band, as is 

also found for the Si-N band on annealing. A similar shift 



Table 8.7: Si-N frequencies in gas and solid phase (cm- 

NCO 

 

NCS 

SiB 3 	CH3SiH 	(CH3 ) 2 SiH 	(CH 3 Si 	SiH3 	CH3SiH2  (CH3 ) 2 SiH 	(CH3 ) 3 Si 

Gas phase 590 	571 	563 	537 	[510] d [499]d 	452 	442 

Solid 	571 	540 	540 	516 	487 	453 	445 	430 phase 

Shift 	19 	31 	23 	 21 	23 	46 	7 	12 

Si-N bond 
length 	170.3 171.8 	172.1 	176 	170.4 	171.0 	172.1 	178 

Reference a 	a 	a 	 b 	 122 	a 	a 	 b 

ah. work 
b 
using the data from reference 100 but reassigning the bands for the NCS bend and Si-N stretch 
as discussed earlier 

cbOfld lengths in pm for the gas phase - references in chapters 5 and 6. 
d  
these frequencies are taken from the centre of the broad band that contains both the Si-N 
stretching and NCS bending vibration. Hence the true position of the vibration is not as 
accurately known as for dimethyl and trimethyl silyl isothiocyanates. 

K) 
U' 
1-a 
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was found for (CR 3 ) 2 SiHCN64  from gas phase (562) to liquid 

phase (550) to solid phase (536 cm- 1 ). 

From the spectra recorded, there is only tentative 

evidence for the position of the SiNC bending frequency, 

which is likely to be much lower in frequency than the 

CSiC deformation (in (CH 3 ) 2 SiH derivatives) and the CSiN 

bends, and further spectra in the region 0-200 cm -1  are 

really required. 

Despite the large shift of the Si-N and Si-CN 

stretching bands in the solid phase, there is not a large 

shift for the NCO and NCS symmetric and asymmetric 

stretches or the CN stretch. This suggests that inter-

molecular interactions do not have a significant effect on 

the vibration of multiple bonds, or that the NCO group is 

not involved in strong intermolecular interactions. In 

fact from the known crystal structure 33  there are Si. . 

and Si.. .0 interactions which are about the same distance 

apart, suggesting that the multiple bond character of 

N=C and C=0 has more effect on any shift of the vibrational 

frequency with phase than the intermolecular interactions. 

8.8 Mass Spectra of methylsilyl pseudohalides 

For the full characterisation of these compounds, the 

mass spectra were obtained for CH 3 SiH2CN, CH 3 SiH2NCO and 

(CH3 ) 2 SiHNCO. It was found very difficult to obtain 

spectra of the isothiocyanates due to their involatility, 
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and all spectra suffered from the problems of the mass 

spectrometer never being thoroughly dry, resulting in 

hydrolysis products being prominent in the spectra. All 

the spectra were run using an ionising voltage of 70 eV. 

Table 8.8: Mass spectrum of CH 3 SiH2NCO 

m/e Assigned species 
Relative 
abundance 

87 [CH 3 SiH2NCO] '  12 

86 tCH2 SiH2NCO] 100 

85 [CH SiH 2NC0] 22 

72 tSiH2NCOIF 59 

71 [S1HNCOYF or 	(CH 3SiH2NC]+ 10 

70 [SiNC0] 	or 	(CH 2SiH2NCY 38 

59 [CH 3 SiH 2N] 6 

45 Eca 3 SiH 2 I 6 

44 [CH 3 SiH) 7 

43 (cH 3 siI 42 

42 (CH 2 Si] 	or 	[NCO] 9 

29 (SiH) 7 

28 [SiI 	or 	[col 9 



Table 8.9: Mass spectrum of (CH 3 ) 2 SiHNCO 

m/e Assigned species 
Relative 
abundance 

101 t(CH 3 ) 2 SiHNC0I 9 

100 
[ 
(CH3 )2SiNCO] + 56 

88 [(CH3 )H2 SiHNC0] 4 

87 [(CH 3 )HSiHNC0 1  7 

86 [(CH 3 SiHNC0 74 

73 [S1H 3NCO] + 3 

72 [SiH2NC0] 8 

71 [SiFINC0] 3. 

70 [SiNC0] 21 

44 [CH 3 SiH) 5 

43 [CH 3 Si] 24 

42 [NCO] 4  7 

32 [SiNJ 30 

28 [C0] 100 

Table 8.10: Mass spectrum of CH 3 SiH2CN 

m/e 	Assigned species 	 Relative 
abundance 

46 [CH 3 S±H 3 ) 6 

45 [CH 3 SiH2 ] 12 

44 [CH 3 SiH] 4 

28 [Si 6 

27 . 	 [HCN] 100 

26 [CN] 15 

254 
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These mass spectra confirm the atomic arrangements 

deduced from the vibrational spectra and the molecular 

structures by electron diffraction. Interestingly, the 

isocyanates contain more fragments of silicon bound to the 

pseudohalide group than the cyanides, suggesting that the 

Si-NCO bond is stronger than the Si-CN bond, and less 

susceptible to cleavage. 

8.9 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies of Methylsilyl 

Pseudohalides 

The following data were all collected for the samples 

with isotopes in natural abundance. Therefore for the 

carbon and silicon spectra one is relying on the 4.7% 

abundance of 
29  Si (spin = ½) and the 1.1% abundance of 

13 (spin = ½). Gieatly improved spectra could obviously 

have been obtained if the naturally occurring isotopes had 

been replaced by the nuclei. with spin = ½, as these would 

have had better signal to noise ratios. Also, naturally 

occurring 14N (spin = 1) has a line broadening effect on 

the spectra, which could be removed by inserting 15 N 

(spin = k). The majority of spectra were run on a Bruker 

WH360 which is a Fourier transform instrument. 

Chemical shifts are often dependent on solvent, 

concentration and temperature so these have, as far as 

possible, been kept constant for all the compounds. All 

chemical shifts were measured with respect to external TMS 

Si (CH 3)4. 
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8.10 Results and Discussion 

Firstly the size of the couplings and chemical shifts 

confirm the atomic arrangements proposed from the 

vibrational information, and the positions are consistent 

with silyl pseudohalides (see Table 8.11). There is no 

evidence to suggest fast exchange of atoms or groups of 

atoms in any of the samples studied. 

The 1H spectrum of CH 3SiH2CN was studied in detail to 

see if the 2-bond coupling of the low abundance isotopes 

of spin .½ to hydrogen could be observed. For example, in 

the SiH2  region the coupling to 
13
C (abundance 1.1%) or in 

the CH 3  region the coupling of protons to 
29
Si (abundance 

4.7%). Unfortunately in all these cases the satellite 

peaks will be obseryed under the main multiplet and were 

not distinguishable; Also the pattern for the species 

13CH 3 - 29 SiH2CN (abundance 0.052%) was not observed. 

The spectra gave no indication that either monomethyl 

or dimethylsilyl cyanide contained any of the isocyanide 

isomer. 

Most of the parameters in Table 8.11 are in good 

agreement with those observed for the silyl pseudohalides 142 , 

with obvious differences for the cyanides which have the 

pseudohalide group bonded through carbon to silicon. In 

the molecules (CH 3)nSIH3  NCY (Y = 0,S), the Y atom has little 

influence on óHci  5H Si  but does effect C
1 which increases 

in magnitude. However the chemical shifts are greatly 

influenced by the electron donating effect of the methyl 



Table 8.11: Summary of nmr parameters of methylsilyl pseudohalides 

dHc c5' j  
13 	a 13a 

6 
29.a 

6 	Si 1 
Si-H 

2 
S,-CH 

1 
CH 

MeS1H 2CN 0.20 3.84 -9.7 n.o. -59.9 227.5 7.9 124.9 

Me 2  SIHCN 0.42 4.22 -5.4 ti.O j  -34.4 219.6 7.7 123.2 

MeSij-1 2NCO 0.20 4.33 -4.2 12.8 -34.6 223.6 8.4 122.4 

Me 2 SjHNCQ 0.30 4.60 - - -14.0 217.2 10.6 121.2 

MeS1H 2NCS 0.18 4.29 -5.2 n.o. -35.4 235.9 - 123.2 

Me 2 S1HNCS 0.38 4.64 -1.9 142.5 '-13.9 223 - 121 

SiII 3CN - 3.95 - 258.9 -87.4 238 - - 

SIH3NCO - 4.40 - 123.8 -58.1 234.9 - - 

SiHNCS - 4.48 - 143.6 -59.7 240.2 - - 

din ppm 

Jin Hz 

n.o. not observed 

2 	3 
CSiH 	HH 

	

5.6 	4.3 

	

7.4 	4 

	

8.5 	4 

- 	3.2 

	

8.2 	4 

	

9.8 	3.2 

I'-) 
I-n 
-4 



Figure 8. 22: 1H Nmr spectrum of CH 3 SiH 2 CN 

0 	100 Hz 
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/ppm. 	
0 



Figure 8.23: 13 C nmr spectrum of CH 3SiH 2CN showing -CH 3  region 

0 	40 Hz 

-8 	 -9 	 -10 	 -11 	 -12 	/ppm 
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Figure 8.24: 13 C nmr spectrum Of CH 3 SiH 2NCO showing -13CH3  region 

(a) with proton decoupling 

0 	40 Hz 

(b) with proton 
coupling 

I 

-6 /ppm 



Figure 8.25: 1H nmr spectrum of (CH 3 ) 2 SiHCN 

U 

0 	40 H 
I 	 I 

/nni•n 



Figure 8.26: 13 C Nmr spectrum of (CH 3 ) 2 SIHCN showing -CH 3  region 

0 	40 Hz 

-3 	 -4 	 -5 	 -6 	 -7 	 /ppm 

to 



Figure 8.27: 29Si Nmr spectrum of (CH 3 ) 2 SiHCN 

o 	20 Hz 

-33 	 -34 	 -35 	 -36 
/ppm 

(a 
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substituents on silicon, which cause an increase in 

magnitude, i.e. signal moves to higher field. It is also 

found that 1siH and 3 1 decrease in magnitude withHH  

substitution of methyl group but 1 JCH stays almost 

constant. 

Examples of the patterns obtained for the pseudohalides 

are given in Figures 8.22 - 8.27. 
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CHAPTER 9: FURTHER WORK 

Following on from the work on the monothioacetates and 

monoselenoacetates, further attempts should be made to 

characterise CH3C(OSe)PF 2 , which was found to be particularly 

unstable and hence difficult to purify. No reasonal infra-

red spectra were obtainable due to the instability which 

may be catalysed by the decomposition products, but nmr 

work at low temperatures may be more feasible. 

Also since it was found possible to synthesise both 

CH 3C(0)SPF 2  and CH 3C(S)OPF 2  isomers, according to the method 

of preparation, it would be interesting to attempt to grow 

crystals of the two isomers for an X-ray diffraction crystal 

structure determination, keeping the temperature below 240 K. 

A gas phase study of electron diffraction is not practicable 

since both isomers exist in appreciable quantities at room 

temperature. 

The electron diffraction structural studies of CH 3COSGeH 3  

and CH 3CSOSIH 3  were more straightforward because these only 

exist in one isomeric form. Now that a consistent pattern 

has begun to emerge for the bonding of Si-a and Ge-S 

and the angles COSi and CSGe, a further study of CH 3COOGeH 3  

and CH 3CSSiH 3  would be interesting. Data for CH 3COOGeH 3  

have now been collected and are now being refined (June 1983). 

From the structures of monomethyl and dimethyl silyl 

isocyanates and isothiocyanates, the effect of the methyl 

groups appears to be a lengthening of the Si-N bond 
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attributable either to less .(p-d)7 bonding or the methyl 

groups are stabilising a valence bond structure with a 

single Si-N bond 513] and destabilising a structure with a 

double Si=N bond. 

N=C=O 
/ 	 + 

X 3 5j. 	 X3Si-N £C=O 	X3Si =N =C=O 

[A] 	 [B] 	 [C] 

Further structural work on these pseudohalides should 

include a new determination of the structures of (CH 3 ) 3SiNCO 

and (CH 3 ) 3 SiNCS which have only been studied 92  some years 

ago and all the refined parameters have relatively large 

esds. 

From the physical properties of the methylsilyl pseudo-

halides it appears that there are relatively strong inter-

molecular interactions present in the crystals. Hence a 

crystal structure should indicate the influence of the methyl 

groups on the molecular structure, and on the intermolecular 

interactions compared to SiH 3NCO, SiH 3NCS and SiH 3CN, which 

are all known to have strong Si. . .0 and Si. . .N intermolecular 

contacts. 

The apparent structures determined by electron 

diffraction for the isocyanates and isothiocyanates have bent 

configurations at nitrogen, but this may be attributed to 

the shrinkage effect caused by the high amplitude low-

frequency bending motion of a linear SiNC chain. Further 
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elucidation of the bending motion could come from detailed 

far infra-red spectra (0-200 cm 3 ) as was achieved for 

SiH 3  NCO 142 . However the spectra are likely to be 

complicated by the presence of methyl torsion bands 

(usually weak) and bands for torsions of the skeleton 

along the Si-N bond. 
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APPENDIX 1: PUBLISHED PAPERS 
J. DIEM. SOC. DALTON TRANS. 1982 

The Molecular Structure of Silyl Monothioacetate in the Crystal at 130 K 
and in the Gas Phase 

By Michael.). Barrow.' E. A. V. Ebsworth, Christopher M. Huntley. and David W. H. Rankin. Department 
of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh. West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH 9JJ 

The structure of SiH 3 OCSCH 3  has been determined in the solid by X-ray diffraction and in the gas by electron 
diffraction. At 130 K crystals are rnonoclinic, space group P2 1 1n, with a = 5.40, b = 8.77. c = 11.47 A, fs = 96.0' 
(estimated standard deviations 0.3% assumed), and 1 = 4. The final P value was 0.032 over 739 reflexions. The 
silyl group is bonded through oxygen: Si-C 1.699(5) A (crystal) and 1.717(6) A (gas). The Si-C and CS bonds 
are eclipsed so that the intramolecular Si' - 'S separations. 3.185(9) A in the crystal and 3.143(9) A in the gas, are 
appreciably less than the van der Weals distance. The heavy-atom skeleton deviates slightly, but significantly, 
from planarity in the crystal, where (SHOCS) = -6.0(4)'. In the gas this torsion angle is ca. 10'. Interactions 
between neighbouring molecules in the crystal are consistent with weak secondary bonding between S and Si. 

The intermolecular CS' - Si-C systems have geometry: S" Si 3.382(10)A. CS '''Si 100.8(4)', and 

S" Si-C 166.3(3) ° . 
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CH"TALLINE carboxylic acids adopt a planar cis con-

figuration for the acidic hydrogen with respect to the 

carbonyl oxygen (la). 

II 
'N 

(Ic ;  R H) 

(1b II =cH 3 ) 

(Ic 	R 	Si 1 3 ) 

The same planar cis conformation is found in organic 

esters both in the solid, as in crystalline methyl acetate,' 

and in the gas, as in methyl formate
2  (lb). This con-

formation leads to intramolecular non-bonded distances, 

1, which are rather less than the sum of van der Waals 

radii. In crystalline methyl acetate the C - - - 0 separ-

ation is 2.61 A; in gaseous methyl formate the separation 

is 2.68 A, but the sum of the van der \Vaals radii for C 

and 0 atoms is 3.2 A. Silyl esters also adopt the planar 

(is conformation, (lc), and the discrepancy between the 

Si ... 0(carbonyl) distance and the sum of the van der 

Waals radii becomes even more pronounced. Recent 

electron-diffraction analyses of gaseous silyl formate 
3  

and gaseous silyl acetate I indicate some distortion of the 

Si-O-00 torsion angle away from zero but only by Ca. 

W. The resulting Si ... 0 distances are 2.87 A in the 

formate and 2.80 A in the acetate, distances to be con-

trasted with a sum of van der \aals radii for Si and 0 

atoms of 3.6 A. In crystalline silyl acetate the heavy-

atom skeleton is nearly planar but here the intramolecular 

Si ' ' ' 0(carbonyl) distance of 2.83 A is overshadowed by 

an even shorter intermolecular 0' ' Si contact of 2.72 

A. The intermolecular 0' - - - Si interaction is between 

the carbonyl oxygen atom of one molecule and the silicon 

atom of another and this 0 -Si ... 0' system is almost 

linear. 
We have now completed structural studies of silyl 

monothioacetate, in both gas and crystalline phases. As 

compared with silyl acetate, the monothioester presents  

additional structural possibilities. The substitution of 

one oxygen by sulphur introduces variations in atomic 

size and donor-acceptor character, the silyl group could 

be bonded through oxygen or through sulphur, and in 

the crystal there may be 0 - - ' Si or S - ' ' Si interactions 

(we have recently shown that S ... Si interactions occur 

in crystalline disilyl sulphide 4),  

EXPERIMENTAL 

Samples of, silyl rnonothioacetate were prepared by con-
densing silyl bromide into tributyltin monothioacetate. 
Purification was by fractional distillation in vacua and 

purities were checked by jr., n.m.r., and molecular-weight 
determinations. 

X-Ray Diffraction.—Crystal Data. C,H 4OSSi, M = 

106.2, Monoclinic, a = 5.40, b = 8.77, c = 11.47 A, p = 
96.00  [estimated standard deviations (e.s.d.$) 0.3% assumed), 

U = 540.2 M, Z = 4, D = 1,31 g cm', Cu-K. radiation 

(nickel filter). A = 1.541 8 A. (Cu-K.) = 62.5 cm", space 

group P2 1 1n (G'h. no. 14) by systematic absences. 
The compound melts at 210 I-C; cell parameters and 

intensities were measured at 130 K. The final least-squares 
weighting scheme was w 1 + 0.0005 F0t. The final 

value of the isotropic extinction parameter was g 
1.07(8) x 10 where FJ = F(l - gF3 /sin0). The final 

values of the discrepancy indices over 739 reflexions were 

R = JAI/SIF01 = 0.032 and 1?' = ( SwA/EwF 09 = 
0.038. A final difference-Fourier synthesis showed no 
peaks or troughs outside the range ±0.2 e A. 

Procedure. Pure samples of the compound, which at 
room temperature is an air- and moisture-sensitive liquid, 
were sealed into thin-walled Pyrex capillaries (external 

diameter Ca. 0.5 mm). The capillaries were mounted on 
goniornetcr heads using heat-insulating Tufnol inserts. 
Single crystals suitable for X-ray investigation were grown 

in situ on a Nonius Weissenberg goniometer. The gonio-
meter was fitted with Nonius low-temperature nitrogen-gas-
stream equipment with some locally devised modifications. 
Cell parameters and intensity data at 130 IC were obtained 
from oscillation and Weissenberg photographs of two 
crystals, one aligned along [100). the other aligned along 
[110). Intensity films were exposed for the Weissenherg 

levels hAl for h = 0-4 and n + k,k,1 for n = 0-2 using 
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CUKa  radiation and the equi-incli nation multiple-film-pack 
method. 

Integrated intensities were derived from micnslensito-

meter measurements performed by the SE. H.C. Micro-
densitometer Service at Daresbury Laboratory, '\'arriiigton. 

The data from each crystal were corrected for absorption 
(numerical integration) and for Lorentz and polarisation 

effects after which the data levels were scaled together using 

common reflexions. In all. I Sal intensities were measured 
in the h/el, uk!, Md, kM. Jzl, and ukl regions of reciprocal 
space. After merging, there remained 739 unique observed 
reflections (merging I? factor = 0.035).  
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one Si-H (or C-H) bond was staggered with respect to the 
C5 bond. 

The refinement required care since there are several sets 
of overlapping peaks in the radial (listrilsutioh, curve (see 
Figure I). The Si-H distance was fixed to permit refine-
ment of the C-C distance. The three torsion angles were 
optimised by considering variations of the I? factor as the 
angles were fixed at different values. Bonded distance 
amplitudes refined to sensible values although u(Si-H) was 
fixed and u(Si-O) and u(C0) were constrained, in appro-
priate ratios, to u(C-S) and u(C-C) respectively. However 
this model still had a rather high ft factor, l4 = 0.16. A 

TABLE I 

Weighting functions, correlation parameters, and scale factors for electron diffraction 

Camera height/ 	As 	 5 cnin. 	 SW2 - 	 Sw 	 mel. 	 Correlation 
mm 	 nm' 	 - 	 parameter 	Scale factor 

286.34 	 2.0 	 20 	 35 	 125 	 144 	 0.2939 	 0.051 (26) 
128.40 	 4.0 	 52 	 70 	 220 	 280 	 0.0045 	 0.521 (21) 

Structure solution and refinement. The space group im-
poses no restriction on molecular symmetry for Z = 4. 
The structure was solved by Patterson and Fourier methods 

and refined by weighted least-squares calculations to 
minimise the quantity £WUF0I - F01) 2 . All hydrogen 
atoms were located from a difference-Fourier synthesis and 
their positional and isotropic vibrational parameters were 
refined. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic 
vibrational parameters. During the later stages of refIne-

nient an empirical isotropic extinction correction was applied 
by means of a variable parameter in the least-squares cal-

culations; an empirical least-squares weighting scheme was 
also introduced. Atomic scattering factors for H atoms 
were from ref. 6 and for other atoms from ref. 7. Allowance 

was made for the real and imaginary parts of the anomalous 
dispersion .effect using J' and  J' values from ref. 8. 
Calculations were performed using computers of the 'din-

burgh Regional Computing Centre and using programs 
written here and the program systems X-RAY 76, 9  

SHELX,'° and PLUTO.Ii 
Electron Diffraction.-Scattering intensities were recorded 

photographically on Kodak Electron Image plates using 
the Cornell-Edinburgh diffraction apparatus ""s  operating 
at 43 kV and with the sample and nozzle maintained at room 
temperature. Three plates were exposed at cacti of two 

nozzle-to-plate distances (128 and 286 min). so providing 
data over the range 20-280 nmt in the scattering variable 

s. Separate diffraction experiments for benzene were used 
to calibrate the camera distances and electron wavelength 
[A = 0.057 41(3) A]. The photographic plates were traced 
by the S.E.R.C. Microdensitonieter Service, using a Joyce-
Loebl Microdensitometer 6." 

Calculations were performed using computers of the 

Edinburgh Regional Computing Centre and using established 
data-reduction 11,14  and least-squares "programs. Scatter-
ing factors were from ref. 10. Table I lists scale factors, 
correlation parameters, and the weighting points used to 

construct the weight matrix for least-squares refinements. 

In the structural model used for refinements it was 
assumed that the central carbon atom is planar and that the 
OSiH, and CCII, groups have local C, symmetry. The 
molecular geometry is then defined by six bond lengths, 
five valence angles, and three torsion angles (see Table 2). 
The S1H, and CH, torsion angles were defined as zero when  

dramatic improvement was possible when an allowance was 

included for contamination of the gaseOus samples by disilyl 
sulpiiide which we know to be formed in a disproportion-
ation reaction. The model was expanded to include (fixed) 
distances and amplitudes for Si-S, Si ' 'Si, Si-H, Si ' ' 'II, 

TABLE 2 

Gas-phase molecular parameters 

(a) Independent parameters 
Distance (A) 
or angle (1 A iii ph tude (A) 

,,(C-H) 1.048(10) 0.061(15) 
r,(C-C) 1.484(14)  
r,(CS) 1.615(8) 0.032(24) 
r4 (C-O) 1.345(7) 0.055• 
r,(Si-O) 1.717(6) 0.034 
r1 (Si-hl) 1.480 0.088 

(fixed) (fixed) 
Angle I (C-'C--O) 111.4(8) 
Angle 2 (O-C=S) 227(2) 
Angle 3 (Si-C) 118(2) 
Angle 4 (H-Si-U) 110 (fixed) 
Angle 5 (H-C--C) 110 (fixed) 
Torsion I (Si-O-C-S) lot 
Torsion 2 (H-Si-U--C) 35' 
Torsion 3 (H-C-C-5) 70 

b) Dependent distances (A) and amplitudes (A) 
d,(C - ' ' S) 	 2.075(15) 	 0.103(7) 
d,(C ' '0) 	 2.330(10) 	 0.060(18) 
d,(C ' ' H) 	 2.088(18) 	 0.099(45) 

Si) 	 2.632(22) 	 0.103 
d,,(S '''C)) 	 2.652(20) 	 0.103' 
d,,(Si - ' - C) 	 3.948(15) 	 0.002(15) 
d,,(Si -''5) 	 3.143(9) 	 0.138(9) 
Proportional to is, see text. I  Proportional to is,. See 

text. • Torsion angles optimised by ]?-factor minimisation, 
see text. 'Tied to u,(C ' ' '5). 

and S ... H with values taken from ref. Ii. The proportion 
of S(SiH,), present was varied and a minimum P0 value 
was obtained for 3.2% impurity (mole mole basis) for Use 
plates at the short camera distance and 11.50 , 

 impurity for 
the plates at the long distance. The final ft factors were 
ft0  = 0.102 and ft 9  = 0.078. 

RESULTS 

Final values of atomic parameters for crystalline SiH,-
OCSCH, are given in Table 3 and details of the intramolecular 
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FIGURE I Gaseoussilyl thioacetate: observed and final dif-
ference radial distribution curves, P(r)Jr. Before Fourier 
inversion the data were multiplied by s.exp[-0.000 015 s'/ 

- IM) V0 - 

and intermolecular geometry in Tables 4 and 5. Figure 2 
indicates the molecular geometry and atomic labelling 
scheme. Figure 3 shows the arrangement of molecules in the 
unit cell. Tables of observed and calculated structure 
factors and thermal vibration parameters are available as 
Supplementary Publication No. SUP 23254 (14 pp.). 

TABLE 3 

Atomic parameters (with e.s.d.s in parentheses) for the 
crystal 

Atom X/a Ylb Z/c 
51(1) 0.251 66(17) 0.182 17(9) 0.070 02(7) 
0(2) 0.475 6(4) 0.091 11(24) 0.159 18(18) 
C(3) 0,498 6(6) 0.096 36(33) 0.274 69(24) 
S(4) 0,327 99(16) 0.205 62(9) 0.348 55(6) 
C(5) 0.698 4(7) -0.006 58(40) 0.326 82(32) 
HO I) 0.027(7) 0.134(4) 0.095(3) 

 0.273(6) 0.332(3) 0.087(3) 
 0.314(7) 0.140(5) -0.034(3) 

8(51) 0.704(7) -0.022(4) 0.413(4) 
11(52) 0.843(9) 0.027(5) 	' 0.311(3) 
11(53) 0.670(8) -0.112(5) 0.288(3) 

The cell parameters are subject to the usual errors associ-
ated with the \Veissenberg film method; these errors are 
probably accentuated by the use of split-film cassettes for 
low-temperature work. Estimated standard deviations 
(e.s.d.$) given in Tables 3-5 do not include contributions 
from errors in the cell parameters but the e.s.d.s in the 
abstract and in Table 7 do include such contributions. 

The final parameters for silyl thioacetate in the gas phase 
are listed in Table 2, and details of the least-squares correl-
ation matrix are given in Table 6. The errors in Table 2 
are e.s.d.s obtained from the least-squares analysis increased 
to allow for systematic errors. Observed and final difference 
molecular scattering curves are shown in Figure 4. 

DiscussioN 

Gaseous silyl monotluoacetate is difficult to study by 
electron diffraction (ed.). The overlap of distances in 

For details see Notices to Authors No. 7, J. Chern, Soc., 
Dalton Trans., 1981. Index issue.  

the radial distribution function leads to high correlations 
between structural and vibrational parameters. The 
presence of small quantities of S(SiH 3) 2  in the gaseous 
samples adds a further complication. The ed. results 
cannot therefore be of high precision. Nevertheless, 
they provide interesting parallels to and contrasts with 
the solid-phase results. 

TABLE 4 

Intramolecular geometry in the crystal 

(a) Distances (A) with e.s,d.s in parentheses 
Si(l)-O(2) 	1.699(2) 	C(3)-C(5) 	1.484(4) 
Si(l)-l1(l 1) 	1.35(4) 	C(5)-H(51) 	0.90(4) 
Si(l)-l-1(12) 	1.33(3) 	C(5)-1-1(52) 	0.87(5) 
Si(1)-H(13) 	1.33(4) 	C(5)-H(53) 	1.03(4) 
0(2)-C(3) 	1.319(3) 	Si(I) . . - 5(4) 	3.185(1) 
C(3)-S(4) 	1.627(3) 

(5) Angles (1 

	

108.9(14) S(4)-C(3)-C(5) 	125.2(2) 
o (2)-Si( 1)-I 1(12) 	109.4(1:3) 	C(3)-C(5)-H(51) 	115.4(22) 
0(2)-Si 11 - 11(1:3) 	100.3(17) 	C(3)-C(5)-H(52) 	109.9(27) 
Si( I )-( )rl-C(3) 	125.1(2) 	C(3)-C(5)-H(53) 	107.4(23) 
0(2)-C (3)-S(4) 	12:1.0)2) 	0(2)-Si(l) ' 5(4) 	54.4(1) 
0(2)-C()-C(5) 	111.8(3) 	C(3)-S(4) ' ' ' Si(l) 	57.4(1) 

Torsion angles (°) 
Si(l)-0(2)-C(3)-S(4) 	 -6.0(4) 
Si(l)-0(2)-C(3)-C(5) 	 174.8(3) 
11(l l)-Si(l)-0(2)--C(3) 	-58.9(15) 
I-1(12)-Si(I) --0(2)--C(3) 	61.7(14) 
H(13)-Si(1)--0(2)-C(3) 	179.9(17) 

Distances (A) of atoms from the least-squares best plane 
defined by Si(1), 0(2), C(3). 5(4), and C(S) 

Sill) 	 0.032(1) 
0(2) 	 -0.049(2) 
C(3) 	 -0.005(3) 
S(4) -0.006(1) 
C(S) 	 0.027(4) 
8(11) 	 1.19(3) 
8(12) . 	 -1.00(3) 
11(13) 	 -0.06(4) 
8(51) 	 0.23(4) 
11(52) 	 -0.73(4) 
11  (53) 	 0.76(4) 

The crystallographic study, like our previous X-ray 
studies of low-melting-point compounds of Bland Ge, was 
also faced with adverse factors. Low melting points, 
difficulties in crystallisation, ready decomposition, 
radiation damage, high X-ray absorption, and fluores-
cence all create problems. The nature of the low-tem-
perature \Veissenberg apparatus imposes some extra 
constraints particularly on the options available for 
measuring cell parameters and evaluating experimental 
layer scale factors. However this present analysis was 
one of the few where it proved possible to measure cell 
parameters and intensities from two different single 
crystals in different orientations and it is worth noting 
that there was very close agreement between the two 
sets of measurements. 

Gas-phase and crystal structures confirm that the 
silyl group is bonded through oxygen, although the 
possibility of a very small amount of a sulphur-bonded 
Species being present in the gas phase cannot be excluded. 
The Si-O bond lengths are1.717 (6)  A in the gas phase and 
1.690(5) A in the crystal and are equal within experi- 
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TABLE 5 

Intermolecular geometry in the crystal 

(a) Shortest intermolecular contacts (A) 
(I) Shortest H•• H 

11(12) --- 11(51 1) 2.60 
11(12)• 11(5211) 2.85 
11(11) ... 11(53 111 ) 2.80 
11(12) - 11(51 111) 2.88 

Shortest C ... H 
C(S) 	. H(12W) 3.16 
C(3) 11(53 11 ) 3.25 

Shortest 0 H 
0(2) - - - }l(13V) 2.79 
0(2) 	. . H (I lvi) 3.16 

Shortest S H 
S(4) }1(52Vh1) 3.05 
5(4)... }1(13V111) 3.13 

Shortest Si-- H 
Si(l) . H(53117) 3.45 
Si(1) ... H(51 1) 3.48 

Shortest contacts between non-hydrogen atoms 
Si(l) 5(4 1 ) 3.382(1) 
0(2) . S(4W) 3754(2) 
S(4) C(5") 3.861(4) 
51(1) 	... C(S") 3.919(4) 

(b) Important intermolecular angles (°) 
0(2)-Si(1) . •5(41) 	 166.3(1) 
C(3)-S(4) . . . Si(1l) 	 100.8(1) 

Roman numerals as superscripts refer to the following 
equivalent positions relative to the reference molecule at 
X. Y. z: I x - 3. 3 - y, -3 + z; II } - z, 3 + y. 3 - 
IIl4-x.3+y.3-z; IV3-x.y_3,3_z; VI-,, 
-y, -z; VI I + X. Y. z;  VII .r - 1, Y, z;  VIII 4 + x, 3 - Y. 
3+'. 

mental error. These distances, although rather long for 
Si-C bonds, are close to values reported for other silyi 
esters.'- 3,18  The Si and S atoms are in the planar cis 
conformation in both phases. The apparent torsion 
:angle of 10° found in the gas phase may be a shrinkage 
effect. The intramolecular Si 	S contacts are 3.14 A, 
gas, and 3.19 A, solid. The sum of van der Waals radii 
for Si and S atoms is 3.9 A so the intramolecular Si(1) 
5(4) separation here is some 0.8 A less than the van der 
Waals distance, the same as in silyl acetate. 

In view of the fairly large uncertainties in some mole- 
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cular parameters in the gas phase, a detailed comparison 
between molecular geometries in gas and solid is not 
appropriate but attention should be drawn to the two 
parameters which show greatest divergence. First the 
0(2)-C(3) bond length is 1.345(7) A in the gas but only 
1.319(5) A in the crystal, and secondly the angle Si(l)-
0(2)-C(s) is xrnrnh narrower [118(2)'] in the gas than in 
the crystal [125.1(4)°]. Similar changes to the 0(2)-
C(3) bond length and Si(1)-0(2)-C(3) bond angle were 
reported in the comparison between gaseous and crystal-
line silyl acetate.' 

Details of molecular geometries collected together in 
Table 7 point to a number of structural differences 
between crystalline methyl acetate, crystalline silyl 

TABLE 6 

Electron-diffraction analysis: portion of the least-squares 
correlation matrix showing all the off-diagonal elements 
greater than 50% 

Angles 

1 1 	1 	2 	3 	u, 	U, 	is 7  

	

-57 	67 -04 86 	 54 	 11 
-83 	 91 	 1. 

	

-50 	 -85 
-59 	59 63 	52 	 Ii 

	

-96 -52 	 21 Angles 
56 	 is, 

TABLE 7 

Comparison of crystal structures of methyl acetate, silyl 
acetate, and silyl monotliioacetate (distances in A, 
angles in degrees) a 

SiH, Sill,- 
OcoCu, 6  OCOcH, • ocsc, 

1.45:4(6) 1.096(0) 1.699(5) 
1.337(6) 1.3)2(7) 1.319(5) 
1.200(5) 1.221(8) 1.627(6) 
1.493(6) 1.476(8) 1.484(6) 
2.611(9) 2.832(9) 3.185(9) 
114.9(5) 120.0(5) 125.1(4) 
122.5(5) '120.6(6) 123.0(4) 
-1.2(5) 2.6(7) 

17; 3) 
-6.0(4) 

179(3) 180(2) 
2.721(9) 3.382(10) 
173.1(4) 166.3(3) 
130.8(5) 100.8(4) 

• E.s.d.s given here include contributions from errors in cell 
parameters; M C or Si. 'Ref. 1, Y = 0. • This work, 
Y = S. 

40- 	5(l..)
.11 	 5(4) 

(1) 

11(13) 

C(5) H(5l) 

1(52) 
FIGURE 2 Crystalline .silyl thioacetate: view of reference molecule and two neighhoi,rii,g molecules showing labelling sclsc,,,e and 

intermolecular Si 	S contacts 
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FIGURE 3 View 01 shy1 thioacetate molecules in the crystal structure viewed down b. The Si ....interactions are between 
molecules related by the n glide. Roman numeral superscripts are defined in Table 5 
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FIGURE 4 Gaseous silyl thioacetate: observed and final 
weighted difference molecular scattering intensities at camera 
distances of 128 (a) and 286 mm (6) 

acetate, and crystalline silyl thioacetate. Going from 
methyl to shy) acetate results in a contraction of the 

0(2)-C(3) bond length from 1.34 to 1.31 A while the angle 
at 0(2) opens from 115 to 121°. [There are further, 

smaller, changes to bond lengths and angles at C(3).] 
Substitution of the C=O group in silyl acetate by CS, in 
the thioacetate, leaves the 0(2)C(3) bond length 
essentially unchanged, now 1.32 A, but the angle at 0(2) 

widens still further to 125°. There are concomitant 
deviations from molecular planarity. In methyl acetate 
the five heavy atoms are accurately coplanar, in silyl 
acetate the deviations from planarity are just about 
significant, but the thioacetate is non-planar: 0( 1;i-0- 

C=S) = —6.0(4) °  and #(Si -0-C-C) = 174.8(3) ° . These 

changes are obviously in accord with an increasing size 
effect for the M(l) and Y(4) (Y = S or 0) substituents 
although the nature of the intramolecular interaction 
between M(1) and Y(4) is unclear. In all three crystal 

structures the H 3M group is so orientated that 1-1(13) is 

planar trans with respect to Y(4). In addition, although 
the hydrogen atoms are not very accurately located, the 
H-M(1)-0(2) bond angles do imply that again in all three 

structures the C3  axis of the F1 3M group is not collinear 
with the M(1)0(2) bond but is shifted slightly to point 

more towards the Y(4) substituent. These features were 

first reported, and well established, through two crystal-
structure analyses of dimethyl(t-butyl)silyl esters of 

aci-nitroalkanes, when the intramolecular Si ' 0 
contacts were also much less than the van der Waals 
distance and were interpreted in terms of incipient 
intramolecular bond formation between 0 and Si. 18  

The dominating feature of the crystal structure of 
silyl thioacetate, as of silyl acetate, is the exceptionally 

short intermolecular contact between Si and S(4'), or 
0(4') in sHy1 acetate. Not unexpectedly there are no 
comparable interactions in crystalline methyl acetate nor 

in the two disnethyl(t-butyl)silyl esters of aci-nitro- 
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FIGURE 3 View of silyl thioacetate molecules in the crystal structure viewed down 6. The Si .... interactions are between 

molecules related by the n glide. Itoman numeral superscripts are defined in Table 5 
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FiGURE 4 Gaseous silyl thioacetate: observed and final 
weighted difference molecular scattering intensities at camera 

distances of 128 (a) and 286 mm (6) 

acetate,, and crystalline silyl thioacetate. Going from 
methyl to silyl acetate results in a contraction of the 
0(2)-C(3) bond length from 1.34 to 1.31 A while the angle 

at 0(2) opens from 115 to 121 ° . [There are further, 

smaller, changes to bond lengths and angles at C(3).3 
Substitution of the C0 group in silyl acetate by C5, in 
the thioacetate, leaves the 0(2)-C(3) bond length 

essentially unchanged, now 1.32 A, but the angle at 0(2) 

widens still further to 125 ° . There are concomitant 
deviations from molecular planarity. In methyl acetate 

the five heavy atoms are accurately coplanar, in silyl 
acetate the deviations froth planarity are just about 
significant, but the thioacetate is non-planar: (Si-0-

(>S) = —6.0(4) °  and 4(Si-0-C-C) = 174.8(3) ° . These 

changes are obviously in accord with an increasing size 
effect for the 14(l) and Y(4) (Y = S or 0) substituents 
although the nature of the intramolecular interaction 
between 14(1) and Y(4) is unclear. In all three crystal 

structures the H 3M group is so orientated that 1-1(13) is 
planar trans with respect to Y(4). In addition, although 
the hydrogen atoms are not very accurately located, the 
HM(I)0(2) bond angles do imply that again in all three 

structures the C3  axis of the H 3M group is not collinear 

with the M(1)-0(2) bond but is shifted slightly to point 
more towards the Y(4) substituent. These features were 
first reported, and well established, through two crystal-
structure analyses of dimethyl(t-butyl)silyl esters of 

aci-nitroalkanes, when the intramolecular Si ... 0 
contacts were also much less than the van der Waals 
distance and were interpreted in terms of incipient 
intramolecular bond formation between 0 and Si. 18  

The dominating feature of the crystal structure of 
silyl tluoacetate, as of silyl acetate, is the exceptionally 
short intennolecular contact between Si and S(4'), or 
0(4') in silyl acetate. Not unexpectedly there are no 
comparable interactions in crystalline methyl acetate nor 

in the two dimethyl(t-butyl)silyl esters of aci-nitro- 

1 
2( 
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The Molecular Structure of Germyl Monothioacetate in the Gas Phase, 
determined by Electron Diffraction 

E. A. V. Ebsworth, Christopher M. Huntley. and David W. H. Rankin' 
Department of Chemistry. University of Edinburgh, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EHS 3JJ 

The molecular structure of gaseous germyl monothioacetate has been determined by electron diffraction. 
The only isomer present has the germyl group bonded to sulphur; the non-bonded Ge -o distance is 
substantially less than the sum of van der Waals radii for germanium and oxygen. Principal bond lengths 
and angles (r,) are:r(Ge -S) 223.3(4).r(C -S) 176.5(7),r(C0) 122.4(8), andr(C-C) 149.3(10) pm; 
GeSC 96.7(4), SCO 124.1 (10), and CCO 116.4(13)'. The heavy-atom skeleton is almost planar, with 
the Ge -S and C0 bonds arranged cis to one another. 

The molecular structures of silyl formate' and silyl acetate 2  

in the gas phase have recently been determined, and in each 
case the heavy-atom skeleton is planar, with the Si-O and 
C0 bonds mutually cis. This arrangement is associated with 
an unusually short intramolecular Si - - - 0 distance of about 
280 pm, which is considerably less than the van der Waals 
Si - - 0 distance (360 pm). In the solid phase, the structure 
of silyl acetate is little changed, although there is also an inter-
molecular Si - - - 0 contact of 272 pm. 

These observations have prompted us to consider the 
structures of other silyl and germyl esters. In silyl monothio-
acetate 3  the silyl group is bonded to oxygen, and in the gas 
phase a planar heavy-atom structure is found, with a short 
contact between the silicon and the thiocarbonyl sulphur 
atoms. This structure is maintained in the solid phase, in 
which there is also a short intermolecular Si - S contact. 
In contrast, the gerinyl group of germyl monothioacetate is 
bonded to sulphur.' We have regrettably been unable to grow 
a single crystal of this compound. However, we are able to 
report the structure of the gas-phase form, which provides an 
interesting comparison with the gas-phase data for the silyl 
ester. 

Experimental 
A sample of germyl monothioacetate was prepared by re-
action of monochlorogermane with tributyltin monothio-
acetate at room temperature, and was purified by fractional 
distillation and condensation in vacuo. Its purity was checked 
by hr. spectoscopy and by molecular weight determination. 

Electron-diffraction scattering intensities were recorded 
photographically on Kodak Electron Image plates using the 
Cornell/Edinburgh diffraction apparatus 1.6  operating at Ca. 
43 kV. During exposures the nozzle and sample were main-
tained at room temperature. Three plates were obtained at 
each camera distance (128 and 286 mm), giving data over a 
range of 20-336 nm in the scattering variable, s. Intensity 
data were obtained in digital form using  computer-controlled 
Joyce-Loebl Microdensitometer 6' at the S.E.R.C. Labor-
atory, Daresbury. 

All calculations were carried out on an ICL 2972 computer 
at the Edinburgh Regional Computing Centre, using estab-
lished data-reduction' and least-squares refinement pro-
grams. Weighting points used in setting up the off-diagonal 
weight matrix used in refinements are given in Table I, 
together with scale factors and correlation parameters. In all 
calculations the scattering factors of Schafer et al-' were used. 
The electron wavelength [5.610(3) pm] was determined by 
analysis of the diffraction pattern of gaseous benzene. 

Structure Refinement—During refinement of the structure 
of germyl monothioacetate it was assumed that SCeH, and 

L 

L 

0 

Figure 1. Observed and final difference radial distribution curves, 
P(r)/r. Before Fourier inversion the data were multiplied by 
s . exp[ -0.00002 s3/(Z0, - f0.XZ - f5)] 

CCH, groups each had local C3, symmetry, and that the three 
bonds to the central carbon atom were coplanar. The geo-
metry was then defined by six bond lengths, five valence 
angles, and three dihedral angles. The GeM 3  and CH, twist 
angles were defined to be zero when one Ge-U or C-H bond 
was staggered with respect to the C -S bond, while the angle 
describing the twist about the C-S bond was defined to be 
zero when the C=0 and Ge-S bonds were cis with respect to 
each other. 

Although the radial distribution curve (Figure I) was 
dominated by the large Ge-S peak, there were three other 
peaks in the region associated with bonded distances, and it 
was possible to refine all bonded distances except Ge-H. In a 
series of refinements with this parameter fixed at various 
values, the lowest R factor was found when it was set at 152.5. 
pm, and this value was assumed in subsequent refinements. 
Similar methods were used to find optimum values of the three 
angles describing the conformation of the molecule. The three 
valence angles involving heavy atoms all refined normally, 
but the SCeM and CCH angles would not refine satisfactorily, 
and were therefore fixed at 1100. 

Results and Discussion 
The molecular parameters for germyl monothioacetate are 
given in Table 2: errors quoted (in parentheses) are estimated 



Camera 
height 

mm 

128.29 
286.11 

s_I.. 	 Lw, 	 SW, 

not 

76 	 84 
	

220 	 296 
44 	 58 
	

120 	 146 

Correlation 
parameter 

0.328 
0.042 

Scale factor 

0.883(30) 
0.923(16) 
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836 
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Table 1. Weighting functions, scale factors, and correlation parameters 

Table 2. Molecular parameters 

Distance 
(pm) 

Independent distances 

r, (C-,q 149.3(10) 
r1  (C-H) 108.7(12) 
,, (C0) 122.4(8) 

Dependent distances 

d,(C---O) 235.1(18) 
A (S 	C) 277.3(14) 
A (S 	O) 265.3(12) 

Angles (*) 

I (CCO) 116.4(13) 
2 (SCO) 124.1(10) 
3 (GeSC) 96.7(4) 
4(SGeH) 110.0' 

Fixed. 	See text. 

Distance 
(pm) 

r (C-S) 
r (GcS) 
r6  (GcH) 

d,, (Ge ... C) 
d,,(Ge ... C) 
d,,(Ge .. . 0) 

5(CCH) 	 110.0' 
6.(twist GeM 3) 	 5.0 6  
7 (twist CM,) 	 40.0 
8 (dihedral GeSCO) 	 5.0 

Amplitude 
(pm) 

5.0' 
6.5' 
3.9' 

8.0' 

7.3(14) 

176.5(7) 
2213(4) 
152.5 

300.4(8) 
445.6(10) 
297.2(14) 

Amplitude 
(pm) 

4.8' 
5.7(4) 
8.8' 

10.9(13) 
8.5(12) 

15.0' 

Table 3. Portion of least-squares correlation matrix showing oft-diagonal elements greater than 30% 

Angle 

1`2 	 ri 	 1 	 2 	 3 a, 
34 	 30 	 -62 	 48 	 -40 

-43 36 
-38 rs 

-58 	 -73 -67 l' 
-70 53 -32 2 ?Angle 

-56 . 3J 
55 U, 

standard devations obtained in the least-squares analysis, 
increased to allow for systematic errors. Part of the least. 
squares correlation matrix is given in Table 3. The most 
significant correlations are between the three refined angles, 
and arise from the overlap of the associated non-bonded 
distances, most of which lie between 260 and 300 pm. The 
intensity data are illustrated in Figure 2, together with the 
difference curves for the final refinement, for which the R 
factor (Kr)  was 0.11. 

The refined data provide clear evidence that gerrnyl mono-
thioacetate exists essentially completely as the S-bonded 
isomer in the gas phase. No attempt was made to allow for 
small proportions of the 0-bonded isomer in the refinements, 
as the radial-distribution difference curve (Figure I) shows no 
significant features. This observation is supported by spectro-
scopic evidence.' 

The geometrical parameters for germyl monothioacetate 
(Table 2) are much as would be expected, although there are 
some small differences between our results and those reported 
for related compounds that may be significant. The C-S 
distance (176.5(7) pm) is shorter than that in dimethyl sul-
phide ID  (180.2(2) pm], but the difference is only about half 
as great as that between C-C) distances in esters such as 
methyl acetate' and in dimethyl ether." The Ge-S distance 
(223.3(4) pm] is greater than in digermyl sulphide" [220.9(4)  

pm], and associated with this there is a narrowing of the 
angle at sulphur from 98.90)10 96.7(4)°. These changes are in 
the same direction as, but much smaller than, changes in 
Si-C) distances and angles at oxygen in going from disilyl 
ether "to silyl esters.' -' The origins of these structural changes 
are not yet apparent, but a fairly consistent pattern is emerg-
ing, and we intend to study esters with germanium bound to 
oxygen, and with silicon bound to sulphur, to gain greater 
understanding of the factors that influence structure. 

As with all the esters we have studied,''" the heavy-atom 
skeleton is planar: the apparent small deviation from planarity 
is almost certainly a shrinkage effect. Thus the non-bonded 
Ge ... 0 distance is very much shorter [297.2(14) pm] than 
the sum of van der Waals radii for germanium and oxygen 
(ca. 360 pm). Ths shortening is not as great as those we have 
observed for silyl esters (Ca. 80 pm), but must nevertheless 
indicate that there is a strong interaction between germanium 
and oxygen. It is unfortunate that in this case we have been 
unable to determine the structure of this compound in the 
crystalline phase, and so study intermolecular Ge ... 0 
contacts, but it is hoped that the problems will be overcome 
with other germyl esters. 

The Question of 0-Bound Germyl Monothioacegase.-We 
studied the reaction between silyl monothioacetate and 
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(b) 

Figure 2. Observed and final weighted difference molecular scattering intensities at nozzle-to-plate distances of (a) 128 and (1,) 286 mm 
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germyl fluoride by proton n.m.r. spectroscopy at low temper-
ature to see if we could detect any of the 0-bound isomer of 
germyl monothioacetate as an intermediate in the formatio 
of the S-bound compound. From the proton resonance spectra 
of GeH 3  and Sill, compounds, we expected that the proton 
resonance of the GeH, group in the 0-isomer would be near 
that observed for (GeH,) 20, whose chemical shift is about 
5.30 p.p.m." The GeH 3  resonance of the S form is close to 
that of (GeH,),S, at 4,60 p.p.m." The quality of the proton 
resonance spectra obtained at 180 K was poor, but sufficient 
to show that even at so low a temperature substantial. reaction 
had occurred. Good quality spectra were obtained from 193 K 
upwards, and no peaks were observed that could plausibly be 
assigned to the 0-bound isomer. At 193 K reaction appeared 
to be complete, and so if any of the 0-bound isomer is formed 
it must rearrange to give the S-bound isomer too rapidly for 
us to detect. The proton chemical shifts for CH 3COSGeH, 
in toluene solution at 183 K are 6H(C) 1.89 and SH(Ge) 
4.32 p.p.m. 

We also determined the jr. spectrum of germyl mono-
thioacetate in the gaseous and solid phases in order to see 
whether there were any substantial shifts in frequency with 
change in phase or whether new bands appeared in the spec-
trum of the solid. Our results are given in Table 4. In general 
there are shifts to lower frequency from the gas to the solid 
phase, but these are quite consistent with shifts observed in 
the spectra of other esters, including methyl acetate. Indeed, 
the shift in the CO-stretching mode is smaller for germyl 
thioacetate than for methyl acetate. There was no evidence 
from the i.r. spectrum for any change in structure from gas to 
solid or for unusually strong intermolecular interactions in the 
solid state. Furthermore, there is no splitting in the CO stretch 
such as would have been expected if the solid contained both 
cis and Iran isomers. 

We also recorded the mass spectrum. The principal frag-
ments with their approximate relative intensities are given in 
Table 5. The fragmentation pattern is consistent with the 
structure we have given. 
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2128S 
2102s 

1 678w 
I 415m 
1354s 
I 261w 
I 128s 
I 095rn 
1019W 

9555 

854$ 

807vs 
793 vs 
629s 
593m 
4711 
417J m 

296m 
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Table 4. Infrared spectra (cm') of CH,COSGeH, 
	

Table S. Mass spectrum of CH,COSGeH, 

Assignment Relative 
v.,,,JGeH) Ion ni/c intensity 
v,,,jGeH) I"GeH,SOCCH,J' 152 20 

[14 GeSCI 118 22 
v(C0) roeslt 106 20 
8-,.(CH) ("Ger 74 14 
3.,m(CH) [COS] 60 2 
5(CH) [csr 44 13 
p(CH 3 ) (CH,CO] 43 100 

[CCO) 40 11 
pCH,) [CO] 28 99 
v(CC) LCH,C1 27 7 

LGeO] 90 2 

Gas 

2130s 
2108s 

I 709s 

I 361m 

I 132s 
I 088m 
1 018w 

955m 

8(0cM,) 874m 
862m 

8(GeH,) 
8(CeH,) 
v(CS) 
p(GeH,) 

Deformation CCOS 

v(GcS) 

s = Strong, m = medium, w = weak, and v = very. 

Spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 577 spectrophotometer. 
The solid phase was annealed until there was no further change 
in the spectrum. 
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